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THE

PORTLAND

PRESS

DAILY

MISCELLANEOUS.

Free Exhibition

«•.»

POUTLANO

At 1u9 Exchange St, Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.

—

$2 50

la published every Tm usi»ay Mousing at
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

j

a

Rates of Advertising: One Inch ol apace, in
of column, constitutes a "square.”
first week; 75 cents j»er
$1 50 per square
week after; three insertions, or leas, $1 00; continuthat
after
week, 50 cents.
other
day
every
ng
Half square, three insertioiiH or leas, 75 cents; one
week, $1 Oft; 50 cents i*er week after,
t Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of "Amcsmkmknts,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or leas $1 50.
Advertisements inserted iu the ‘‘Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents j>er square for each subsequent inserAddress all

—

observing the

SIMPLE

apl2tf

Win

at

Printer,!

Such

8

1871

EXCEEDING

Co.,

This

BROKERS,

OF

ALL

-OF

THE-

aeaHLisiate anu

muse

Sewing Machine

Philadelphia.

max

are

aooux

M. A.

a

purcnasing

call at

to

QUALITY,

BOSWORTH’S,

146

Exchange

St.

331 CONGRESS STREET,

J. B. Hamel, Jr.

eonstantly on baud, a
keep
Machines in the various

Where we shall
sortment of these

_

finish.
Machinew Mold

full

_

BROWN,

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

L'emtsellor and Attorney at Law !

April

16tf_

H.

H.

McDUFFEE,

Jan24-ly

AT

W.

LAW!

Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Glnery Twichell.
jn3-6m

Flour,

Commission
5*
J.

DifferentJStitckei,

Which makes Four

RKYEBSABLE FEED.

The best kind of

nicely.

Merchants,

and sizes.

all colors

W. Tillson, 20GStateat., Boston.
no2'

C 111 Cft§0«

These machines are sold
or on the work plan.

GEORGE I). .TOST,

N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

w. l.

Hale’s,

Corner of Free
if

stock, is
them

slOOJPUR.

Next above

Nos. Sid. iS Free Street,

m

"ww

rieasure

Harness,

judge

HUNT & JEWETT,
Dealers Id

Italian & American Marble,
ho ml

good asferlment

of

TBADE,
HAND.

that will

Our Booms

nst iuil tolesallsiactory to all marble work-

A.EVAJSH,

WILLIAM

COUNSELLOR

next

below the Post Office,

Middle

59

LAW.

AT

are

3

STAIRS.

Commission business under the nameof|J. S.
BAILEY & CO., and will give prompt attention to
all business entrusted to us. We have leased store
No 22 Exchange street, the first below Merchants’

and shall be in possession about the first
of May: until then can be found in the office over it.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEORGE W. PARKER.
tmyl
Portland, Aprjf 11, 1872.

Exchange,

sold, and

Corr oration Loans negotiated.
received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COImIaECTIOWSI of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
ADVANCES made

on

approved

all

points.

fills simple mental acquirement all can jmssess, free
bv mail, for 25 cents, together with a marriage guide,
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladles, &c. A
queer exciting book. 100,000 sold. Address T. William & Co., Pub’s, Phila.
ap2t4w

ollaterals.

C. B.

BANKERS,
A

nit

rican

No.*454
Dinner

mill Foreign .Specie and Coupon*.
AND

terest.

JudSeTfon

received b, expre- ,.
_

the owner is about
week,
Apply at 317 Commercial st.

aity.

one

a*

!SS,

lw

Free to Book Agents.
We will send a handsome Prospectus of our New
illustrated Family Bible containing over 460 nne
Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent, free ot
charge. Addreas National Publishing Co., Phlla., Pa
apl314w

the

aplGd2w

]

175

I.

HOWE

103

IV*.

bags

Alsike

Portland, April 26,

figures.
Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Gig Saw

One «f the Beet Teams in the

call

and all kinds of goods dyed in
CLOTHES
thorough
for sale.
Also Second-hand
a

man-

Clothing

receive prompt and faithful attenWILLIAM BROWN,
64 Federal st.,
Near the Park.

ap20tf

FlSHERlli f
TUI I urr
I llllUiJ

1

am

H11U

airrPTVtrr

L1CI UIV1,

for the

TEBBETS HOUSE,
SPEINGVALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

Enquire
& WILSON, Cor.
ja31tf

A dress LITTLEFiELD

owner

jan31_

For Sale.

GOOD Gate Saw, nearly

and Maple at.

City.

A

West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

FEW Gentlemen Boarders
ed at No. 19 Brown st.

ap!841w

ett st.

ap2Galw

LADY

V» n

Free St., by C. W. Goddard.
SUITABLY

ABOUT

Address H. A.

walk of P. O.

ap26tf

when violations

or five
minutes

Wanted.
a

female agents to

few male and

for the National Linen Marker and Card
IMMEDIATELY
ottered to
inducements
Printer. The
canvass

CONSISTING

FIRST Clrss Tailor to go into the
dress “BETHEL,” Bethel P. O.

country.

Light

ap25tf

Wanted.

STEADY AiPIi-chm

liDrk Box 4.VI. Providence.

ni.vp

ap25d4t
Wanted.

GOOD trimmer to take charge of the trimming
department in a Millinery Establishment. EnK ALER, MERRILL & CO.,
quire of
No. 3 Free St. Block.
ap22tf

W an ted—Partner.
half luterest in a light mauufacturing busi; constant demand for the goods. Splendid
chance to the right man. Apply to G. F. WHITNEY, 59 Milk st., Boston, Msss.
apl8d2w

ONE

ness

Spring Platform
Light

JUMP-SEAT
Light

!

TWO

Wanted.
Book-keeper.
A A.t Post Office, Portland.
an

Wanted

A

!

Address W. L.
mch29tf

Immediately,

CONVENIENT rent for

ply

at No. 25 Winter

small

a

family.

st._

Ap-

ap2dtf

Lost.
between F. F.

Hale's and Hayes

Wallet containing from $15 to
& Douglass,
YESTERDAY,
rewarded
leavThe finder will be
a

$20.
ing same at

suitably
by
COGIA HASSaN’S.
ap25tf
Boarders Wanted.

ted with good
PERMANENT
with
rooms

board,

or transient boarders accommodaTwo connected
rooms and I ward.
furnished nr unfurnished, at 119

Cumberland Street,

ap9dlm

corner

of Franklin-

Vessels

WANTED FOR

“j a a 1
points east,
1

Iowa pass their time in signthe abolition of capital pun-

ishment and in lynching horse-thieves.

Unheeding spring-time’s chilly showers,
Amid the leaves all brown and sere,
The ashes of the glowing year;
Come! lift to me thy tender face,
bluxlthitf with such n ilnintv uriuv

Ossian E.

Is

Dodge bought a church at aucPaul, Minn., the other day, and
wondering what he shall do with it.

in St.

now

Jennie and Bessie Long, nieces ot Charles
are playing in pantomime in
Eng
land.

Dickens,

Musical Notes.
A new overture, “Ajax,” by Sir W. Sterndale Bennett, is to be performed at the Philharmonic concerts in London.
La Espana Musical says that M’Ue Nilsson
and Mme. Lucca have been engaged for the
at Madrid,
“Lohengrin.”

summer season

pear in

when

they

will ap-

Verdi has written another opera,

“La

Principessa Giorges.”

feblHf

Wanted.

To freight Coal from New
Philadelphia to Portland

York and
and other

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
Commercial st.

Wanted.

and others.

Bach’s St.

A N experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.
dc30dtf
IX.

Matthew Passion Music

Bnggies,

Ambroise Thomas, so well known as the
composer of “Mignon” and “Hamlet,” is engaged to write a new opera for M’lle Nilsson.
It is her intention to have it first performed
in America.
Lucca will be in America during the
of 1873. Patti also.
Madame

Mascheles,

Heavy.

and

CABRIOLETS,

Family Carriage.

The public are invited to call and examine the
above named Carriages which are all of our own
make; and as to style, beauty of finish and durability
we warrant are not surpassed by any builder in
the State.
We also have a stock of Carriages from Massachusetts, Connecticut and Philadelphia, which we sell at
prices to conform to the times.

ORDERED

WORK

A

SPECIALTY.

LOCKHART & SLOAN,
Successors to

3-

K- Leivmt

* Co.,

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Every Style of

Light Carriages L Sleighs,
No. 92 Preble Street,
apl3-*Hin
PORTLAND,

ME.

No. 12 Pink Street,
New York, April 15, 1872.
The quarterly Gold Coupon maturing May 1st on
the First Mortgage 8 per cent. Gold Sinking Fund
Bonds of the Loganeport, Crawfordsville *& Southwestern Railway of Indiana, will be paid on or after
uat uuii

ni

mu

inuit.

k

JONES
SCHUYLER,
Financial Agents of the Company.

ap22d&w2w-wl7

$ 5 0 O
Town of

6~’"

Peering Bonds !
FOB

SALE AT

SECOND NATIONAL BANK,
34

Exchange St.

ap25tf

___

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the tnist of Administrator of the estate of
HENRY MERRILL, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the RAme; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
ELIAS MERRILL, Adm’r of Bangor, Me.
Portland, April 16, 1872.
&p20-3w
is

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES
only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxen, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instrumenta that produce aonuda as powerful aa those
Not

a Pianoforte, and nil a house with melody.
Cal
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from the
large stock, so that It may

of

or

Chime Christmas,
ring the New Year, In the cars of your delighted

family!

VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, and a full assortment of other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also foi
sale at the store of
J. C. HAYNES & CO.,33 Court St.,
[Opposite llie Court House.)
_<'cc

Wood I

HA

Wood 1

No. *3 Lla
D :n_d SOFT -COD lor sale at
V-111 street, a Iso Dry Edgings
^ HUSK.

sum-

the widow, of the emi-

nent composer, is at present
ing the life of her husband..

engaged

in writ-

The last appearance of MUe Nilsson

iij

this

country will occur on Monday evening, April
29, at the Acanemy of Music, New York.
The

lady

sails for

Europe

two

days after,

in

ap20-dlw&wlt
The Tenacity or Truth.—When a nation
as clear-headed as the Americans once becomes
convinced, from long experience and observation, that an article jmssesscs superior excellence as a medicine, not all the preposterous
clamor of all the worthless nostrum venders in
the universe can shake their belief in its efficiency. Truth is a very tenacious thing, as these
worthies are beginning to discover. Plantation Hitters has too firm a hold upon the popular esteem to be in the slightest degree affected by the cold water diatribes which the advertisers of fermented slops, “without a particle of
alcohol,” are so fond of launching against alcoholic preparations. The public knows very
well that this fieerless remn ant and tonic does
contain spirits, but it also knows that they are
of the purest and most wholesome description,
viz: fine old St Croix, the most active and beneficial diffuser of its remedial aud invigorat-

ing properties throughout
could possibly be adopted.

isted

quarrel

that has for some time ex-

Mesdames Lucca and MallingThe latter’s engagement has been can-

betyben

celled, and Frau Lucca (the Baroness Von
Rohden,) has had permission granted to her
for her carriage to draw up at the royal entrance to the Opera House.
Rubinstein’s

opera “Feramorz” (Laila
will soon be brought out at Vienna.

“Not until the form is clear to you, will the
be clear also," says Robert Schumann,

in

his

admirably practical

and

suggestive

“Home and Life Rules for Musicians."
Schumann had in the early part of his career as a composer, felt the need of the severe
technical

discipline, to which a temperament
imaginative would have more
readily submitted. In the arts of painting
and scalpture, clearness of outline is one of
the first essentials, and although musical expression, from addressing itself more directly
to the heart, is of a less tangible nature the
same clearness is necessary.
An idea, vaguely conceived in the mind of the composer,
cannot make a definite impression upon the
mind of the hearer. Proportion so universally displayed in the natural laws of music
less ardent and

suumu

uc uubcocti

in

no

.11 in Li

tom filia-

tions.

The early contrapuntists

study

of

music

in

a

enveloped the
thousand pedantic

technicalities. The rules of canon and imitation afforded to the Flemish monks in
their seclusion the most ingenious puzzles.
Sebastian Bach, with the instinct ot a profound and noble genius, broke through these
factitious rules, and by his consistent system
of composition, established a standard. There

popular prejudice against the works of
Bach. “They are very scientific, no
doubt,”
says the amateur, “but uninteresting.”
Until recently, scarcely any
attempt has
been made to bring before the
public the
great cantatas and passion-music, in which
the most sublime feeling is united to perfect
technical expression. Nowhere is spirit subservient to form, but the form is, like that of
the cell of the bee, the one best fitted to conis

a

tain its treasure.
The style of many of the modern couiposers has a powerful charm for a young and
The restless chords and
enthusiastic soul.
nebulous melodic figures excite the imagination. One is flattered by the constant appeal
to his fancy—the enigmas which he tries to
solve. Vague ideas, thus presented, afford
him the highest scope for speculation.
But, it will be said, what a fatal error to
fetter a fresh and heaven-sent talent by musical rules. Surely—but to triumph over the
iaws of music is not to set them aside, but to
render them obedient and apt to express the
various ideas of the composer.
By careful
and reverent study of great
masters—by sympathy with man and nature, the artist becomes great.
Form and spirit combine, and
render him an interpreter of thought and

passion.

the

system which

apr’.H-eodlfcwlt

Colgate Me Co.’s Vaihmere Bouquet tioap has
uovel but very delightful perfume, and is in
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in iierfumery aud Toilet articles.
mr4-eod3m
a

I CAN testify to the high therapeutical value
of Fellow’s Compound Syrnp of Hypophosphites.and consider it deserving of attention by
the profession generally.
Aaron Alwaed, M. I).,
Mayor of the City of St. John.

apr27-dlw&wlt
$1000 Reward is offered by the proprietor of
Dr. Pierce’s Golden -Medical Discovery for a
Medicine that will equal it in the cure of
Bronchitis, severe Coughs, aud the early stages
of Consumption.
58k.
S&Wk

‘•I'rnlh is Mighty, and will PreyalL’»

VEGETEYE
Purifio*. tbe

Blood aud
tbe Health.

General

Heslores

Debility.

term used to denote deficiency of blood
The nutritive constituents of the blood are in lea» than
their regular
whilo tbe watery part is In
a

proportion,

cident to a variety of diseases. The lower limbs arc
apt to be swollen. The pat lent In feeble, and cannot
bear much exertiou. The cirsulation is irregular,
but almost always weak.
of the heart Is
a very common
sympton. Violent emotion often
throws the heart into the most t umultuous action.
The vital functions are languidly performed. The
muscular strength is diminished; fatigue follows moderate or slight exercise. The breathing, though quiet
when at rest, becomes hurried and even painfully agitated under exertion, as in in running, ascending
dishcights.&c. The nervous system is often
ordered. Vertigo, duztness and a feeling of faintness are very common. Violent and obstinate neuralpains in the head, side, breast, or other parts of the
<ly, are also frequent attendants upon the disease.
The secretions are sometimes diminished. In females
the menses are almost always either snpended or very
The bile is scanty, and costivepartially
ness, with unhealthy evacuations from the bowels
and dyspeptic state of the stomach, areextremly com-

Palpitatiou

greatly

£c

The Emperor of Germany has interfered in

spirit

Fine

chronic, has not been successfully treated by
it; while in other Lung difficulties, diseases of
Heart, Nervous System, and the Brain, it far
surpasses everything hitherto known.
Its freedom from the constipating tendency

or

mer

er.

CARRIAGES,
and

was

performed at Westminster Abbey on the
Tuesday of Holy Week. Messrs. Cummings
and Beale, with Mr. Bamby’s boy
choir, and
the boys of the Norwich Cathedral were the
singers. Mr. Barnby conducted. The performance is highly praised.

EXTENSION TOP

_1T9

mar2Gthdtf

Mapleson, it is said, has the exclusive
giving Verdi’s “Aida” in London.
The orchestra at Drury Lane will be led by
Sir Michael Costa. The list af singers will
include M'lles Titiens, Nilsson, Marimon,
Mme. Trebelli, Messrs. Capoul, Foli,
Agnesi,
of

the serious

Box

which have followed. Many cases of confirmed
are known to have been cured, in
others the physical signs have disappeared,
while great improvement has been marked in
all. The inventor has yet to be informed of a
single instance where Bronchitis, either acute

consumption

Johnny read in the papers that a Portland
firm are about to start a lobster
factory near
of many otherwise valuable remedies, makes
the steamboat landing at Searsport, and at
once conceived a hope that if his favorite mait obviously adapted to a wide range of diseases.
rine monsters were hereafter to be produced I
It is pleasing to note a chemical preparation
by machinery, “they xould turn them on the emanating from a
provincial town, prescribed
lathe with the claws inside out; for the fun is
by the leading medical men of the great cities,
ail inside, and that is just the hardest
to
part
as is the case with this
prepuiatioii.
get into.”

Rookh)

NOTICE

capable girls to do geueral housework.
apl2tf
Apply at 16 Myrtle st.

“avc,|

5I^T5BS^5!3!^5F8CT!ouCr^^^apiTt^^^

W_T E »

W A

are
son, I would invite any, and
to call
Steam, Ran or Water Piping done,
hot I
see if 1 will not give them the host satisfaction
*
I
as to price, style and i»romntues8of work.
a
pen
shall
I
on hand a lot ot excellent Hose, which
reasonable rate: old on oh also neatly repaired.
Fore
st.,
K. McDonald, 200
Foot of Plum at.

fililieirTCrT

ings.

Heavy.
Three Spring Cut-Under Beach Wagons,
Top and No Top.

A

an
an

flCTRBIt^sSHlsEeSTmffatBnSBsm?

reverses of fortune with
and says that before he will suffer
himself to starve he will live on her earn-

dignity,

Road Wagons

Stylish.

and

Brewster’s Style

Wanted.

people of Portland
sea

good
thanking
for their kind patronage through the last
WHILE
to have
all who

husband bears the

the Cuba.

CAPABLE girl to go into the country about the
first of May. Apply or address A., Press Office.
apl3tf

SITUATION

Speak Once More

Bonaparte, cousin
Emperor, who murdered Victor Noir,
has opened a millinery establishment.
Her

Heavy.

Side Spring Platform Driving Buggies,

A

__

and

Side Spring, Business Box Buggies

Ad-

GOOD capable girl to do housework. Apply at
71 Brackett HI.
ap25tf

R. I.

ST.

OF

ever

Female Compositors Wanted.
employment,and good wages given by the

AGENTS FOR TOE CO.,

I

aprl-twt

phites (Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Htpophosprites) to the medical profession and
the public, based upou the effect he himself experienced from its use; since then it has been
employed with marked success in the treatment of various debilitating tliseases, and the
sale which was at first numbered by single bottles, has now reached large proportions, so that
it is impossible to estimate the good results

Debility la

E. K. LEMONT & Co.

_

Phillips & Co..

the whole batch who

_

befound at the old stand qf

Wanted.

age

Sheriff.

ap5dtf

CARRIAGES.

Canvassers will find
it for their interest to do all business through this office ; for reference please call or address “Portland
Hand Stamp Co., No. 11 and 12 Fluent Block, Portland Me.
apl5 lm

order to protect ourselves, we have adoptet
win
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star,
certiorate seal in the centre. This is on every
it.
without
of our Parc Idead. None genuine

1872.

Light

151 MIDDLE STREET.
ap23dlw

Sy In

Foster,

The wife of Prince Pierre

EXTENSION-TOP CARRYALLS I

Hillman, Mellen & Co.

OF

detected.

Light and Heavy.

Experienced Hands Prefered.

A

enforced

Round & Square Corner Phaetons,

•

Co., Ag’ts,

are

will be

PERRY,

K. N.

Portland, April 4,

Side

WANTED.

Our l’nre White Lead, both dry and ground in oil
warrant to he strictly pare, ana ouakante,
stir
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not
oi
passed by any Lead in the market, either foreign

AGENTS

Law,” so-called,

that the “Nuisance

STRAW SEWERS

90 Oliver Street,

the

given

ap26tf

H., Press Office.

largest

MIDDLE

violation of the law, without further notice.

Top and No Top,
at No. 33

GOOD

we

Let Me

a
place**, are hereby notified that
Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection

their

Top and No Top.

♦

be accommodatTHOS. MAYO.
ti

can

anOfislIn-

Tenement Wanted.
May tilth. a small rent of four
rooms in a good locality, within fifteen

UKW.J

Intoxicating

In Portland who have not been personally notified by
myself or deputies, on account of our inability to find

Book-keei>er—one who is familiar with

id.lr.uo

A Oood Cook
recommended, is wanted

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, REl
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, 'TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.

46 & 48

aside from Gov.

lead off for Connecticut would not seriously
disturb the serenity of a village caucus.

right

Concord Style Business Wagons,

A Double and Single entry: good reference requir^.1

Dry and Gr.uud in Oil,

feb6d3meod

The Unlawful Sale of

GEO. W. H. BROOKS, j

Wanted Immediately,

wants to go

Board.

adYork

or

TWO

Pure White Lead !

W. F.

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

Can

BOSTON

on

Cleansed and Repaired at short notiee,

All orders will
tion.

A

Mewing

against them

Wanted Immediately.
good Bakers, (uene other need apply). Also
a good Stable Boy—one who is acquainted with
the care of Horses, atjBrooks’ Bakery, No. 79 Brack-

BOSTON.

ap26

139 Hid.

No.

mERRILL,

wlO

IN

M. P. MATHEWS.
machine* far sale. ap24*l w

Sheriffs Notice.

Agents. No capital required,

MAXUFACTUmCBS

O. BAILEY Sc CO., 18 Exchange 8t.

As the

ap3d t_
new.

99, 94

FOR SALE.

Barley,

Portland, April, 1872.

(INCORPORATED

Office

FOR SALE!

For sale at lowest market

call.
N. B.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

BY

w3m

9ft.

Dressmaking in the best style done to order.
The subscriber having had large experience in the
South and West, and in New York City, feels prepared to say to the Ladies of Portland and vicinity,
that she can please them if they will favor her with

To Owners of Buildings where IntoxieatIng Liquors are Sold
_

die Street.

DRIIGOISTS,

J. H. Chadwick &

ensuing year, will be held
Thursday, May 2, 1872,
7f o’clock p. m., at the
Young Men's Christian Association Koonts. All
members paying tbelr annual assessment, and others
interested are invited to attend.
W. H. HOBBS, Bee. Sec’y,
apl8td_

bushels Buckwheat,

Mo. 80 MIDDLE ST., Up Stairs,

np

J. W. Jr H. H. MCDIJFFEE, Cor. Middle
Me Union Sts.

CO.,

t MW&S

Cincinnati very formidable, and says that,

Hats

Will be opened at

Notice is also

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

PHILLIPS A CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.

at

Clover,

Millinery, Pattern Bonnets &

of any

J. AHBROSE

BOSTON LEAD CO., A

HARNESS,
For particulars

Street.

■lair*.

AND

mcli‘2

—AND—

Street.

FRENCH SCHOOL,430

for Dyspepsia.”

WHOLESALE

GOODS!

latest styles of

LIQUORS.

__

PERKINS &

i

near

Stair Builder.
R. P. LIBBY, 17 1-9 Union Street,

OF

d3t«

1872.

Temple St.,

Schools.

ALL ALARMING SYMPTOMS IF
NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE

Street.

No. 99

ENGLISH and

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,
HEADACHE, GLOOM AND DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE

CO.,

Horse, Express Wagon

of officers
THE

Hungarian Grass Seed.
150 bushels Millet,
350 bushels Orchard Grass,
850 bushels Seed Oats,
700 bushels Two-Rowe<l

A

C*mm*reia)

Bible Society of Maine.
annual meeting of tills society, for tlio election

260 bushels

And the

Co.. No. 301 1-9 Con-

Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWELL, 301 CongreM

HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

BUTTER,

MAKUb'ACTRKL) R
K. UOOPRR ,i SOyS,
Send tor price-list.
Baltimore, itld
i«14
dly

bushels Western Timothy.
2500 bushels unhulled Canana Timothy,
900 sacks Red Top,
12 tons New York and Western Clover,

ROOMS!
NEW

All kinds of Silver and Plated

CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
COUGH AND PALPITATION OF

FOR SALK RV ALL

IVM.

3200

190

To Be Sold Cheap.
I» 14
in tbe cltjc
A \NK of the handsomest I'otiifS
old, and
U hands high, eight year*warrant
’f£*,,e“ecthuudrexl and fifty pounds;
jj
^ smu
Miihtbe
ly sound, and a first class roadrter. *

at

GRASS SEED.

_

Excbaasr *a Mrr Fi-rixcirco,
anil Bay
Ml. Jol.R, ao.l Halifax,
B mu* in Bu*Coro mission Stoebs and
mail
promptly
Inquiries by
and New Toik.

furnished
notice.

shortest

|
also, fob sale
First Mobt- !
VOKIH-EAN and Nor h American
inin
C
Gold,at00and
percent
aiAOK It. It. Bonds,

within

and Supper Parties provided at private resi-

entertainments

KrlEttNiirolt, CEDAR Kapids, and Minnesota
in Wold.
First ViORiOAOB It. It Bonds. 7 per cent
in Wold,
NORTHERN 1’ AC I IT <' It. it. Bonds. 7 .t-iO
Loan.
and the X1 S. Funded

ton*
attention to package*
aDgpecial
cotl3m
an30

CONGREST ST.,

Millinery Rooms.

APRIL

ABNER

ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY
FOOD
FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, UW1NU TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.
PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,
MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.

SALE BY

ner.

Neupa, Came, Jellies, lee Cream, Tea and
Coffee and everything requisite for social

SEt.L

City, SUie. County ami United States Bonds.
AGENTS FOB T HU SALE OF

m

SAUNDERS,

New

on

the saleof the article is immense and continu-

a

The New Haven Journal does not think
the parade of naittes of those favorable to

tion,

Repaired.

Congress

through

Mr.

PEARSON,

Ware

Specialty

“White’s Specialty

Clothing Cleansed.

BY

dences.

DEALERS IN

BUY

FOB

Under CONGBEH HALL,

Street, Boston

}

(Song Garden 3d Book.)

it

—

Building.

Hotel

assured

are

A few years ago, Mr. Fellows ventured to
recommend a new combination of Hyphophos-

Cntt’s,

ap23dlw

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
Congress.

toy, pointing

Welcome, this sunny April day,
Arbutus! little flower of May:
Fear not the pussy willows swing,—
Twice have I heart the bluebirds sing.

gress Street.

OF DYSPEPSIA
ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
STOMACH, CAUSED BY CONTRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED
FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER

TUBS

VERMONT

F.

RECEIVED

States

United

manner.

Estate Agents.

GEO. B. DAVIS Me

DYSPEPSIA.

AND

Orders for Private Parties

M'O.U: it IIOWMiR,

(Song Garden 2d Book)

&

we

the course of their harmless
bo-peep, one shot
the head off the other, for which he is
sorry >
and is sure he didn’t mean to.

NUiHBEB 1

NEW

np in the best
attended to.

set

Beal

Resume of the Elements. Musical Catechism. Vocal Culture (with plates). 85 Exercises and.Solfeggios.
200 2, 3 and 4 part Songs and Glees. Price 81 00.

CHOICE NEW

**T>SYCHOMANCY, or SOUL CHARMING,”
XT How either sex may fascinate and gain the love
xnd affections of any person they choose, instantly,

executed on commission.
eodGin
dec22

—

Is hereby given that at the office of the
Assessor of said District in Portland, in the
of
Cumberland,
on Tuesday, the 7th day of
County
May, A. D.. 1872, at 9or the clock in the forenoon,
will
be
received
and determined by me the
appeals
undersigned, relative to any erroneous or excessive
assessments
or
valuation,
enumerations, by the Assessor of said District, or bv the assistant Assessors
of any Division or assessment district within said
First Collection District, returned in the annual list
for the year 1871.
The law prescribing the duty of Assessors in relation to Appeals, provides that “All appeals to the
Assessor shall be made in writing, and shall specify
the particular case, matter or thing,
which
a decision is requested, and shall state tne ground or
of
error
of."
principle
complained
The 9th section of the Act of Congress, approved
.July 13, 1866, amending what is known as the Internal Revenue Law, requires each Postmaster to whom
this notice is sent, to post the same in his office,
C. B. LORD,
Assessor First District Maine.
eod
td
April 24. 1872.

__aplldis

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities

»tnt

Notice of Appeals.

and

DEPPNITN

on

NOTICE !

ap3-lm

WE together for

Boston.

BUSINKBft PAPER Bought and

Dividends made with promptness

SHORT

Copartnership Notice*
the undersigned have associated ourselves
the transaction of an Aaetioa

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
No.

-AT-

Street.,

TT3?

mrl2-d3m

tf

BANKERS,
Sears Building,

APPROVAL

FIFTY

FORT FAIRFIELD.
Ay I

ON

ENTRANCE

_UU822__

«*.

48 Market St.

lin Sts.

EATING.

respecting

FOB THE BECONSTANTLY ON

TAIL

llalian

kee,
and American Murlde, and «ill receive orders to
SHALL
cdI to size all kinds of Mounmemal stock, at prices
a

PRICES!

Assessors' Office, Custom House Building,
Fore Street, Portland, April 24,1872.

EXPRESSLY

HADE

43 PBEBEE STBEET.

Eastman

know; and

ally increasing.

people of
ing petitions for

Pattern Hats and Bonnets

134 Exchange

No.

FEENV, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

P.

SYMPTOMS

United States Internal Revenue,
First Collection District of Maine,

Heavy Double Harness,

Oflee3l!l CONCREh* STREET.

MISCELLANEOUS.

a

FOR

with such a

Sweet Cinderella of the flowers.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

Book).

Here are Simple Elements,
about 250 Tnnes, many of tbem the

White’s

Harness,
NOTICE
Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,
Carryall Harness,
Light Double Harness,

•

BRIGHT,

ranged and

250 Exercises and Kouuds in tke“Practical Course”.
175 Songs. 70 Sacred Tunes. Price, 80 ck».

Goods Procured

Business

April 99, 1879.

It has the advantage of au entirely new
building,
the moBt delightful locality and
surroundings, and
the finest corps of teachers of any similar school in
the country.
Send for catalogues or address the
principal,
ALDEN J. BLETHEN.*

to

reason

knot hole in the fence at each other, and in

AT

Plumbers.
BILLER,R*. 01 Federal Street.
Every deqcription of Water Fixtures ar-

The above books sent, post-p&Ll, 011 receipt of retail
price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
wl6
ap!5d&w2w

in

order

All theuew styles, Berlins, Bembraiits, Moda'lion.
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.and the retouched
card, bv which new process wo ge‘ rid of heckles
moles, wrinkles, and ail imperfections of the s'tin
lor yourselves. w
Call and
gg^Moito-Good work at Moderate PricA im to Plcawe.may 20
es.

on

Diamonds,

Blue,

on

A. S. DAVIS Sc CO., R*. SO middle Street.
J. H. LAHSOR, 139 middle St.,cer. Crew.

ones.

3d Hiong Garden.

have

That Russian Count, having brought his good authority that as a general invigorant
regulating and purifying medicine, it has no
credentials back with him, js to
marry Miss I
its ingredients, (obLester, the niece of the Amherst College Pro- equal. It is stated that
tained from the wilds of California,) are new
fessor, within a few days.
to the medical world; and its extraordinary effects certainly warrant the conclusion that it is
Loaded pistols are always handy things to a
If
compound of ageuts hitherto unknown.
have about, but especially so as playthings in
popularity is any criterion, there can be no doubt
the nursery. Two little boys in New York of the efficiency of the Vinegar
Bitters, for

of the

MAINE.

BEDLOR, 933 1-9 Cengrrm St.

Photographers.

M.

LIBERAL

GOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

No 152 Middle Street.

Yard

to

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable ns to
manufacture and display our harness to great advantage,and we propose to offer ourcustomers inducements that will pay them the trouble of one flight of
stairs
Please remember we manufacture every harness
wc offer for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

PHOTOGRAPHKR,

Wholesale

public

and Custom Made.

J. II. L.A nSOH.

(PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to

his customers aud show

see

Nilsson chews spruce gum.

THURSDAY, AprU 95,

LOTHBOFjDBVERS 4k CO., 01 Exhange

Lowell Mason’s Celebrated Elements.

SILVER WARE,

All of Home Manufacture

ociifi-’fisr T&Sti'

and matted.

boxed

customers and the

our

Stocks of Harness
this State,

Largest

ANUr ACTUKKK UJT

Parlor Suits, Lounges, Spring Beds,
Mattress is,
RcDAuough Patent Bed Lounge*, Euameled Chain*, Arc.
■y^n kinds oi repairing neatly (lone. Furniwre

and fresh

Which will be sold at

Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,

Where we invite all
examine one of the

U PHO i-jBTEREP
m

a new

fine line of

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

H.

1st

Boys!

School will open its Summer Term of ten

n_iu_
imiiuui a.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

AND

STAIRS),

(XJP

Jyl"Hlf

./.

to

put in

JEWELRY,

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

Schumacher Bros, 5 Deeriog Block

at

a

ready

now

Manufacturers,

Harness

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Office

refitted his store and

-AND-

Painter,

Fne «c*o

(Song Oarilen

for

FARMINGTON,

Street.

SADDLE

ki:ili:ec

little

Easy Exercises,

The

GIG

_de20

Is for the

The 9d Hong Garden.

Henry Dunn & Son, Watches,

RESIDENCE, « BRADFORD STREET.

At Little

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

ap5d4w

FRESCO PAINTER

Family School

—OF—

Flowers of Melody. Price 50 cts.

Having

ITS niDDLE ST.

ABBOTT

Street.

itself,

very sweetest.

on

DYER, AGENT,

W. S.

References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Syinonds.
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one P. m. to three o'clock p. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or iu writing P. O.
Box 1866.
febl9
oc4dly

Manufacturers of Tranks, Valises and

SHALE Sc

GARDENS,

Thin San, Garden.

re-

boarders, a few young ladies desirous of acHiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the

Jobbing promptly

Middle & Union Sts.

Language.

are

Young ladies have a wholesome aversion
yellow leaf—pity it does not extend to
ihe yellow cover.

as

THIS
weeks,

medicines put together There seems to be no
question about the potenay of its tonic and alterative pn>|ierties, while it jmssesses the great
negative recommendation of containing neither
alcohol nor mineral poison.
That it is a specific for Indigestion, Billiousness, Constipation
and many complaints of nervous origin, we

for the

played

MORAZAIN and wife having taken
PROF.
convenient bouse in the city,
prepared to

JAHES

is done at this

Stamping

Teacher of the French

Organ and Melodeou Manufacturers.

Perfect Miues of Valuable Materials for
Music Teachers.

place for Braiding. Needles. Shuttles, Bobbin*
for all kinds of Machines, Cotton and Silk of

weekly instalments,

! Chicago,

and has the

Jo-

Ambrose

Morazain,

OPENING

in
lot

an

in

Jules Ch. L.

Hall.

Carpet-Bags.

are

This machine will fasten oft’ each end of the sewing
before the work leaves the machine. It will darn

Provision

AS SOUTH CANAL STREET,
»

CORNER

Sewing Machine,

Florence

DAVIS,

Grain and

plete

The Florence Sewing Machine Company
have taken the store formerly occupied by Henry
Dunn, where can be seen the

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

G AGE &

DYER,

City

Old

Sc JOHNSON, 111 middle aad
116 Federal Streets.

immenae sale. Each book combat one naturally succeeds
the other in a School Course. The books
Harr

S.

Holden,

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Ceugrees Street.
Agents for Reward Watch Company.

Sreet and

SONG

Hon. Chas.

March ll-<12ni

BIT HAN

Dr. Lowell Mason’s

OF

Counsellor !

Attorney and

one

Saturdays.

Gildings, Esq., Messrs. Gerrish and Pearsou.
lAF'The above School will be opened at No. 1# Cahoou Block Instead of 87 Free St., on
Monday, April
29th.
Apr 16-eod2w
ap25

ceive

have compared that act to
lightning or the
ballot. Witnesses easily
persuaded of testator’s sanity in attendance at all hours. Clients attended to in the order of their seniority. No charge where attorney allowed to
name executor.

The

Court, together with the
rear,
on which they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148
Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,
mli2-dtl

REMOVAL

___

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

and the

day»

and

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

N. E.

Houses, No. 99 State street,
rpWO
X th©
on Vernon

School at 87

a

9 Clapp*. Block'

Congress Street, opposite

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

aplO

*

J. P. SHERRY, Ne.

IN

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

By Particular attention paitl to collecting.

ta arder.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

w._-_.1
juaovua wuu

on

and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “Medium Machine.”

148 EXCHANGE BT.

Famishing Goods.

BEANE, No. 89 Pederal St.
All kind. ofCphol. ,-ring and Repairing

Faint For Sale.
New Gloucester, 3-4 mile fromPownal Station:
contains 120 acres good land, large orchard, auu
great variety of small fruit. Building large and in
good condition. Inquire of Cant. C. H. SMITH, on
the premises, or of the subscriber.
ELIHU HASTY, Portland.
ap26d&w3w-wl8

will upen

f reach language.

DAVID W.

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

as-

A. PUTNRY

Free at., (ante-room Union Hall), on Monday,
April 29th, Eapecial attention will be given to preparlhg pupils fnf the Grammar Schools.
Apply at 43 Green St., from 2 to S p. m., Wednes-

J. C. L.

Furniture and Upholstering.

agent

SCHOOL.]

a

BEN J. ADA.IIH, cor. Exchange and Federal Streets.
HOOPER Sc EATON, Old Post Oflce,
Exchange Street.
U. F. HO FT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering dene te erder.

styles of

Monthly Instalments.
B3f“Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold

CLOUDMAN,

Furniture and House

a

ljuan

Cloak,

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Houses, Lola nnd Ear-mu for Sale*
He would reler parties abroad to tb© following
aimed gentlemen 0/ this city: Hen. Geo. F. Sheplev, Hon. A. W H. Clapp. Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
M. C.
°ortland. Nor 1 1870
noltf

-AT-

OTHEBS

r

Velvet

WALTER COREY Sc CO., Arcade, Ne.
18 Free Street.
#
GEORGE A, WDKTNE1C, Ne. 56 ExSt.
change
Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

To Let.

Languages

FROM PARIS,

Dentists.

PREMISES

in,

MISS C.

honest opinion of
the merits of any article
without being
suspected 0f interested motives.
Thia fact, however, shall
not deter us from
saying what we think of a new addition to the
Materia Medica to which o»
attention has
been recently directed.
We refer to Ijr. J.
Walker’s California Vinkoak
Bitters, a
remedy which is making its way into more
families just now than all the other advertised

w4w#

PRIVATE

»p-

»B. W. R. JOHNSON, Ne 13 1-9 Free St.

WM. H. JERRI 8,

BEST

report indicates how well the Singer Sewit early and well earned

n c iuvhc uu

Brokers,

No. 94 Green St., recently occupied bv
Isaiah Frye & Son. Apply to GARDNER ftf.
South
PARKER,
Gorham, or to Capt, Geo. W. Parap3tf
ker, Portland.

n

ing machine maintains
ixnmlarity.

MERCHANTS !

EDGAR 8.

FRESH GOODS,

were

THOSE

P. SYHONHS, India St.
dyed and Saiahed.

-AMD-

or

tc

Dye-House.

accomm-

in Modern

27,1872.

that Whittier can never have seen him execute a freeman's will, or the poet would not

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

and Builders.

WEANS, Pearl Street,

Sc

Ftlte Parh.

For Sale.
Portland Nursery, and Buildings connected
with it. Located at Morrill’s Corner, Deering,
2}j miles from Portland, near B. K. station, and terminus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse R. R; one
of the best locations in the place.
The lot contains
13 acres; the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, with L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and
Office. The house and land will be sold with or

Sale

March 21-eod

Urummond,

IAWIEB Sc CO., Bleachers, Na. 131
Middle Street.

Carpenters

DAVlftdL CO.,

Mortgage

Superior advantages

iaiwma,

■niRBM M*IC».

News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.
lawyer announces, by card,

MAINE.

References: Rev. W. N. Shailer, D. D; Hon.

WHITNEY

without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot oftnd alone. Inquire by mail on the
premises, or of E P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill’s Corner.
febl3dtf

.

52,000!

Warren & Gregg.

jan22tf

O

STYLES

NEW

181,260.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

G.

MILLINERY.

The Sale of the Singer Sew ing Machine for the year

AND

J.

with loans.
C3EO. K.

SEWING J1IACHINE.

jun31

II. L. GREGG &

'N Walnut St.,
lI. L. Gregg,
jan23-ly

odated

also be

can

Beni Estate Sc

IMPROVED

DELAWARE AVENUE,

COMMISSION

of

se 1*24 it

“THE SINGER”

nFRCHiNT.

PHILADELPHIA.

SHIP

,

Loan!/ I

THE

CO.,

6

bnildiug

sirous

Book Binders.

Bonne! and Hat Bleachery.

prepared

are

19 Pearl St.

Street.

*3100

Gregg.)

Warren &

Successors to

SPRING

you

2

~to

COBB, Wo.

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL

Amr

Editorial Notices are so common that it is
most impossible
for an editor to express his

A Titusville

WILLOWS,

FARMINGTON,
class.

QUINCY, Room 11, Printer*.
Exchange, Na. Ill Exchange St.
SNALL Sc
IHACKFOBD, Ne. 31 Plan

to loan maney In sums
In any amannt desired, an int
class mortgages in Portland, Cape Elisabeth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties de-

from

THE

and Music.
Spring Term commences April 2d, 1872.
For Circulars address the Principal.
MISS L. G. BELCHER.

Bakers.

Wm. A.

S

SCHOOL

A CCOMMODATION8 and facilities strictly flrst-

Street.

Portland.

THE PRESS.

FOR GIRLS,
AT

for Sewing Machines.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOC.fi Sc BKKED, No.99 middle

l*eo. R. D\wis & Co.’s
$20,000

FAMILY

»W«,

W- C.

REAL ESTATE.

BE.

leS middle St., Portland.

1

Gimps, Trimmings

Deering Block,

We

A

&

B ULLETIS.

YKD—

save

■

Repairing.

Respectfully

For

BROKER,

SOUTH

No. 4

LO^ENSTEIN,

carefully

-AND-

444

Goods and Prices.

guarantee to sell
BUF OF US.

we

!>«•

1

CHAS. A. WARREN,

a'uaiMritfittteifViir

examine

TO ALL WHO WILL

_

SHIP

T.

Laces, Fringes

YET—

MITCHELL

work promptly and
the lowest prices.

(Formerly

MAY

Agency

*•

EDUCATIONAL.

»». 9T9 middle St. All
“lad. Of machine, f.r .air aad ta let.

Also a large and line assortment of Hosiery.

DELA Y.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

tc•

jy*Please call and

PERPLEXITY, FRETFULNESS AND

FROM

MARKS,

Every Deacripth>n of

Beal & Imitation

of all kinds.

some

EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,
DURABLE,
YET MOT .COAB8E
1ND HEAVY,

apll

ap22

AS

—AND

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

executed, and

of

"

EOBENSTEIN,

Versatile in Facilities and Adjustments,
EASY OF OPERATION.

ready

Book, Card & Job

i>erformance

fanciful

—AND

Advertising Agents.
ATWELL Sc CO., 1T4 1-9 middle St. Advertisement. inserted in papers in maiar
“ad Ihroughaut (he
country at the pahUshers* lowest rates.

2!

A Reliable Sewing Machine,

Having just returned from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed his
to embody into his future
business, and is
work some of the new' ideas acquired there.
offices at
A. G. Schlotterbeck A Co.,
Schumacher Bros.,
303 Congress at.
No. 5 Deering Block.

M.

whereby

skillful operator.

FRESCO_PA INTER

WM,

Inexperienced

The work can lie taken out and made at home.
To those not having Sewing Machines and intending to purchase, we would suggest the probability of
our giving more practical assistance toward the selection of a good machine, from the fact of having used
all kinds, on all kinds of work, than would be derived from

gT

TsT

Will be pleased to exhibit to you MONDAY, April 15th, the latest and most fashionable styles of

to pay for the
M&chinfrwhen desired.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

PORTLAND,

T.

to

7

18

—

Operators.

Work supplied

isfl

E

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS.

Fancy Goods,

CARDS.

HE.

At

luMtructiou given

Free

E

-OF

165 Middle Street.

communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

"BUSINESS

O

business directory.

—

Machines

Sewing

daily

tion.

°F

FIRST-CLASS

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

length

MISCELLANEOUS

j

published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

Ail

ViKf

^^————

performed.

mon

symptoms.

Found at Last.
Globe Village, Soi thbridge. Mass., I
February 23d, 1871.
)
H. U. Stevens, Esq., Boston:
For the past five years I have been afflicted with
caused from a morbid state of the liver, loss
dyspepsia
of appetite, raising of food and wind from the
stomach a sense of distension in ehe stomech’
costiveness, palpitation of the heart, general debility
and languor. For a year past 1 have taken your Veg-

Blood Purifier. I am now well and able to
attend to my business. It is one of the l>est remedies,
and 1 can
recommend it to al afflicted with aim
ilar diseases. I have tried other remedies, but found
none that afforded me any relief, until 1 found it in
your Vkgetine.
GEO. HANSON.

etine or

heartily

Any person desiring further information can call on
his son, Wilbur F. Hanson, apothecary, store,No. 468,
Broadway, South Boston.

What is Needed.
Boston, Feb. 13,1871.
HENRY R. STEVENS, Esq.:
Dear Sir,—About ofie\ear since I found myself in
a feeble condition from General Debility.
Veoctixe
was strongly recommended to me
by a friend who
had been much benefited by its use. 1 procured the

several bottles was restorded
article and after
to health, and discontinued its use. 1 feel quite confident that there Is no medicine
to It for
for which it is especially prepared
those
and would cheerfully recommend it to those who feel
that they need something to restore them to perfect
health.
Respectfully yours,
U. L.
Firm of S. M.
A Co.,
No. 10 State
Boston.

usiug

superior

complaints

PETTING!LL:
Petting!]!
Street,

Gives Health, Strength and

Appetite.
My daughter

was a
has received great b
health
use of the Vkuktine.
Her
friends.
A
few
of
her
source of great anxiety to all
bottles of the Vegetixe restored her health, strength
H.
N.
TILDEN,
ami appetite.

declining

W.-al K.MinfAnrnt

i__

No. 49 Sears

Building, Boston, Maes.

Marvellous Effect.
H. K. STtevKKS:
Dear Sir—I have used Vusktink, an.l feel It a duty to acknowledge the great benefit It has done me.
In the spring of the year 1862, I was sick from general debillfty caused yb over-work, want of sleep, and.
oroiier rest.
1 was very weak, anti much emaciatedt
1 tried many remedied without
any benetlfrom any of them, until I was iiersuadea to try V eg
KTtNK.
Before I had taken this one week, my iincondition gave me renewed hope and courage.
continued to take it, every day gainiug more strength
until 1 was completely restored to health. The effect,
of this Remedy, in case of general debllliy is Indeed

receiving

?roved

marvellous.
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ELIZABETH A. FOLEY
Webster St. Charlestown, Mass.

Swollen Limb*.
Lebanon N. H., Jan. 29. 1870
Mr. Stevens:
note to inform you of the efthis
write
Dear Sir—I
upon my svstem
fect of vour “Wood Purifier
It, a year ago, f was very
taking
commenced
I
When
much debilitated. My limbs were aw..lien so that ft
for me to get Into or out from a
I was impossible
carriage. and very painful to go up or down stairs. Indeed, 1 could scarcely stand on mv feet. Mv appetite
4

was

gone tuy

strength failing

rapidly. KS

your medicine a few week*, Ibegan to improve. Mv
appetite improved and my strength returned. 1 (!aii
now perform my duties as a
nurse with my wonted
ease: and I feel I owe it to
Veciktjnk.
Yours gratefully,
W&S&W
MBS. <3. A. H. TILDEN.

v
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The Alabama

Question.

nold.

Kev. Mr. Bell who has been supplviug the
Congregational Society in Phipsburg tor more
than four years, closed liis labors Sunday. It
is understood that he goes to Long Island,
New York.
Thu High Street Congregational church in
Auburn have voted to extent a call to Mr. A. P.
Tinker to 1> come the pastor of the church. A
meeting of he Society has been called to act on
the call
Mr. Tinkeris a member of the graduating class of Andover Theological Seminary,
and has preached to the society two Sabbaths
very acceptably.
Bev. E. F. Strickland, pastor of the Chestnut
Street Baptist Church in Camden, has received
a call from Westerly, K. I., at a salarv of
$1500 and parsonage, which he will accept.' Ho
preached liis farewell sermon at Camden last
Sunday afternoon.
Kev. Chas. G. Porter has resigned the pastoral charge of the First Baptist church in" Houlton, to take effect ou the last Sunday in this
month, when he will return to Bangor, his former place of residence.
Kev. C. M. Herring of
Gardiner, will, it is understood, be Mr. Porter’s

waive the claim for indirect

the condition that the

damages,
principle
thereby established, shall be recognized by the
two governments, for the future, as international law. There is every reasonable probability that the British government will cheerfully adopt this compromise, thus happily ending all matters of controversy, without derogating front the honor or pride of either nation.
This peaceful solution of a difficulty involving
on

such momentous consequences will be hailed
with lively satisfaction, not only by men engaged in commerce, but by all Americans
who realize the importance of concord between the two

great English speaking

coun-

successor.

tries of the world.

and of

staunchest friends in

England,
such as John Bright, Forster, Hughes and
other advasiced liberals, has labored assiduously, ever since his arrival, to promote this
pacific object. His efforts have met with so
much success, that the House of Representatives would in all likelihood have adopted Mr.
Peters’ resolution on Monday last, requesting
the Secretary of State to modify his claims, if
our

intimation had not been received from the

an

Department that a plan had been devised for adjusting the dispute.

State

It will add a new leaf to the laurels of
Grant if, by diplomatic concessions, entirely
honorable and patriotic, his administration
the last obstacle to the fulfilment of
his inaugural promise of peace.
removes

The

Eastport

Sentinel says that there will
be no contest over the Republican Congressiuuai Humiliation in me nun

district,

clarcs that there is no considerable opposition
to Mr. Hale in the eastern part of the district,

while the western part will present that gentleman as a candidate. It adds that there is
no good reason against his
renoinination, that
“the same

talent, industry,

and

worthy ambition that before the age of thirty years gave
him the first rank at the ^Hancock bar, have
given him a position and influence in the
National House of Representatives that is
surpassed by few members of that body and
by none whose Congressional experience is no
longer than his.”
The “official denial” that Charles Francis
Adams will not be

acceptable

eulogizes

Tariff Question—Adjournment.
Washington, D. C., Aprl 24,

column article, and says that
next President is to be selected on

if our

fitness, no man in the country is
well entitled to the office” as he is.
It
must be difficult for the Cincin iati
managera
to decide what it is
necessary for them to do,
in order to conciliate the

Democracy. They
clearly willing to do anything that is
required of them, if they can only find out
exactly what that is.
are

Thebe is not a Republican paper in Maine
but what has declared in the most

positive
terms against the Cincinnati
movement, yet
among the editors and publishers there are
or

three that hold federal offices.

If

the movement was as weak in
every State,
the Cincinnati nominations would be of
no
more public interest than those of the
Na-

tional

Prohibitory party.

GRASS-HOPPER HAD BECOME

Tiie F.nirliaB SAfW

*1.

--J

0111,1. On.,

organ of Great Britain, publishes a leter from Hon. W. P.
Frye of this State, in
Which he takes the ground that the Maine
law has done more
good than any other law
on our statute books.

never

election contest.
The fact that Senator Trumbull attended a
Republican Senatorial caucus Thursday evening, has created no little alaim among the

Cincinnati

pilgrims. They fear the great
Iliiaosian is preparing to return to the ranks
of Republicanism in the event of his
failure
to receive the much-coveted
nomination.
The Chicago Times, organ of Liberal Democracy, sent a column of defiance the other
day into

the vitals of the

organ of Liberal

Chicago Tribune,

Republicans, to this effect:
You two-tenths want to nominate a ticket
for us eight-tenths, and yet not consult us
about the men. We eight-tenths tell
you
two-tenths that you can’t do it.” This
style
of putting things reminds us
of re-

some

perseverance and his roads are the
of conquest. He is not a stock jobber
or speculator but a
projector of great enterprises which are sure to be perfected under his
direction, if his life is spared. Noman in the
country is doing morejto develop our national
resources than Col. Thomas A.
Scott.
This
road will bring into the market a tract of coun-

repubpromi-

try hitherto

and undeveloped, but
prove to be one of our best ag-

TheJNorth

Carolina Senator question is at
last settled by the admission of Hon. M. W.
Ransom to the seat heretofore contested by exSenator Abbott. Mr. Ransom was a

manufacture the largest possible Davis
interest his time and opportunities will allow.
Men in the iuterest of tariff for
revenue, and a
few advocating an expression for
protection in
the platform of the
convention, are hard at
rk among the delegates
and
s

useless

which will soon
ricultural regions.

ana to

indications

GENERAL IN THE

CONFEDERATE

ARMY

and of course a democrat. He is fine looking,
and very gentlemanly and will no doubt soon
take rank among the leaders in his party.

already arrived,

THE

that many men of many
will work confusion dire next week.
are

has

completed

1

___A

„a

ARMS

stating that the Democratic party
support Mr. Adapis without condoning
anything or making any apologies and without loss of self-respect, the World
again re-

happy

eyed" at the matter

of

looking “gimletby saying:

manner

the

taking

___1..

of its

.1_

tin.

testimony
._:ii

openly side with the claimant,

glance

THE

ly

ROBESON

INVESTIGATION

favorable to the Navy Department as the
Arms Investigation is to the War Department.
The enmeics of the' administration have evias

dently made a great loss by tlieir undue haste
in moving these investigations and their fall
will be the more disastrous from their having
been drawn out so much in the debate proceeding the appointment of the committee. There
will no doubt be some important action on the
tariff before adjournment. It is generally understood that the

Holden,Wednesday.

DUTY ON TEA

AND COFFEE

will be repealed, and some
say that the Senate
will pass the
bill, already passed the House—
before the close of the
present week.
Adjournment seems to hang fire on account
of the unsettled condition of the tariff
question
—but many of the principal members of
the
the
Speaker among the rest, seem to
House,
think that they will get through
29th.

iia<i,kef",1itb'vdoor

d.ra««ed
mortkiwUtr°

smi?iw'iund,!d'

by Stay

This is almost authoritative
lies wholly with the House.

Th^d^maT'tut?'/
thiowndown

dragged from the coach and
the dead bodies of Cline and
Stevenson
A. report reached Kausos
City last evening that
Judge iorsyth was another of the countv ius
tices shot and his body
hanged to a tree Great
excitement prevails throughout the
county and
is feared that still others will
he murdered.
Jt
Xlie perpetrators of the
massacre claim that
hSVe a thousand meu
‘heir organizathen

as

the matter

now

PERSONAL.

Among

the tourists in

Washington during

the present week we noticed Ansel Stevens Ksq.
the well known conductor on the Portland and
and his numerous
Ogdensburg Kailroad
friends among the readers of the Press will
doubtless be pleased to learn that he likes

vote

as

that his

seems

pretensions

at

are

Sld

first

wideiy

Washington.
Horn 8. S. Marble left for home last week
with his health
apparently benefited by his
to Virginia.
stay in Washington and his

Indirect

Damages.—The Tribune states
that there is good foundation for
the statement
that the administration has
abandoned its attitude in relation to the Alabama
question; that
the Secretary of State has
expressed regret to
Minister Schenck at the
misunderstanding
which has arisen,
saying that the claims for indirect damages were inserted
in the case bewe conceived under the
treaty that we
to,ln.clu<le Diemf that the case cannot
not be amended or
withdrawn, because the
treaty contams no provision for amendment of
except
acouuter case, but that we
expect no award for them and do not wish any
that,,, the interest both of the
and England we desire that noneUnited States
may be made
thCS“ dispositions it i»
hoped
WiU >—it

trip

Minot.
_

ciiicu

Boston.
Ar 17tli, brig Clara M
Ar at Liverpool, NS,

Baltimore.

J ?ht

tha?8«L'r«tiy

|

shall warrant

Each

ELDEN.
GOLDER.

E. T.
D. C.

sn
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SPECIAL

NOTICES.

FOR_SALE.
A

First-Class Residence at the
West End.
No. IO Carlton St., Near Pine.
The southerly half of a new three story Brick and
swelled front mastic block; built by the day, in the
best manner; 13 rooms, including bath room; hot and
cold water. Frescoed in oil by Schumacher; cellar
cemented, lathed and plastered. Lot over 5000 feet.
This property is situated in a
growing part of the
city, and will be sold at a price favorable for occupancy or investment. May be seen any day from 4
to 6 P. m, Mondays and Srturday excepted.
Apr 27-sntf

The

A Book for Every Ran.
“SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVA-

TION,” a Medical Treatise on the CauBe and Cure of
Exhausted Vitally, Premature Decline in Man, Nervpua And PiiysicarDebility,Hypochondria, Jmpotency,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the in-

discretions^ excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true wav to health and happiness. It is the cheapest ana best medical work
ever published, and the only 4>ne on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition,
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful Frensh cloth.
Price only *1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bulfincli Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N.
The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and expkbik.ncb.

6.

,anmar23-dly

SAVE THE CHILDREN.
MULTITUDES of them suffer, linger, and die, because of Pin-Worms.
The only known remedy
for these most troublesome and dancrerous of all
adults is DK. GOULD’S PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms; a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. per
GEO. C. GOODWIN A
bottle.
CO., Boston.
w5-4m
SN
jan31d&w
worms in cnuaren or

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

This

superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—per-

fectly harmless, reliable

and

instantaneous;

no dis-

appointment ; no ridiculous tintsordisagreeable odor.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or
Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
!>&W
iY
_Jyil

Choice lot Apples, Just received and for sale
by
A. S. CROCKETT.
mr30sn3w
83 Commercial a tree).
DR. MORSE’S "UTERINEI TONIC" is
prepared
expressly for strengthening the ByBtem, Imparting
tone and vitality to the various organs,
removing
such weaknesses and complaints as tend to under-

forthcoming.

Patent have been issued this week to
Joseph
M. Deeriug of Boston, Mass., assignor to J. P.
Gilley of Rockland, Me., for fertilizing compound: Augustus G. Hamlin of Banger, for
lining for furnaces, safes, &e.

mine

the constitution and which
amount of suffering if neglected.

CARPET

MARRIED.

be lound

now

a

&

CO„

CONGRESS ST.

new, large and varied stock of

•PRING Sc SUMMER

CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,
FOR MEN’S & BOYS’ WEAR,

Consisting

SPRING

in

Gunpowder.

part of

mad

Suits,

colors and Grade*.

SACK AND FROCK COATS

BURNETT’S

FLAVORING
TRACTS,

EX-

In North Krcoport, April 25, by Rev. H. IUIey,
T. Coffin und Miss Olive A. Todd, both of

show

can

a

FOB FLAVORING
Moda

Hyrupe, Ice Creaau, Castards, Pica,
Blaae Haags, Jellies, Baacea,

Moaps, Gravies, sic.
The superiority of these Extracts consists In their
PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There Is no subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which
are used in flavoring the various
compounds prepared
for the bnman stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition qf many </ the factitious fruit flavors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their

both sides
with our

Norman Call and Miss

which

be used.

They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and ore pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors
qf the leading
hauls, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up In live sixes
—unpaneled, holding more than paneled bottles

JOSEPH BURNETT So CO.,
Sole Proprietors, Boston.
For sale by first-class Grocers and
Druggists geuerally.
dec3SNeod

DISEASES.

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE and PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is war-

Vop Moll. Patches, Freckles,
tan, use PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the lace. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, Dermatologist, 49
Bond St., New York. Sold by
Druggist everwbere.
mcblG
MWAS
sn &w-6m
wl2

In Brunswick, April 17, Geo. H.
Dillingham, Esq.,
and Cynthia A. Lord, both of Auburn.
In Biddeford, Rufus Kingsbury, of
York, and Mrs.
Susan G. Davis, of Kenncbunkport.

COMPOUND,

Orders left at onr Rye and Cleansing lV.rL.
No. -34 I'NION ST., will receive prompt attentions.
A. FOSTER & SON,

OFFICE 315 Congress St.
sn
ap2*2m

DIED.

Capo Elizabeth, April 24, Nehemlah L. Hatch,
36 years 6 months 12
days.
Sunday "afternoon at 24 o'clock,
the North
Congregational Church.
Al>ril 5. Mr. Reuben Humprey,

For

Sole,

or

Exchange.

HOUSE No. 63 Winter st.. brick, slated root, cemented cellar, any quantity of closet room, water. hard and soft* Good Barn opening on court, as
well as yard. Price, fair. Terms of payment
easy,
and but a small amount down.
0r, it may be exchanged for a little larger house,
a
which
is
the
having garden,
object desired, though
it may be further from the centre of business. Apply on the premises, or to
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Real Estate Broker.
apl3d3weodsn

Gth, Mrs. Mary, wife of Neal
Parker,
Gooch, aged 83
1Vl
James
f)apt75
Field,
aged
’ni
7
Mr. James
J
Stocklu, aged 71 years.
t
w.i
In
Harpswell,
April 22. Mr. William Orr, aged
83.

Jr1,*: Mr:lsl’-',Ir- .Jonathan M.

(fnmml.i
J,h“i’

Grows, aged

mariWkcts!
PORT OF PORTLAND.

j

“But Me and I’ll do you Good.”—DR
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS. No
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaparilla, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thorough wort.
Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, &c., so compounded
as to reach the fountains of disease, and
absolutely
cure all Humors, Liver and Bullous Diseases, Jaundice. Dyspepsia. Costiveness, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved
them to be the best medicine in the world. GEO. C
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists,
sn eodl6w
fe27

Comprising

splendid

FOB

133

particular.
Our assortment of
Furnishing Goods is well kept
up and almost everything needed by man or
boy can
be fouud on our shelves.
We also keep
constantly on hand a full stook of the
latest styles Hats and Caps.

SALE BY

#io.ooa
SALE

GOO.DS!
—AT—

B.

to 60

M7&A.P

and

in

165

Dollars must be raised.

ey Goods ont of
gard to

season

Ton

price^

re-

ap3sntf

On

Marriage.

New method ol treatment. New aud reremedies. Books and Circulars free iu
envelopes. Address HOWARD ASSOCIANo. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
mchl6dsn3m

markable

O’i

6.,
y.
y.

Portland ft Raehaafer R. R.
Coeds fit Farmington R. R.
Control Rnilrond, Iowa,

gi.

Cold,
Raid

Northern Pacific, Raid,
SALK

a

very

beeu

W. FRANK

large

stack af

y.
T’s
r-30’s

BY

Basel,

*h*m

.iinntnn ...1-

offlce of
apPly to tbe
si Exchange
st.

ap24(llw

PLUMMER,
WILL HEAL THE SICK
WITHOUT MEDICINE

Congress St.,

Portland, Me.
from 8 to 12 A. M, and 2 to 5 P. M.

’E^OR Sale.

enahlino

th.

of our streets sonarrow are
There’s .carcely room to travel there;
So Boston takes an honest pride
In making them more straight and wide.

■■i alee

keep

ea

hand

mountings ready far

a

caa

ae we

ear

large

have

emplay,

stock of

nse.

When yen visit Boston, please give
examine

be

ear

as a

stack.

GUILD & DELANO,
2 Winter

St., Boston, Hass

ROSS &

STURDIVANT,

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS,

and

Nmmiu>k«r nill

Co.,

of

HE M OVA L
Ex-

No. 163 Commercial Street,
(HEAR irmox,)

Cracked Corn,

facilities, keep a large
Lard, Beans, Dried

At Falmouth

A Young Man acquainted with the
Dry Goods
trade, and a good salesman can hear of a good situation by applying to E. H. C.
HOOPER’S, 91 Main Bt,
Biddelord.
Bn ap23-dlw

Mills, at lowest rates, an J take It ft om
on Wharves, by boat to
the Mill

Stores

April 3, 1872.dtfeod

AARON R. ALDRICH & CO.

Salesman Wanted.

or

ami return.

FOR
/-\N account of

SALEf

ill health,

a

order, very desirable
closest inspection.^8300
balance to suit the purchaser, at 7 per
8acriflce
be made if applied for

‘TAYLOR & CO.,

WHITE SUITS.
—ALSO—

State St., Boston.

20

now

Registered Coupon

A

CHOICE INVOICE OF

New

steady

Dress

Goods,

SHAWLS!
—AND—

Housekeeping

Goods,

AT OUR USUAL LOW PRICES.

Bonds

EIGHT AND TEN PER CENT.
and Interest paid at American
Exchange
Bank, yew York, January and July, by State
Treasurer.
These bonds will bear the most critical examination, and they especially commend themselves to
Savings Banks and Trustees as a safe and permanent investment.
They comprise the only debt in the State of Illinois provided for by State taxation. Send
for descriptive documents to

il2wapr27

Eastman
332

Brothers,

Congress

Street.

April 18—tf

Boston & Maine R. R.

WOOL, Agent,

Exchange

Street.

NOTICE.
•s

For Sale.

On

I SION store—one of the beet locations in
Portland. A small saleable stock. Sold tn account of leaving the state.
For particulars enquire at
Jones’lMarket, 370 Congress st.
ap27dlw
DANIEL

APROY

JONES.£

Philadelphia.
Despatch

Line.

Mondays, Wednesdays

Commencing April 22.1,
will

Mclain,

apply

ap27-3t

and Fridays,

Expreee pasamger
leave Portland for Bouton
at 0 P
M., Mopping
at Dover. New
Market, Exeter, Haverhill and Law10
M
'"»■> »*
leave r. d. «
A &‘R
p"o,n
r. It. R.
Station l
foot of State Street
where ticket* can be purchase! and
baggage clucked!
Returning leave Boston from Station in Hay Market Square on same days aa above at
0 P. M., etopat
an

train

taTveVs
jjlilg

Emetine

Crowell, to sail as above. For
to J. NICKERSON, 133
freight
Commercial st.

Andover, Lawrence, Haverhill, Exeter, New
7erl ant*
Sn,mh Berwick Junction, KeuneSaco, arriving in Portland at

Von, 1,

9

50*’

*

THCK^Portland.
A^T1”’ SU|

PAYSON
Commercial st.,

353

Municipal

Bonds.

of Counties and Cities in Missouri and
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kansas, with semi-annual Coupons, drawing 10 per cent,
interest, selling at prices which net from

BONDS

B°*t°n'

•

jipril 20th, 1872.

ap22dlw la

D. W.

CLARK,
DEALER

IK

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Having an extensive acquintance in the West, as
well as a

business acquaintance of twenty years at
home in Portland, I am making a
specialty of these
securities, .visiting the localities where they are Issued,
investigating them very carefully and buying and
offering for sale only those that I consider among the
safest for investment. They are Issued In
*100, $300
and *1000 sizes, running ten er
twenty years fraui
date, and are being taken by opr shrewdest and moat
careful investors.
They are daily becoming more
popular, receiving more attention from capitalists
seeking both safety and profitable returns far their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Bonds converted on the most favorable
terms.

CHABLEfl H.

HAWKE1,

A

10

Full Supply Guaranteed the
Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.
lbe.

a

SEASON PRICE FOR 1872.
from May 18th to Oct. 16th.

day,

20

■*

Rubber
We have

thin I6th

2 00

ear,iar tha“ mh M*y »“'l later

Clothing.

hand

on

a

large stock

ICE

HOUSE, MARKET STREET
AND

No. SQ

of

Fine RUBBER CLOTHING

GO’ODS.

ALL FRESH
We shall sell

Peaple

at a

af this

Bmnllrr Proflt than the

City

hare

lamed la pay

been

aecas-

heretafare.

GEO. W. RICH &
173

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND,

fCE!

SEASON 1872.

CO, Leavitt, Burnham
Having secured

E IJ H E

IO PER CENT. BONDS.
Bonds *100 each tor
municipal purposes navahle
L'°Upo,,“ ta *ew
Price 03

CHARLES M. HAWKES

n,ch2?^h'"w^Wt-’

STRAY^tOLT.

CTRAYED from the subscriber
Tuesday night, a
Mare Colt, five years oldf with
ufbu?maH’
white
spot on face, long mane and tail.
(,°I)0eraluK wild colt will be suitahlvSLxs.iTS11011
oly rewarded by applying to
BUXTON.
ap23d2tJtwlt*

W. M.

pleasantly situated on
State Street. Possession given May 5tli.
Enquire of DEANE Ok VERB ILL, 49* Exchange
Street. April 20,1872.
eod-la tf

Co.,

ICE !

Families, Hotels,

Stores and Vessels any quantity wanted

DAII.V OR FOR THE SEASON
AT LOWEST RATES.
ar ORDERS

Office,

SOLICITED.

No. 14 Cross

Street,

Or J. r. PROCTER. S3 Exchange St.,
PORTliATD, MAINE.
mrl2diatf

Wanted.
Work by Jons 8 C An
flunlly and all eina»V
.tyle, renders It the
book tbr cauvaaaera ever published. Tbe Held I«
no
alth
competition. Address at dtk, » r b,T
«LL, Pub., Boro,.
for

New

Agenta
BOOK
bott, suited to every
rhe theme-th. prlce-and
a

biu

W_“V*'

To Let.
PINE dwelling House

&

their stock of

Are preparerl to furnish

2d ImfreS””

iamiouth, April 24, 1872.

ME.

ICE!

FORE ST.

liberty City, Mo.,

No.

$5 00

I!

..

08 Kxehangr at., Portland

mcb22 dtr

first class hoarding
low rent-

No Trouble to Show Goods

Principal

AW>*y A
addres^P*
P-. S.
S°BB. Co.,
C* 'T'
OTaddress,
No. 70 Tremont St., Boston,
or

Print

13

March 27-dislm

Shorts, Fine Feed and Hiddlings,
Family Flour In Bbls. A Halves.
Ground Hock Salt, for Dairy and
Table Use,
Corn Ground for Dealers,
Elevator

Linen,

CHILDREN

improvements,

Moderate capital required; worthy of investigation: satisfactory reasons for selling.
MaTAYLOlt & CO., to State st., Boston, Mass.
aprtT-d3t

Market Street Square Grain
Store.

*

Boston.

modern

Milk Route For Sale.
established, regular run of
rpncmoroHLY
X paying customers, and continuallv on thegood
in-

Philadelphia.

have also for sale at lowest market price,
Wilkcsbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Ve»scls procured for the tranportation of Coals from
port of shipment to any point desired.
tfapr27

Bolted Yellow Heal,
Bolted Bye Heal,
Fine and Coarse Yellow Heal,
Superior Scotch Oatmeal,
Ground Oats and Heal for Horses,
Oats suitable for Seed,

Pant,

Blay

-FI-"

success-

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined
by Messrs. Ham-

mett Neill &

LAWNS,

-AND-

; splendid neighborhood, house is convenient, with
lease and very low rent; chance seldom met with as
owner is called away.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston.
ap27-3t

179 Commercial St., Portland.

Offers at Wholesale and Retail

Beach street wiil through this process go,
Which is too narrow now, you know
That Bovs may get to Fenno's Store
With greater ease than heretofore.
Then with "a rush" they will flock there
'repurchase “Clothes" for summer wear1
Vest, Hat and Shoes complete
Coat,
Corner oi Beach and Washington Street
a26
apl3sn3m ch wk

ap22snlw-oslw»

Blouse

...

uJ°°?1",,and.in
perfect
and will bear

neighborhood,

....___

carefully. They

more

practical Diamond Setters in

Some

Where we shall with increased
stock of Butter, Cheese, Eggs
Apples, Peas, &c

Buff,

Canadian Express Co.

are

edw’d h. bvrgiiv,

on

«

the

With all

hundred to two

sn

BEACH STREET.

old stand

WHITE

JAMES E. PR1NDLE, Agent.

For

M^e

day removed from our
change Street, to

PLAIN

MADE BY ABBOTT.

Cant.

eharl notice, in any style,

•et at

call and

HUNDRED TONS Nut Coal,
a very serviceable seasonable Coal
for this time of the year,—and
reasonable enough at 87.33 per
ton delivered by
JOS. H. POOR A BRO.
♦
Apri 9-sntf

We have this

(

AND

Concord Express Wagon ! “Dolly Yarden” Polonaise,

We have diamonds, in pairs aad
siagly,

mostly

STRIPED,

Embroidered and Plain,

re

eod2wapr27

apl6d2w*

SATIN

SECOND-HAND

ap27

They

Mohair,

BACON,

Packett Schooner

three thousand dollars.

and Glace

Imitation Japanese Suits,

FOR SAXjE

67

BIAHOHD8 of

one

Suits,

—»—

Plain, Striped

No. 33 Hawkins St., near Sudbury Street,
BOSTON, HASS.
SAT" Refining done at short notice.
ad273m

that defy eampetitiaa.

TWO

Honrs:

CO.,

Gold and Silver Leaf, Bronze, Gold Foil and Dentists' Plate,

We offer these goods, ia GOLD, at prices

3^ RXCHANRE IT,
PORTLAND.

301 1-S3

Made

*

Manufacturer of

offered ia this city farsoqan years.

H. M. PAY'SON,

OFFICK

Ready

Cor. Brown St.

WM. E.

have made arrangements with par
tie* in Europe whereby we are eaabled to

6’s

Bangor
Chicago

—or—

we war-

ESTABLISHED 1849.

DIAMONDS.

nnd
,ia

**

FOB

for trim-

ranging ia price from

BONDS!

Atchison, Topeka fit Same Pe,

Silks

VARIETY

ILLINOIS

fine aaaortment oi

sold at the lowest prices.
ap27dlw then eodlw

_

*

a

the Orel quality, at prices lower than k

Portland Mnnicipnl

which

crease.

Hats.

removed.

---

re-

All to be

offer

Mappy Relief f.r
Men from the effects
of errors and abuses in Y.ung
early life. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to
marriage

TION,

of

23.

LADIES’

_ap27dtf_

We

without

LARGE

[

(Successors to Corell * Valpoy,)

MIDDLE ST.

and

thous-

Now is your time.
will be sold

STREET,

Thread, Malta and French Faces,
Gimps and Buttons, Ornaments and Frogs for
Saeques, Fringes

Days!

Dry Goods.

our new

CO VEIL &

a

DARLING

Have recoived from N»w York,

My stock is large and well selected, comprising
everything usually kept

A

button—every pair

Congress,

and Tuesday,

April 22 and

iui

mings, (in all colors,) Collars,
Bows and Scarfs, Bonnets and

GOWELL’S,
30

Monday

Boarding and Lodging House

Quality as good, and price lower than any othtr
liable Super Phosphate.
ap27islm

Patronize home manufactures by
giving us a call
save one profit on
your purchases.
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
mch29sn6m

S.

On

“BOURDON” KID GLOVES,
In one and two
rant.

BROS.,

WILL OPEN

shades, selected

Sale, at bargain;
full of good
FORboarders
«id lodgers, and always been

)Vholesale Agents for Maine.

and thus

To Continue

EASTMAN

Cloakings.

immediately**

COMMERCIAL

Our stock is lareo, well
selected, made from the
and as we manufacture all the clothmgweseU'We can guarantee the make in every

DRY

OPENING.

of

Would call special attention to

TV TiOrf.int

Conant & Rand,

pest materials,

GREAT

*72

Shawls and

ap27-d3t

& DERBY SUITS

#10,000.

Need lew, Tucker*, Oilerw, Au, Fur Kale.
ab25dlw

assortment of

all the new and desirable

Also, an elegant variety

upper

Croasdale Super Phosphate

from 3 to 18 years of age.

in size

Raine.

Machines of all kinds Repaired.

from the Boston and New York markets.

B3T" It is necessary in some cases for persons deBurnett’s Superior Flavoring Exsiring

All colors, styles and prices.

Varying

Son,

St,, Portland,

DRESS FABRICS,

maintained.

CITY.

GRECIAN, IMPERIAL

free.

mailed

Sewing Machine

Splendid Brick House

finer assortment

THE

eed

n

SPRING A SUMMER

down and the

(after

essentially improves the colors.

a

qualquantity

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THAN CAN BE FOUND
ELSEWHERE

IN

re (lucid

Agent foi the State of Maine for the

in Boston.

Monday, April 29,

80

mhl6eodsn3m

on

SUPERIOR CLEANSING

Freeport.

great

a

RENOVATING.

removing the dust,)

Llewellyn

cause

Financial Record.

Newspaper

We shall open

specialty in

Boys’ and Youth’s Clothing,
And

138 Riddle

FOR

Price Four Cents.

Rooms to Let,
WITH Board, at 36 Free street.
Also the
part uf the building in the rear.
apl3dlm

New Material* and Style*.
a

Catalogue,

$. W. Eaton &

Reviews of all New Books.

THE DAILY GLOBE.

ranted to cure flesh Worms, Pimples,
Eruptions
and Blotched disfigurations of the face. Sold
by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond st., New York.

Pants & Vest “to match.”

We make

Send for

Reports.

FOR

Congress St.
s,t,&th

SKIN

la Bine, Black and mixture*.

DERBY,

Trimmed (and Plain Patterns at greatly
Prices.

The Fullest Local

Completest

STANDARD

Mixture*.

Dress & Business

All

Branches.

FOR

aplSeodtfss

PATTERNS

Of all the latest awl most reliable
designs for Ladies’
and Children's Dress, Uraded In Various Blzes, nut
un In Illustrated
Envelops, with foil directions for
Making, Trimming, etc., etc,; and to accurately cut
and notched that any novice can put them
together.
Patterns seut by Mali, post-free from any of the

Best Musical & Dramatic Record.

tracts,- to insiBt upon obtaining tnem In order to
avoid many of the factitious brands
offered, becaus
of their larger profits.

OVERCOATS,

Drab, Brawn

Day.

FOR THE

apjiearing much larger.
They are the best
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and
quality will be strictly

S. J,

We cleanse Carpets perfectly

Friday April 26.
ARRIVED.
Brig Senorila, Young, Baltimore,—coal to James L
Fanner.

can

of the

apr27-eod 3t

ap2sntf_

Apples.

IN GENERAL.

ITIiiiiaturr Aim nunc.April *J7.
Sun rises.5.C0 I Moon rises.
AM
Sun sets.6.55 | High water
2.15 PM

apfisn eod 3m

only need

a/jci, amijisuau,

Feb 24, lat 33 20 S, Ion 47 25, ship Sontag, from New
York for San Francisco.
March 3, lat 1 30 N, Ion 37 15 W, barque Brilliant,
from Pernambuco for New York.
March 13, lat 0 39 N, Ion 22 22 W, ship Golden State,
from New York for Batavia.
March 18, lat 3 20 N, lou 39 50 W, barque Benefactor, from New York for Hong Kong.

Topics

names, but are prepared from fruits of the best
ity, and so highly concentrated that a small

HAWKES

Fashions.

of

ACCURATE

Latest & Fullest News by Telegram.

CHAM. CVMTIM & CO.,

according to price asked.

290 & 292

Emporium

FOR

The Largest
293

suits.

our

The Live

STYLES!

the “Golden Rifle.”

FLOOR

29.

OPW

ISTew York

Sheet.

one

TO ORDER FROM MEASURE !

MADE

We will open our New Booms, with a New Stock
of Desirable Goods, at New
Prices, on Monday,

ap26dtf

Beading in

SEE

Having enlarged, remodeled and thoroughly repaired our store throughout, it is our intention to
keep a much larger assortment than heretofore, and
adhere as we have always done to the system of
One Price uud Ne Tariatiaa.

April

MME. DEMOREST’S

order.

to

made

dence.

SPOKEN.

his recent visit to
Washington, Gov.
Parham succeeded in effecting the transfer of
from
the State to the General Govpensions
ernment to the amount of $10,000. Other transfers will be made provided suitable testimonials

figure

m,dwPh£h?s

by

FOURTH

hand and

FOR

FINE SHIRTS!

Cartaius,

or^

We
shall also make to order Ladies’ and Children's suits.

Goodrich, Look, Cardenas.
12th, barque Union, Morse,

Ar at St John, NB, 24th, brig Faustina,
Libby, Belfast; sch J B Woodruff, Haskell, Castine.
Cld 23d, brigs Mary, Hughes, Cardenas; Chimborazoo, Coombs, Havana.

During

W.

Laces aad
assortment

shall manufacture the most of

one we

Ar at Havana 19th. barque Enrique. (Arg)
Orcutt,
Now Orleans; Leonidas, Gates, Cardiff.
Sld 20th, sch Addle M Bird, Merrill, New York.
Sld ftn Matanzas 20th,
brigs Ysidora Rionda, Plummer. Portland; J Polledo, Dyer, Philadeluhia.

intoxicating liquors
sold, and notified the proprietors that
quit the traffic-

v«MH

Sign of

Hosiery, Dress Trimmings, Corsets, Ac.
At astonishingly low price.
ON

on

Just received from

to Oak

FOR

Ths undersigned has taken the agency for the sale
of the above Celebrated Powder, and will furnish all
grades at manufacturers’ prices.
t3P~Guhs, Sporting Goods and Fishing Tackle constantly on hand at low prices.
O. E. BAILEY, 48
Exchange 8t.

prices.

at Yery law

run

from

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Vera Cruz March 20th, brig Therese Butler*
Blohm, Progreso.
At Trinidad Mch 4th,
barque Commerce, Fossett.
for Boston, ldg; brig Sullivan,
Perry, for do, do.
Ar at Grenada 15th ult. schs M S Lunt
Simmons,
New York, (and sld 21st for Cuba); 2*th, Clara E McConvllle, Eaton, do.
Put in 20th, sch Nellie, French, from Demarara.
Arat Cienfuegos 13th inst, brig Ellen Bernard,
Coombs, New York.
Sld 13th, barques Idaho, Richardson, New York;
Lucy Frances, Upton, do.

while sawing in his mill
\Vm. D. Rice, of Trescott, had the misfortune
to come in contact with the saw of the
shingle
machine, which took off his
hand below
the wrist, shattering the boneright
in such a manner that the
metacarpal bones had to be removed, leaving the carpal bones of the wrist entire.
The Sentinel thinks Eastport ought to be added to the list of weather stations of the country, as situated on the coast at the eastern extremity of the Union, the system is incomplete
without it.

au

ap6sneod3m

Tailet aad ather Shawls much under price

la

ELLS WORTH—A r 23d, schs Ocean,
Grant, and
Pierce, Grant, Portland.

Saturday forenoon,

at

Rockland for

Frank

must

TOyc^'Zm^1111123’

m
sneaking out of the naval investigaafter lie had made
surprising charges,
shows that this i8 not his
first failure:
Dana was a member of the
Brook Farm community, which tried its Utopian experiment on
in Koxburv, Mass.,
a farm
immortalized 111 Hawthorne’s “Blithedale roThere was an old
mance.”
on
the
building
premises, which it was desirable to have a cellar under; but it was considered very doubtful
whether the nature of the ground would permitonetobe dug without endangering the se-

Gregory, Thoomlike,

Strout, Dean, Elizabethport.
EASTPORT—Ar 22d, sch Traveller, Mitchell,
Portland.

has visited all the

Charles A Dana.—The following story of
Mr. Charles A Dana who made so ridiculous a
tion

E L

BOSTON—Ar 25th, schs Knight, Leland, Elizabeth
port: Pemaqukl, Fossett, Damariscotta.
Cld 25th, brig Belle of the Bay, Hunt, Alexandria:
E H Kennedy, HaUett, Charleston.
Ar 26th, brig Timothy Field, Leland, Philadelphia;
Princeton, Wells, Weehawken.
SALEM.—Ar 25th, schs N Berry, Pendleton, Portland ; Veto. Henderson, Port Johnson.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 24th, schs Orono, Walker
Portland for Plymouth; W B
Darling, Smith, do
for Newark; Harry Percy,
Percy,from New York for
Augusta.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 24th, schs Roamer, Foss,
Rmulout; Charleston, Trim, New York ; t & M

COUNTY.

Dr.

FLOOR,

9

Nattmgham

(^"Burial Shrouda
ap27—3w

$5.

Congress St.
t,t, as

293

Du Pout’s

Lace Points and Jackets,
Paisley Shawls,

Wo have

by

New York

CUSHMAN, Cor. Congress
Streets, Portland.

v

CBAS. CUSTIS fic CO.,

Prices.

All the New Styles of Ladies’ Suits,

Willard, Philadelphia.

wnera

Brunswick, April 16,

LATEST

White Goods,
In Variety,

THIRD

MRS.

BEST QUALITIES !

Boys’ Wear,

Fancy Goods,

ON

MILLINERY GOODS,

FANCY &

Just received from Boston and

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS ?

For Men’s and

1Q7».

HATS, CAPS, BONNETS,

Interesting Foreign Correspon-

ME.

Six Bottles

in

FOR

FOR

Every Description.

Popular

$1.

PRICE
ap6tf

/

The Mew Styles of

G.LORING, Apothecary

Woolens,

At

Middle St., Portland, Me.

137

A Volume of

DY

PORTLAND,

ON FIFTH FLOOR
We shall manufacture for our retail trade, Linen
Bosoms, Linen Sets, and Ladies’ Undetwear, &e.

■Af

Rev. T. G. Moses of Lubec, has a silver dollar in his possession of the
coinage of 1783 for
which he has been offered $300.

In

f’HOH.

Mourning Goods,

Richmond.
NEW BEDFORD—Sld 25th, sch Harriet
Fuller,

pounds, and who measures six
inch in height and is still growing.

Florence A. Mitchell.

PREPARED

SUMMER FASHIONS

W. C. BECKETT, Merchant Tailor.
ap27-3w

tke world to produce it, equal.

Dress Goods,

Of

worthy the attention of the public. Also the
goods lust received for BUSINESS SUITS and all
other kint’s of garments for gentlemen’s wear.
Please call and see them.

combined with Iron in its pur-

following diseases: Scrofula, Salt,Hheum,
Neuralgia, Blienmatiam, Ulcer.and Sore.
Disease. of the Nkia, Boil., Pimple., Indige.tion, Liver Complaint, Diamines.,
Sou Stomach, Dropey, Sick Bendncke,
Nervoii.net,., Con.tipatiou, Darting Pain.
For weak, pnny children and female, who
require medical treatment, we ckallengc

—AXX>—

MIDDLE STREET,

est

FLOOR,

Ar22d. sell Sarah A Ueed, Arnold, New York; Cyrus Fossett,
Harding, Darien.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater
25th, barque Marathon
from Matanzas, for orders.
Sld 24th, brig C C Colson, for Cardenas;
25th, set
Mary E Staples, for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, barque
Waldo, Pressey,
Cadi* 40 days; brig Maulius, Dixon, St Jago.
Cld 24th, barque K W Griffith
Drummond, Matan*as; brig S P Smith, Dodge, St John, PR; schs Hattie Haskell, Young, Jacmel; Ann,
Marshall, Elizabethport.
Ar 25th, ship Daniel Webster, Brown, Liverpool;
brigs C S Packard, Packard, Rio Janeiro; Clara Pickens, Rogers, Messina.
Cld 25th, barque Sandy Hook, Barstow, Havana;
brigs Raven, Nash, Cardenas; L F Munson, Munson,
do: sch J W Maitland, Colcord, Jacksonville.
Sld 24th, barque Lizzie H Jackson, for Cronstadt.
Passed through Hell Gate 23d. schs Gen
Meade,
New York for Boston ; Lizzie
Raymond, PhiladelPbib lor New Haven; Sardinian, Kennlston, Elizabethport for Boston; Alice Oakes. Marsen, do for
Hollowel]; Oliver Dyer, Wilson, Port Johnson for

Philadelphia;

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

are

SECOND

are

BECKETT’S,

C.

W.

form. Stillingia a. na alterative or
blood purifier i. far .uperlor to Mnroaparilla or any other medicine orcombination
of medicine, known to the medical profe.•ion. It I. apeeially recommeuded for the

SPRING

STUFFS

—AT—

The great American Bleed Purifier, composed of Stillingia or Queen'. Boot, Vrwl
Weed, Prickly Ash Berrieo, Fellow Dock,
Pipiiuewa, Mandrake and Cardamon

RICH AND LOW PRICED

Partied do 24th, schs Pacific, Ginn, New York for
Boston; Jennie Howard, Oliver, Elizabethport for
Providence; Decora, Clark, Weehawken for Boston;
Helen M Woodward, New York for
Provincetown;
Kolon, Jasper, Port Johnson for Boston.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 24th, sch Molly Porter,
from

The Belfast Aye says the house belonging to
and occupied by the widow Webber Banks, on
the Northport road, was destroyed by fire Monday afternoon. Loss about $400; no insurance.
The Aye says the deposits in the Belfast Saving Bank, April 17th, amounted to $545,013.78.
Number of books issued 2,21G. Increase of deposits for the year $152,000.
The Base Ball Club at Belfast is to be revived. We hope
they will change the name to
one that is not
quite so long and unpronounc-

they

ON

Saco.

Mr. D. W. Freese of Orono, rejoices in the
possession of a boy just sixteen years old, whose

were

Lowest Market Prices.

We

Newcastle for Portland.
24th, sch J B Marshall, Marshall, Boston for

PANTALOON

137

wick,

factories,

c.asipurt

-AT THE-

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 24th, brigs Keystone, BartGuantanamo: Proteus, Hall, Matanzas via Bermuda; Eilen Maria, Hoxie, Havana: Ida LRay
,_W°°<i s Hole; Frank Clark, Morton, BrunsGa.
er,

The German bark Arcturus has been chartered to load deals at Bangor for Liverpool.
The Whig says about twelve hundred thousand of birch “spool stuff," sawed at the mills
up river and in Piscataquis county, will be
from Bangor to Pawtucket, R. I
shipped
within a few weeks, at an average cost of $7
per thousand. At Pawtucket the blocks are
turned into spools and finished for the thread

Ml

Housekeeping

Goods,

24th, schs A Richards, Reed, Maohlas; Lookout

Nichols, Boston.

NEWS.

Deputy Sheriff Thompson

and

Domestic

Boston.

lor, Wmterport.

PKNOBBCOT COUNTY.

WALDO

mt..

Woodbury,Baltimore

BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, barque E A Cochrane
Swazey, Cardenas; schs Palos, Shackford, Port Spain
roddle L Porter, Small,
f
Portland; C H Cook, Tay-

sue

Tkmsday evening.

feet and one

FLOOR

May be found a full line of

—

Arrangements are being made for a grand
Temperance Reform meeting in Rockland next

174

29th.

•

FORTRESS MONROE
Passed up 23th, barqui
Lemont, Mlnott, ftom Liverpool for Haiti-

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

weight is

Sm

,

Elixir of Stillingia & Iron !

Seed., &c.,

APRIL

FIRST

nutro

—

tiJn

thel>earbtU?ationetop^eTer,,UleUt

proof

STATE

ai.

has also died of the same disease—if starvation
can be called a disease—and the result is equal-

The Rail.road M urders in
Missouri.—A
despatch from Kansas City gives details of the
murder of Stevenson, Cline and
Dutro on the
railroad train near
After
the train stopped four of the mob
mounted the
locomotive and guarded the engineer
with
drawn revolvers. The train was then surrounded and Cline and Stevenson called out.
Cline
appeared and after some words regarding hiB
connection with the fraudulent issue of the
Cass county bonds, was riddled wtitii. bullets
and his body thrown by the side of the track.
Several of the crowd
empted their revolvers into hu
mangled body.
Stevenson was in the
baggage car and had barred the doors, but the
and poured a volley into
U»e Judge,
killing him instantly,
out and laid beside that of
car and was
w,a,s iu tl,e P®88enger
Thc f ain was
then allowed to

near

a

ON

Caroline

believed in.
The statistics of immigration for the port of
New York in 1871, show an increase of 17,469
over the arrivals in 1870.
The total number
last year was 228,962, exclusive of cabin passengers. The Germans outnumbered all other
classes of immigrants—the proportion being as
follows: Germans, 88,601; Irish, 65,506; Engilsh, 36,965; leaving less than 38,000 to be divided among all other nationalities.

and

their attack.

“We think it fair to make this statement for
the information of the Cincinnati
Convention,
hut that body must be guided by its own
judgment, as the Democratic party must also be
guided by its independent judgment in endorsing or repudiating the Cincinnati ticket.”
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to the claimant to assist him in his defense in
his forthcoming trial. That nearly nine hundred of the Tichborne tenantry' should thus

INVESTIGATION

character of the report beyond a complete vindication of the officers of the Ordnance bureau
from all of the sweeping charges made against
them does not yet appear. The movers themselves are forced to admit the utter failure of

after
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its

She has
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petition asking that the Crown advance money

places

sumes

Xf?’

wished him too.
No less tliau 891 people living at Tichborne,on
a part of the Tichborne
estates, have signed a

BISMARCK

means

democrats object strongly to its
tone, but
the Adams men are still the
only ones confident
that their favorite will win,
although utterly
unable to give any reason for the faith that is
in them. John W. Defrees has
gone to Indinent

1

ROOMS,
ON

GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar .10th, sch Mary Patten
Harding, Savannah.
Cld 13th, brig Cbas Wesley, Griffin,
Bangor.

KNOX COUNTY.

by his

The Cincinnati Babel.—Cincinnati
specials
state that the Adams letter has added to
the
Few

UTr_A,...,.*Ai,

GREAT RAILROAD

frequently made by the rebel butternut
soldiery to Union prisoners of war: “What
do you uns come down
yere to fight we uns
for ? We uns only want to be let alone.”

already confusing complications.
licans admire its brusqueness, and

nun is

BURDEN

of this country who does not stop to weep for
‘‘more roads to conquer” but goes to work and
builds the road. He conquers the wilderness

forcibly

marks

.—: 11

MANUFACTURING

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE NEW

SPECIAL TO INVALIDS.

DR. HENDRICK'S

AND
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WILL OPEN

tor

■.r
w®Jdburfi
Mom Hatch,
Ariath.schs May
21st
Helen M Condon, Condon, Belfast. Charleston;
Cld 20th, sells Mary, Gilchrist, BeUast Kate Foeter, BoBebrook, Baltimore.
WILMINGTON—Ar 21st, sch Lottie Wells Watson, Bockland.
Ar 22d, brig Zavalia Williams, Veazie, Fall River
NORFOLK—Ar 23d, schs'Susan Ross Barter, Iron
Rockport, Me: H S Rowe, New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 23d, sch Charlotte Fish Wil

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

NOTICES.

Health. Beauty, Strong and Pure Rich
Blooa, Increase of Flesh a ad Weight
Clear Skin St Beautifkl Complexion secured to nil.

E. T. ELDEM A CO.,

Windsor, NS : C P Gerrish, Armstrong, Boston.
Sid, sens Clara Jane, McAllep, Hillsboro, to load
for Philadelphia; Jeddie, Turner, for do, to load for

The salaries of the Rockland city officers are
as follows: Treasurer. S2C0 Der year: Collector
ut faxes, two mills on a dollar till
Sept. 1,1872
The most important legislative action of the
| and after that two per cent., except on polls,
past few days is the passage by the Senate of which are to be five per cent.; City Marshal,
$2 per day; Policemen, $2 per day; City PhysiTEXAS PACIFIC RAILROAD
cian, $500 per year; Assessor of Taxes, $500
bill which was finally ground out of the Senafor the board; Overseers of the Poor, $400 per
torial mill at a late hour Saturday evening.
year; School Committee and School Agent,
$400 for the board; Chief Engineer of FlYe
The bill is not a new charter but a modificaDepartment, $100 per year; City Solicitor, $100
tion of a former one which secures the conyer year.
struction of a road from Marshall, Texas, to
George Geyer, eonjof Mr. John Geyer of
San Diego, California at the rate of one hunFriendship, lias been missing since the 3d inst.
Mr. Geyer was 25 years of age and was master
dred and twenty-five miles per yeai, until comof a
schooner, which he purchased last
pleted, Col. Thomas A. Scott, of Philadel- fall. fishing
He hail got his vessel ready for sea and
the
head
of
the
It
also
was intending to sail in a short
phia, being
company.
time, and on
provides for the equipment of a road from the date above mentioned, left his home for
the purpose of making a short visit to his aunt
Shreveport, La., to the eastern terminus of the in Rockland, since which timb
nothing has
above road at Marshall, to be of the same
been heard of him.
as
line.
is
the
Pacific
It
claimed
that
The lobster factory at Carver’s Harbor has
gauge
been put in operation for the season’s business
this route will not be subject to delays from
and
presents a busy appearance. This factory
“snow blockades” as has been the case with
is owned by Mr. J. Winslow Jones of Portland
the Central Pacific to so great an extent since
is
and
in charge of Mr. Joseph Knight as Suits construction, and especially during the past
perintendent. This establishment put up 200,000 cans of lobster last year, and there is a fair
winter.
This is another important achieveprospect that this business may be nearly doubment of the
led the present season.

Pennsylvania
spiritedly begun organizing for a great

more

A

they get through with their deliberations—
with an earnestness only to be derived from ex.
perience.

Political Notes.
The Harrisburg Journal
says that
before have the Republicans of

against

EXTRA!

NOTICE

THEIR NEW SALES

April 24—Ar, schB Virginia. Small, Portland

repeatedly struck
him with clubs, and lias often seized him by
the throat and beaten him with her fist.
The
reason or this peremptory course of treatment
was not his drunkenness or unfaithfulness. On
the contrary, the only charge that she makes

1872.
Fresh

they cry “Vanity, Vanity all is Vanity" and I

._

ance

•

different occasions.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

—

Portland.

j

Th» Boston Advertiser'8 Cincinnati correspondent says it is clearly foreshadowed
that Charles Francis Adams will be the nominee for President, and Win. S. Groesbeek of
Ohio for Vice President.
This point is so
well settled that a Cincinnati
gentleman is
now writing the life of Mr. Adams as a campaign document. There will be little platform making done.

SPECIAL

[from our correspondent.]
LUBEC, April 20—Sid, sch Gazelle, Gardiner, for

“Fre-sh shad. Fre-sh shad.
The Lewiston Journal, says last Wednesday
as a son of Samuel Stewart was riding one
shad and herrings, etc., etc.
of
N.
W. Farwelltg spirited hones from Lewiston
I do wish Congress. would pass a law that
to his farm, the animal beaeme unmanageable,
will allow no man to cry “fresh-shad” in the
and ran at a fearful rate. Between Capt. Ham’s
streets of Washington before seven o’clock in
and Mr. Daly’s the young man was thrown off
and struck on his head, bruising it badly and
the morning. The man who wrote “all quiet
causing so severe ooncussioa of the brain that
on the Potomac” must liave been
here when
he remained unconscious till the next
morning.
shad and herring were out of season. I wonder
Since then he seems quite comfortable, and it
if Tipton can’t induce these fish-hawkers to atis thought he will recover.
tend the dyspeptic Convention at Cincinnati to
[From our Lewiston Correspondent.]
A g-and temperance rally of forces filled to
add their melodious voices to the
proposed pop- overflowing Lisbon Hall Thursday night. T.
ular outburst. What promulgators
of enthusi- H. Hubbard, Esq., of Biddeford, awakened a
asm they would make.. They would lie a
great I lively interest in the audience with an eloquent
for temperance. Mr. Murphy of Portacquisition to the bulk of noise which seems i appeal
land offered a few additional remarks, to the
now to be the desideratum of the sore-heads. I
pleasure aud profit of the house. A committee
I am also inclined to think that the character
of arrangements was appointed aud a
meeting
and personal appearance of the “hybrid convo- : for Saturday evening, to complete the ternperOne hundred aud thirty
ance.organization.
cation” would be improved by their presence.
names were autographed on the
pledge.
Tipton ought to have these fellows.
HANCOCK COUNTY.
By the way that Convention seems to be got
A new postoffice has been established at
West Tremont, town of Tremont, and Thomas
up on just that principle. A sort of scraping
Clark
has been appointed Postmaster.
together of all the disagreeable elements with
Altho’ the town of Lamoiue voted in theid
which the public have become disgusted. Distown
last week not to erect a building
appointed ambition, anger, fancied lack of ap- for themeeting offered them
library
by Mr. Tisdale, the
and
all
the
kindred
preciation, jealonsy, envy,
citizens intend to raise the money by
subscription and will then commence the work.
conditions of mind will here assemble to exFive stone quarries are now in successful
press their dissatisfaction with things generaloperation in Sullivan. The lateness of the sealyson and the ice blockade have
seriously interLike Solomon, when the
fered with the stone business there.

account of

so

but two

worth.

A man named Franklin, living in St. Louis,
has sued for a divorce from his wife on account
of her cruel conduct toward him.
This amiable woman has stabbed her husband on four

A Shad-owed Subject—The Texas
Pacific Railroad and Col. Tom Seott— The Ransomed Rebel General—Death of the Investigations—The

a

Sch Abbie H Hodgmau, Haflngton, Brunswick,
Ga,—hard pine to B&MRR Co.
Sell Anaconda, Wallace, Boston for Sullivan.
Sch Gazelle, Gardiner, Pembroke.
Sch Only Son. McKown, Boothbay.
Sell Col ‘Higgins, Ware, Bangor for Boston.
Sell Capitol, Carr, Rockland for Boston.
CLEARED.
Sch Emma O Curtis, Paine, New York—J 1 Libby.
Sch Nashwauk, (Br) Peatman, Fredericktou, NB.
Sch Kosciusko, Erskins, Thomaston—H Dennis.
Sch Modora, Crockett. Diz Island—J E Farns-

Xews Items by Mail.

Our Washington Letter.

to the Democ-

racy as a Presidential candidate, emanating
from August Belmont, is
evidently not binding on all Democrats. The World

Mr. Adams in

,

The Freewill Baptist church
building at Buxton Lower Comer is to be moved to Bar Mills
as soon as the
ground settles. The building is
owned by the society over which Elder Witham
of Biddeford is settled.
Rev. C. C. Parker, D.D., late of Gorham,
was installed over
the Second Presbyterian
church of Hanover, N. J., on the 27th ult
Rev. Mr. Mix of Orange, N.
J., formerly of
Burlington, Vt., preached the sermon.
Rev. F. A. Noble of Pittsburg, Penn., has accepted the call of the South Presbyterian
church in Brooklyn, N. Y. This is the gentleman that State street church in this
city, some
three years ago, endeavored to get.
with
the
Universalist
socieBy arrangement
ty at Mechanic Falls, the Rev. S. S. Davis of
Canton, N. Y., will supply their pulpit April
28th and May 5th, with a view to
remaining
with them for a time.

it ae-

g-L.JH

■

York.

tield,

Cyrus

structure.

New
Record of Crime is New York.—AccordSch Spar tel, of Pembroke, Capt Smith, drifted
the 23d, starting stern
ing to the report of the Board of Commission- | ashore at Folly Island on strained
post
and garboards, and got
badly. Her deck
aud Correction, there
ers of Public Charities
load of piling was discharged, when she came off bv
the assistance of steamer Moss wood aud was towetl
were 51,466 persons arrested in New York durto Eastport for repairs.
ing 1871, charged with vice and crime, aud disSteam-tug Cochituate, about 30 tons, built at Westposed of by the police and criminal courts. Of
brook in 1871, has been sold to parties in St George
*
these, 17,150 were native horn and 34,316 for- NB, for about $5,000.
Sch W B Darling, of Portland, 114 tons, built in
eigners. In the first class 5,265 were females,
1851, has been sold to Hopkins & Sou, of Bangor.
aud in the latter 14,077, showing that of the respective totals, while the female native offendMEMORANDA.
ers were less than half, those of foreign birth
Barque Florence Peters, of Portland, Is reported tc
composed more than two-thirds. Among them have
into Salt Cay, Tl, prev to the 20th inst, with
were offenders of all ages, from the
precocious sevenput
feet water in her hold, having struck on the NE
children of tender years to the hardeued offenreef of Turks Island.
der of three score and ten, 1,630 being under 10
Barque Saucho Panza, Marshman, from Philadelyears, and 214 over70. The nationalities which
phia for Cienfuegos, left Delaware Breakwater Feb 11
and has not been heard from since. She registered
furnished the chief number of offenders stand
tons, and was built in 1864 at Belfast, where sht
as follows:
Ireland, 25,693; United States, 16,- 640
was mostly owned.
572; Germany, 5,077; England, 1,905: Scotland,
Sch Maine, Capt Lord, got ashore at Stave Island
552; Canada, 378; France, 348; Prussia, 271; the Penobscot Bay, on the 16th, where she remained unrest composed 14 other nationalities, each total
til the 19th, when she was got off and put on the
being under 90. The Chinese numbered 22, beach. She knocked off part of keel
sustained
two of them females.
other damage.
Of the intemiierate the total was 32,707; 12,
DOMESTIC PORTS.
770 being females. Thus nearly two-tliirds of
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 20th, sch Jas G Craig Conthe whole number arrested were the victims of
*’
Utilia.
ners,
drink.
Sid 20th, ship John Watt.
As showing the effect of education on crime,
J G Stover, Stover
there were 1,150 arrests of “well-eduoated’1
Rockland.
people during the year, while those who. could
CHARLESTON-Ar 20th, sch Sea Dog,
Allen, Iron:
not read numbered 3,809, and those who could
Shelter Isle. LI.
Ar 23d, sch Mary Lymburner, from Rocknort
“only read" furnished 15,351.

The Methodist society at Dam’s Mills, Newhave beguu the building of a new ebureb,
the estimated cost of which is $4000. The
building is to be of modern style, and one well
suited to the wants of the thrifty aud enterprising village in which it is to he erected. The
Freewill Baptist society of the same place, have
in contemplation the repairing of their building. They purpose spending some $1200 upon
it.
The interest has so increased in the prayer
meetings of the Young Men’s Christian Association at Lewiston that it has been thought advisable to start the morning prayer meeting
from half-past eight to half-past nine.
Last Sunday the regular afternoon services
were omitted at the First Baptist
church, Bangor, and a baptismal' service substituted, in
which the ordinance of baptism was administered to thirteen persons.
We learn that great religious interest is being manifested in the prayer meetings at the
Freewill Baptist church in Farmington.
Bevivals of religion aoe reported at Addison
Point, West Sidney, Kent’s Hill, Friendship,
South Waldoboro, and many other places in the
State.
Bev. H. Stetson lias tendered his resignation
to the Baptist church in Waldoboro, to take effect on or before the first, of .Tnlv-.

W. Field, who returned from
Europe about a month ago, fully apprised of
the sentiments of the Gladstone ministry,
Mr.

gf

One morning, before
the matter had been decided, several members
an
of theoommunity took
early walk, in the
course of which they came to this building.
They stopped before it, and renewed the question'of a cellar. While they were talking, suddenly the old thing gave a creak and a rumble
and a groan, and then rushed down to rui*,
while out of the splintered rubbish and the
He
cloud of dust crawled Charles A. Dana.
had quietly made up his mind that the cellar
could be (lug, aud had risen at daylight and
goneout alone to do it. His discomforture was
scarcely more complete than when, thirty years
later, he erected a fabric of lies about a Cabinet
officer, and found it tumbling about his own
ears when the Congressional committee required him to establish a foundation for it.

next week.
York Congregational Association meets May
7th, at 10 olclock A. M., with liev. S. W. Pearson, Limington. Preacher, Bev. Henry Ar-

from New York
We have private advices
are encouraging
which indicate that prospects
of the questions
for an amicable settlement
which have threatened to interfere with the
It is
arbitrament of the Alabama Claims.
understood that the State Department is

quite ready to

curity of the

Religions Intelligence.
B'v-H Moor, late pastor of the Winthrop
Street I liiversalist Church of
Augusta, has deeidad to remove to Boston
He will
Highlands.
leave Augusta with his
family, for that place

A PIRST-Claea
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Dressmaker_one

to worv

k
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Spiritual Fraternity, Arm v and Navy Union
Hall—Children’s Progressive Lyceum meets at 10.30.
Meeting of Coherence at 3 p. m. All are invited:
seats free.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets.
Sunday School at 2: Preaching at 3. All
are iuvlted.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, entrance on Free street, opposite Baptist Church.—Eld
W. H. Mitchell of Kennebunk, will preach Sunday
at the usual hours.
Seats tree. Prayer meeting at
9 a. in., free lor all.
India St., Universalist Church.—Preaching
to-morrow by the Pastor, Rev. G. W. Blcknell at 101
a. m. and 7$ p. m.
Congress St. M. E. Church.—Preaching by Rev.
W. M. Sterling of Vermont at 10J a. m. and 3
p. m.
Conference S. S. at 1} p m ; prayer meeting at 9 a. m.
m.

New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr.
Hayden
will preach in the Temple on New High street, Sunat 10.30. On Nebuchadnezzar’s linage of Gold, set up in the Plain of Dura; Dan. ii.
Evening Lecture in the Vestry at 7* o’clock, on
Daniel’s Prophecies at this day fulfilled; the great
beast with ten horns.

day morning,

Plymouth Church—In consequence of repairs

®»* ,Vestry

Vestry

Young People’s meeting

vjj

7*.

at

services to-morrow.
meeting

riajer

m

tne

The Children’s Progressive
Lyceum will give one of
their popular monthly concerts at
Army A Navy
union Hall Sunday,at 7* o’clock. Admission 15 cts
to defray expenses.

Second Advent Church, 353
F^t
Elder Wm.
from

st.

1-2 Congress
Barnstead, N. H., will

Bodge,

preach Sunday, at the usual hours. Seats free.
Free St. Church.—Preaching in the morning as
usual. Instead of the afternoon service
Sunday,
there will be a sermon in the
eveening, particularly
to young men.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabboth
Prayer Meeting at 2.15. Sabbath School at 3.
^hool
Prayer meeting in the evening at 71 o’clock.
Regular Prayer Meeting every Friday evening. All
are cordially invited.
Seats free.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ol
Congress and Locust street.—Services
Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.,
ana 3 p, m.
This is a free church, with free seats,
and all are welcome.
»AP™T
Congress st., corner oi

Wilmot, Rev.

Wm. H.

Shailer, Pastor.—Preaching

at

10* and 3; Sabbath School at 1.45; Social Meeting at 7.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—D.H.
Ilannaburgh,

pas-

or.—Morning Prayer Meeting at 9 a. m. and 7 p. m.
Preaching at 10* a. m. and 3 p. m. S. S. at 1* m.

Mountfort Street A. M. E. Church.—Preaching at 10.30 a. M.,at 3 and 7.30 p. m. Sunday School

at 4

p. m.

M. C. Association, Mechanics’
Building, corner Congress and Casco
stieets.—Reading Room open
every day and evening. Prayer Meetings every Saturday evening.—Social Meeting every Sunday at 10*
o clock a.m., in
Munsey’s Sail Loft, Commercial wIil
W illibton Chapel, corner of
May and Danforth
streets.—Sabbath School at 10.30 p. m.
Preaching
by Rev. Mr. Leavitt, at 3 and Social meetiug 7 p. m.
All are cordially invited. Seats free.
Casco St. Free Baptist
Church, Rev. A. A.
Smith, pastor Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath
\.

School at 12.
at 7, evening.

Preaching at

3

Prayer Meeting
*

p. m.

The Reform School S. S. will be held
Sunday P.
M. Coach leaves State Street at 2 o’clock.
Every
teacher is requested to be present or to provide a sub-

stitute.
Bethel Church, 97 Fore Street.—Services Sabbath a. m., at 10.30 o'clock; p.
m., at 3 and 7.00
o clock.
Communion service the first
Sunday p. m.
of

each

month.

Thursday eveniugs
aud land

are

Also meetings on Monday and
at 7.30 o’clock. All from the sea

cordially invited.

BEFORE JUDGE 8HEPLEV.

will

scarcely

be concluded

witnesses

ble number of

are

to-day,

as a

B. Nash, Portland. G. T.; Warren E. Pressey, Lewiston, G. J. W.
Yarmouth Band.
Maine Lodge, No. 1, 45 men.
Marshal, A. M. Sawyer.
J- N. Reed; V. G.. G. T. Means; Secretary,
H. C. Barnes; Treasurer, A. D. Smith.
Ancient Brothers Lodge, No. 4, 70 men.
N. G., J. G. Russell; V. G., John F. Luscomb;
Secretary, N. G. Cummings; Treasurer, D. W. Nash.
Ligonia Lodge, No. 5. 50 men.

Marshal,IH. Jordan.
N. G., Josiah
Burleigh; V. G., Frod Bucknum,
Secretary, F. K. Neal; Treasurer, F. W. Buxton.
Beacon Lodge No. 67, was not present as a

considera-

yet to be called by the

presume many of the members were found in the ranks of the Encampments or sister lodges. The route was as follows: From Odd Fellows’Hall through Middle, India, Congress, St. Lawrence, Monument,

Atlantic, Congress, Washington, Cumberland,
Pearl, Congress, Elm, Cumberland, Deering
State, Congress, Carleton, Pine,Emery, Spring,
Park, Congress, Middle, Temple and Congress
streets, to Odd Fellows Hall, where they were
dismissed at about 6 o’clock.
There was quite a display of
V.Mvfxx

RE

JUDGE BARROWS.

Ino vs. Empire Mutual Life
Company. Verdict for plaintiff for $3338.

Webb.

A E. M. Rand.
money had and re-

J.

Maxwell

vs.

Gerry.

Action for

ceived. On trial.
A. Merrill.

Howard A Cleaves.

Gerry.
Butler A Fessenden.
Lucy T. Smith, libellant, vs. Augustus F. Smith.
Divorce decreed.
Hale.

Bangs, libellant,
decreed. Custody of

Hannah P.
Divorce

Edwin G. Bangs.

vs.

minor children

com-

mitted to the libellant.
Cobb & Ray.

following libels for divorce have been heard
and decision reserved, viz:
Cordelia A. Seavey, libellant, vs. George W. Seavey.
The

Goddard.
Emma F. Green, libellant,

George

vs.

A.

Green.

Haskell.

Letty

Y.

Wallace, libellant,

vs.

James R. Wallace.

Carleton.
Caroline A.

Brown.

Tukey, libellant,

George

vs.

F. P. Tu-

key.
Robinson.

municipal

Court.

BEFORE judge morris.

Friday.—CJiarlea D. Richards, for
liquor, paid a fine of $30 and costs.

a

single sals

of

One case of indecent exposure of the person; respondent sentenced to imprisonment in the County
House of Correction for the term of thirty days. Ap-

pealed.
*
E.

M. Rand.

Holden.
Brief

Jottings.

The Eastern Railroad Co., with a desire to
leave nothing undone to answer the demands of
the traveling public have put a Pullman car on
the 9.10 a. m. train from Portland, and one on
the train which leaves Boston at 12.15 p. m.,

arriving here at 5 p. m. These
appreciated by the community.

favors will be

Fulton, stroke oar of the St. John crew will
train the Bowdoin oarsmen this year.
The Portland Yacht Club expects to secure a
club-room at the end of Custom House wharf.
Thirty-one foreign steamers have arrived at
this port this season, against twenty-five last
year,

increase of about

an

eighteen

thousand

tons.

Over

thousand entries of merchandise have
been made at the Custom House, the past
a

m.onth.

lire rortiana

Criass works

doing
snug
little business at tlieir establishment, and meet
with a ready market for their wares.
The Portland Cadets will visit Biddeford
Friday evening, May 3d, and give an exhibition drill, and Promenade Concert.
A large number of bouquets of May Flowers
are

a

taken to the Homeeophatic Fair in Boston to
the Portland table sold for a dollar apiece.
It is proposed to invite a re-union of the
graduates and students of Westbrook Seminary
at the next anniversary, which occurs about the
middle of June. The movement was originated

by, and is in the hands of former students.—
Communications may be addressed for the
present to Fred. O. Hicliboru at the Seminary.
The fine soldierly appearance of the platoon
of police at the head of the Odd Fellows’ procession

ye#terday

was

generally remarked, and

they received many compliments.
IVitbin the past three weeks six persons have
died h? Yarmouth who were upward of 63 years
of age. 'The average was 77 years and 8 months.
Two cargoes of Southern pine timber have
the

arrived for

bridge

across

Boston

and Maine railroad

j^ore river.

During the moC'ing of the procession yesterdard a horse got restive at the sound of the
of Free and Middle
music, at the junction
to get away from
street, and though he failed
his driver, he succeeded in breaking up the
wagon pretty

badly._

Mav Day Festival.—The S. P. Society,
which in the preparation of delightful entertainments for the people have always rivaled
will reprothe best of our local organizations,
duce on May-Day the charming operetta ol
The May-Flower—a charming fairy tele, whicli
will require -the aid of seventy small and full
is very prettily argrown people. The story
and it if
.ranged by one of our Portland ladies,
fall of scenic effects, in which troops of little
fairies burst upon the vision from unexpected
sources, and transform the stage with the horn*
of Titania and her elves,
gay with music, dan#ang and brilliant coloring. Many of our people
will remember the
previous production of the
piece and the fervor with which it was receiv-

repeat
serm8.'1'-1'/-' Carr“thersiuwill
the Leclbromof ?
Memor‘a>
to-mor-

his recent
t

re

rowaT^P

m

M

*1. __*

..

Congress

street

from

Smith to 'Washington,
there was quite a number of flags; at the Observatory there was a double line across the
street and another at the corner of Smith and
Cumberland. Up town an occasional flag was
thrown out from a private residence. The
march was attened. by no marked events ex-

seen

dense crowd of spectators who filled
windows and door-ways or followed ou foot attracted by their elegant regalias, the waving
banners and the music of the fine bauds.
In the evening a grand promenade concert
and dance was given at City Hall. By eight

cepting

a

o’clock the hall was filled, almost, with the
fairest daughters of our city, accompanied by
their male friends. For two hours Chandler’s
Band delighted them with the best selections
from Straus’, Weber’s, Verdi’s, Meyerbeer’s
and Guingli’s compositions. About half-past 9
the members of the order, over 200 in number
marched in in full uniform, and after a short

promenade the dancing began.

A fine order
was prepared, and at the
opening dance quite
as many
were ou the floor as could find room
for their movements.
It was a very pretty
sight, and the entertainment appeared to be
An
highly enjoyed hy all who participated.
ample supply of refreshments was served in
the Reception Room by George Webster.
to

An adjourned meeting of this association was
held at the Common Council Room last evening. The attendance was about as large as at
the former meeting.
Mayor Kingsbnry called
the meeting to order, and made the statement
that the eleven directors chosen at the former
were

illegally elected, the constitution
adopted previous to the elec-

which had been

Friday.—Anl
Insurance

T-Tr.ll „«.l

bunting along

houses flew ther flags; there was three lines of
colors extending from Odd Fellows’ Hall across
the street to the Ravings Bank Building; along

meeting
Supreme Judicial Court.

Church,

are

earnestly solicited

the

new

tion, requiring that the directors shall be chosen by ballot.
He therefore, in behalf of the
Committee, reported back tlie whole matter
with the remark that at a friendly meeting of
the directors it was suggested that the number
of directors be increased from 11 to 21.
S. T. Pullen was chosen Secretary pro tem.
Mr. Cleaves, Chairman of the Board of Directors, moved that the constitution be amended so as to provide for a Board of Directors of
21 members.
The motion was debated by Messrs. E. M.
Rand in opposition; S. L. Carleton and S. T.
Pullen in favor.
Rev. B. H. Bailey moved an amendment to
BIUVUUUIVUV)
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at 15.
Hon. L. D. M. Sweat favored the original
number. M. G. Palmer desired the large number.
Mr. T. C. Hersey argued in favor of a
large representation of ladies on the Board.
The moticn of Mr. Cleaves was carried, 22 to 9.
On motion of Mr. Carleton it was voted tiiat
one-half of the additional directors be ladies.
On motion of Col. Sweat, a committee
composed of Col. Sweat, S. T. Pullen, T. C.

Hersey

Edward M.

Band

and Mrs. Carroll
was
appointed to nominate ten additional directors and one to fill the place of J. H.
Drummond, declined.
The committee subsequently reported the following list of directors:
Woodbury S. Dana, B. Kingsbury, Jr., Gilman Daveis, Francis K. Swan, Mrs! J. B. Carroll, Mrs. Geo. T. Davis, Nathan Cleaves, Mrs.
L. D. M. Sweat, T. C. Hersey, Stanley T. Pullen, Mrs. Israel Washburn, Jr., Mrs. Bion
Bradbury, Philip H. Brown, Edmund Dana,
Thomas G. Loring, Mrs. Eliplialet Clark, Ebeu
N. Perry, Charles Sager, Mrs. James E. Fernald, Moses G. Palmer, Albert W. Bradbury.
The report was accepted, and the persons
above named were duly elected by ballot.
A meeting of the Directors was appointed for

Monday evening
Adjourned.

at the

Mayor’s

office at 7.45.

Portland Fraternity—.The ninth Entertainment will take place this evening at Mechanics’ Hall, and from all we can learn there
is every reason to expect a crowded house, one
almost equal to the
Jarley Jam.” An unuBuany pleasing programme is one red, containing
choice gems.
We bespeak a warm
greeting for the charming Quartette, “Come,

some

come,” to be sung by Mr. and Mrs. Dennett,
The
Wetlierbee and Mr. Stockbridge.

Mrs.

seugby Mrs. Wetlierbee, also duet with Mrs.
Dennett, cannot fail to pleaBe. A novelty is
offered in a Flute Obligato, with Piano accompaniment, and Misses Hemenway and Thom
will also assist.
The shouts of laughter with
which the Mother Goose Reception was received
on its first
representation, have induced the
committee to repeat the same; and to all of our
readers who enjoy a good laugh, we would
say,
don’t fail to go, and go
for this entertain-

early,

ment cannot

fail to be

an undoubted success.
A look at the programme would assure all that
a rush may be expected as the
result of this
endeavor to meet the wishes of the
public.

Hotel Arrivals.— Mial Benson,
Boston,
Chas. lemont, 8. C. Clark, York, W. E. Pratt
Boston, C. E. Meserve, Gorham, Win. S. Stew-

ard, Boston, Manley Bradbury,

New York,

are

the City Hotel.
J. M. Seymour, Galveston, Texas, W. J.
Hall, Calais, L. Edwin Dudley, New York, C.
H. Osgood a.1(1 F. H. Mason, North Conway,
C. W. Warren, Lewiston, George Hackett and
at

F. W. Hackett, Boston, Lewis Barker,Bangor,
J. M. Steadman, Lewiston, are at the Preble
House.
Colonel and Mrs. Lawne of Halifax, Neville
E. O. Parker and wife, St. Andrews, N. B., F.
C. Stratton, Montreal, H. C. Tilliaghast, Chicago, Prof, and Mrs. Cheneman, Toronto, Lt.
Loyall Farragut, IT. 81 A., W. J. Forrest, wife
and child, Ottawa and A. T. Morris and wife

Bloomfield,

N. J., are at the Falmouth Hotel.
F. A. Washburn of Boston, Wm. Fellows
and John Newbegi n of
E. Hendall,

Chicago,

Cambridge, Mass., J. M. Robertson and J. P.
Runyan of New York are at the'St. Julian.
J. H. Mead and Lymau G. Miller,Provideuce,
R. I., A. W. Hall and wife, San Francisco, T.
McElroy, New York, and|J.' B. Williamson,
Montreal, are at the United States Hotel.
Few people are aware of the extensive additions Orin Hawkes & Co. have made to their
business. To their department of ready-mads

clothing, woolens, furnishing goods, hats and
caps, they have lately added a custom department under the supervision of W. T. Chisholm
favorably known

to the citizens ol
Portland as a first-class cutter, and they intend
to be second to mne in that line of business.
so

long and

street. The publii
attend and encouragi

to

from the citizens of Portland.

Galvaston to Maine, and through his tortuous
windingTin the State and he was finally arrested by detective Wilkinson on board a Maine
Central train at Woodford’s comer and has
since been kept under close surveilance at the
Preble House.
Bloodgood’s Combination.
This troupe
which w ill apj>ear at Music Hall this evening
is stronger than ever, there having been added
—

the company Gus Williams the great American comic actor, the pretty Freeman sisters in
their songs and dances, the wonderful man-fiy
Pedanto, A J. Leavitt, Dora Egbert, the
to

Daily Brothers, etc., with
They will give
evening also.
orchestra.

full brass band and
a concert on Monday

Base Bale.—The Westbrook Seminary Base
Ball Club have reorganized, and will probably

[

appear on their grounds Saturday afternoon, in
full uniform. They are preparing for a lively
season this term.
The first “nine” are as follows: Fuller, Anderson, Woodbury,Greenleaf,

Totman, King, Morrill, Murch, Worthing.

Portland, April

ittith.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
the Portland Transcript.
LETTER FROM SR. MORSE.
From

Mrs. Samuel Hill, while residing at West Buxton, Me., was a great sufferer from “Pneumo-

nia,”

disease seriously affecting the “Lungs,”

a

their membrane

motive power, characterized

or

by irregular, impeded, or painful respiration.
After long suffering, a council of three
physi-

cians was called.

After

hour's consultation,
they gave no encouragement of a cure. She
was
immediately placed under the care of Dr.
Morse, of Portland, and in a few months, under the influence of his
Medicated Inhalaan

aiiu inner

remedies, was tuny restored to
Mr. Hill was a trader at West
Buxton, aiid Mr. and Mrs. Hill have many
friends in Portland. They have since removed
to Kansas.
nous

perfect health.

Kev. Wm. Leavitt, a brother of Mrs.
Hill’s,
who had preached for a season at
Scarboro, and
also at BOothbay, in this
was
to

State,

relinquish preaching

obliged

of frequent
“hemorrhage or bleeding” from the Lungs,”
with doubts about his ever being able to resume
his vocation. Mr. Leavitt placed himself under
the care of Dr. Morse, and at the end of six
months, was so fully restored to health as to
resume liis preaching, and after
preaching for
some time up in Aroostook, he left for Minnesota. Rev. Mr. Leavitt is generally known
by
the Congregational ministers of this State. Mr.
Leavitt’s cure was effected through the medium
of Dr. Morse’s Medicated Inhalation.”
Rev. Wm. A. Merrill, of Lyuian, this State,
was also troubled with
hemorrhage or bleeding
from the Lungs, gave
up preaching with
thoughts that he never would be able to resume
again, through the medium of Dr. Morse’s
Medicated Inhalation,” was restored to health
and is preaching regularly to his people.
Isaac L. Barnes, of Brunswick, this
State,
was troubled with
hemorrhage from the Lungs,
said he bled a pint a day for a week, was
very
much reduced. In a short time he was restored
to health,
bleeding stopped at once by the use
of Dr. Morse’s remedies, or through the medium of his “Medicated Inhalations.”
Dr. Morse’s
Medicated Inhalations” have
put a stop to hemorrhage or bleeding from the
Lungs in over three hundred cases, never fail in
any ordinary case.
on

account

Bankrupt Stocks of French Soaps.
Fine Fruit Soap,
12Jo.
Fine large cakes of Soap,
12|c.
Nice Toilet Soap,
5c.
Any of which are worth three times what we
ask.
Cogia Hassau,
129 Middle and 6

Temple

St.

The Boston Daily Globe, the new
quarto
paper, has already obtained a substantial position. The verdict of the public has been most

favorable,

and the Glebe has hosts of friends
who recognize its enterprise and
liberality in
furnishing the news. A card in our columns
gives some of its leading features. The paper
may be had of all newsmen.
Every description of Ready-made Clothing
and Gouts’ Furnishing Goods can be found at
Oriu Hawkes & Co.’s, 290 and 292 Congress St.
WE would call the attention of
to the advertisement of Conant &

readers
Rand, 153
Commercial Street, Wholesale Agents for
Croasdale’s Super Phosphate.
It is reliable
and offered at low rates.

15c.
25c.

U

St.

Don’t take your carpets up and cover every
thing in dust when you ear have them renovated on the floor, for about the same price.

Office,

1C Market

Square.

found, apply at

Key

this office.

Hats and Caps for Men, Boys and Children,
new styles, constantly
arriving at Orin Hawkcs
& Co.'s, 290 and 292 Congress St.
Bankrupt Stock of
Hair Brushes, of English and French Manufacture, at unheard-of prices.
129

Cogia Hassan,
Middle, and 6 Temple

St.

A choice line of English and French Fancy
Cassimeres and Worsted Coatings at Orin
Hawkcs & Co.’s, 290 and 292 Congress St.
Bankrupt Stock of
Tooth Brushes at

prices. Come
quickly, before the best are picked out.
Cogia Hassan,
129 Middle, and 6 Temple St.
Hats, Caps,

ruinous

Canes and

Umbrellas,

a

fine

as-

sortment, at Orin Hawkes & Co., 290 and 292

Congress

129

Cogia Hassan,
Middle, and 6 Temple

St.

Gentlemen in search of fashionable goods,
made into perfect fitting garments, should go
to Orin Hawkes & Co., 290 and 292
St. “Chisam, Cutter.”

Congress

Cogia Hassau has just bought a whole Bankrupt Stock of Fine Toilet Articles, which he
will sell off at less than half the original cost.
F. O. Bailey & Co., sell at tlicir rooms to-day
at 10 A. M., new and second hand Carpets,

Furniture,

&c.

Purchasf.rs of coal are advised to notice the
advertisement of Messrs. Ross & Sturdivant.
This firm has unusual facilities for the purchase and shipmcut of this article, and we take
pleasure in commending them to the business

community everywhere.
Bit.

Mack claims that his baths
equal anything given in this country, the Turkish not
We
know
excepted.
they are a luxury. His
rooms

in Cahoon Block will be open this evenGive the bath one trial.

How is your 30 cents for low? We are selling the Elmwood cloth faced collar at 25 cents.
J. Bcrlkic.ii & Co., 89 Middle street.
Machine Girl and Coat Makers wanted at
Oriu Hawkes Sc Co.’s, 290 & 292 Congress St.
apr 24 lw
Job

Printing.—Every description

of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 109
Wm. M. Marks.
Exchange St.

Wsahis|Mnl» movement in Bealvn.
Boston, April 20.—A large and intelligent

audience assembled last

evening

in Rev. Dr.

Cheuey’s church to listen to Hon. T. H. Hubhard, of Maine, in response to the call of
Washington Temple of Honor, No. 18. A. H.
Lewis, Esq., presided and after a few opening
remarks by J. E. Butler, also of Maine,

who gave a touching and
interesting account of
the reform movement now going on in Maine.
Hubbard occupied an hour in an
eloquent
address. The meeting was a success in every
respect, and omens well for the future.

[Mr.

Saco,

as

£S;axrr’Rev-A-LFreewill

Baptist—By the pastor, Rev. J. Malvern
Congregational Church—By the pastor,* Rev

S,£:<)J?d
Emerson.

J. D.

ance to

Church—Hardy Hall—Rev.
at 2* bX KeV' charles

Portland8*™00

W. J. Alger
w- Hayes, ol

Universalist Church—By the pastor, Rev. Charles
L. Tucker.
SACO.
First Parish
Congregational Church—By the pastor, Rev. B. M. Frink.

Church—By the
.,.U.nl!arian
Nichols.

pastor. Rev. J. T. G.

Freewill Baptist Church—By the
pastor, Rev. Chas.
Webber.

Episcopal Church—Rev. William J. Alger, rector.
Preaching at 10J a. m, by Rev. Chas. W. Hayes, ol
Portland.
Methodist Church—Bv the pastor Rev. S. F. Weth

erbee.

Baptist Church—By

Holbrook. Sermon by

the
Rev.

Rev. Charles F.
L. Laue. of Biddeford.

pastor,

A.

Dolly Bidwkll will play in City Hall, Biddeford, Thursday evening, of next week.

The old Methodist meeting house in Saco
which has for a number of years been used for
a granary
by C. W. Holmes & Co., is again
being moved to make way for the B. &. M.
Railroad.
The reservoir on Common street,
Saco,which
caved in a short time ago, confiscating the hose
of the engine playing at the time, is
being re-

paired and put in serviceable condition.
S. 8. School library of the Free
of Biddeford, will be distributed to-morrow. Some 250 books have been added to the already good selection.
This will no
doubt prove of great interest to the members of
the Sunday School.
new

Baptist Society

Entertainments.—A very pleasing enterwas given last
evening by the young
people connected with the Second CongregaThe singing, diaand readiugs were

witnessed and listened to by a most appreciative audience. Much credit must be conceded
to those connected in their rendering.
Muscular Christianity.—We understand
that the Y. M. C. Association of Biddeford are
about to make important additions to their list
of attractions for the young people.
It is pro-

posed to establish a class in “New Gymnastics,” under the charge of an accomplished

Mr. Dawes—X am too.
Mr. Farnsworth of 111.,
inquired of Mr.
Dawes whether there was any truth in the
statement
that
the administration
uewspaper
was very anxious
Congress should adjourn before the Philadelphia Convention.
Mr. Dawes replied that he knew uothiug
about it.
Mr. Dickey advocated the resolution aud referred to the tariff as an egg hatched by the
Committee ou Ways am} Means which might
turn out only a bantling or a goose. Ho believed all the public business couid be done in a
month.
Mr. Brooks, of New York, opposed the resolution, aud suggested that it comes from au appropriate quarter, the gentleman who represented the nickel district of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Dickey—X am willing to have you make
nickel free if yon will only adjourn.
Mr. Eldridge—Add that to your resolution.
Mr. Brooks concluded liis argument that
Congress should remain in session till the surplus taxation now imposed ou the couutry was
removed.
Mr. Garfield, chairman of the Committee ou
Appropriations, stated the condition of the appropriation bills, aud argued that they could
not properly be disposed of in connection with
other business before May 29th.
Mr. Sargent—We can adjourn about June
12th.
Mr. Garfield—I think SO.
The chairmen of the leading committees all
opposed the resolution, as did Messrs. Kelley,
Kerr, and others. It was advocated by Messrs.
Randall of Pennsylvania, aud Blair of
Mich.
The close of the discussion which was marked by considerable excitement and
feeliug, Mr.
Dickey withdrew his resolution.
Mr. Brooks of New' York, renewed it, in order to have the decision of the House. The
resolution was rejected—yeas 83, nays 106.
Mr. Butler of. Mass., from the Judiciary
Committee, reported a bill to remove political
disabilities from some 16,000 persons which was
ordered
printed and recommitted.
Mr. W heeler, of New York, gave notice that
he would ou next Monday move to
suspend the
rules, to take up the Senate bill in relation to
the Texas Pacific Railroad.
The House then went into the Committee of
the Whole, Mr. Scofield in the chair, on the
Tariff bill, the first reading of which was dispensed with, and the geueral debate will be
closed on Friday next.

Biddeford Schools.—The accomodations of
the several Biddeford schools have been very
generally satisfactory, showing marked progress, and have given great encouragement to
the friends of the present school system.
The
exhibition given by the High School

yesterday

was

very creditable to their musical,

elocutionary and dramatic ability,and was most
pleasing to their friendB, by whom the room
was tilled.
Remarks laudatory and critical
made by Rev. A. L. Lane. The too comevil of depriving children of their legal
school privileges was ably and forcibly denounced by liev. J. D. Emerson.
were
mon

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
Temperance Reform Spreading.

Eabtpokt, Apri 26.—The temperance reform
has begun on the border. Lai’ge and enthusiastic meetings were held here last night. A
Washingtonian Club is to be formed here. The
rum

shops

are

all closed.

Dedication of

tin

Odd Fellows’ Hall.

Bangok, April

26.—The Odd Fellows' of tlii#
city having completed their new and elegant
hall, it was to-night dedicated witli appropriate
exercises to the use of the Order. The hall and
ante-rooms were densely packed with members
of the Order, their ladies and invited guests,
the number being estimated at 1,000. The exercises were conducted by D. D. G. M., Frederick M. Laughton, assisted by Grand Marshal
Lemuel Bradford and Grand Chaplain Aaron
Rowell. Andrews’ quadrille band furnishing
the music. After the dedicatory exercises, the

*-

company sat down to a bountiful collation, after which they repaired to Music Hall, where
youth and pleasure meet to chase the glowing
hours with flying feet.

on

lunciuuig,

U1CU1UM U1
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Adjourned.

Probable

Postponement

of

the

World’s Jubilee.

The Colisenm

Payment of Interest.
Washington, April 26.—The Treasury order
for the payment of the May interest without
rebate from the 24th interest., includes also the
interest on the new loan. Assistant Treasurers
are directed to pay all interest checks on
presentation, without reference to their date.

in

Ruins.

Boston, April 20.—About a quarter before 8
o'clock this evening people in various parts of
the city were startled by hearing what sounded
like a peal of thunder coining from the SouthWest.
People living In the viciuity of the
Coliseum for the coming jubilee were quickly
aware of the solution as the gigantic
truss, wall
and towers of the building were prostrated in a
mass of mins. The report of the terrible crash
was heard for miles.
Oue of the end towers
had reached the height of 110 feet and the truss
destroyed was 140 feet high and had a clear
span of 300 feet, nearly ISO,000 feet of lumlier
having been used in its construction. The wind
was blowing at the rate of 40 miles per hour
when the disaster occurred. It had been blowing more ur less through the afternoou and
aliout four o’clock, one hundred and fifty feet
of the eastern wall of the building next to the
Providence railroad was blown down. Several
watchmen were in the vicinity of the building
and a train of cars was passing, but noone was
injured. The accideut will cause only a temA
porary delay in the building operations.
large force of men will be set to work to clear
away the debris and will commence at once to
put the construction .in proper shape again.
Nearly a dozen of the large trusses are already
finished and ready to be placed in position. At
a meeting of the Executive Committee of the
World’s Peace Jubilee aud International Musical Festival, who were iu session at St. James
Hotel at the time of the fall of the Colisenm, it
was unanimously voted to commence at once
the reconstruction of the Coliseum.

SENATE.
Washington, April 26.—The Goat Island
bill was read once, Mr. Cole objecting to a second reading.
A resolution limiting debates on appropriation hills to five minutes was offered, but was
objected to and laid over.
The Conference Committee on the Legislative
Appropriation hill reported that they omitted
the provisions relative to salaries of Judges of
the District of Columbia, and fixed the salaries
of the Judges of the Court of Claims at §4500.
The salaries of the United States District Judges

unchanged.

Mr. Carpenter called tor the yeas and nays
and the report was concurred in—yeas 38, nays
The unfinished business of the deficiencv hill
was taken up.
The pending question was on concurring in
the amendment to equalize the payment of the
men emplayed in the government work
shops
under the eight hour law.
Mr. Wilson advocated the amendment.
He
ucuicu uiui uie
eigiu uuur taw experiment iiaa
proved a failure, and insisted that it should
have a fair trial.
Mr. Morton, too, denied that the experiment
had failed and said that he had reason to believe that in the
Springfield Armory the result
of it had been an increased amount of work
over what was done in eight hours
under the
old system. He said also there was no doubt
that the intention of Congress in passing the
eight hour law was that the hours of "labor
should lie reduced without any reduction of

NEW YORK.
The Anti-Idiot Jury Bill.
New York, April 26.—An
Albany despatch
states that Judd’s New Jersey bill allowing
jurymen to sit on a jury, even admitting that
they read newspapers, and which has past both
branches of the Legislature, will receive the
Governor’s signature to-day.
Hawkins and the I.eginlature.

Casserly favored the amendment. He
denied that the eight hour experiment had
failed and said the reduction of the hours of
labor had been going on for the last 150 yean,
and had been attended not by diminished but
by increased production.
Mr. Morrill of Vt, said that an attempt
of the government to regulate the hours of labor was an insult to the workingmeu of the
country and that instead of being a sign of
progress it was going back to the fifteenth cen-

interview with newspaper men, Cob
Hawkins, who has resigned his seat iu the Leglsiature, stated that a vote in tne legislature is
In

an

as much an article of merchandise as a barrel
of flour. He pited a large number of bills
which had pasted showed the most palpable
aud the immediate cause for resigning
lis seat was a conviction that no bill could
go
through the Legislature against the Vamlerbilt
railroad combiuatiou, and there was no longer
auy use in remaining there and attempting conservative legislation in the interest of the people.
V it doing to Cincinnati.
Hon. Lyman Tremain, who has been mentioned as chairman for the Cincinnati Convention, states that he will not go to Cincinnati.
He will support Grant^and believes the Liberal
Republicans powerless to defeat him.
Hcthodist Book Concern.
At a meeting of the Methodist Book Concern
Committee, to-day, the expert appointed to examine the accounts of the concern made a report, which, it is stated, tends to bear out the
allegations of fraud in the binding departments.
Hot Weather.
The weather was very hot to-day, the merin
the
cury
shade standing among the 80s, and
in tli© sun rising to 100.
Boiler Bxplosion.
A boiler in John Stevens’ silk manufactory
exploded this P. M. A man named Braddeu
was
carried off apparently lifeless. A little
girl was severely injured, and two or three other persons Were more or less scalded.
Six Persons Burned to Heath.
Albany, April 26.—A shocking affair occurred at New .Scotland this morning. A family consisting of Mr. Vaimer, his wife, and five
children, VaTmer’s mother, aud his wife's stepfather, occupied a two-storied building, which
took Are. Valmer, his wife, and one child
escaped, aud all others perished in the flames.

Jobbery,

tury.

Mr. Sumner said that the question of the
wisdom of the eight hour law was not involved
in the pending proposition, which was necessary as an act of justice to the workingmen
against whom discrimination had been made.
After further discussion the Committee's
amendment was rejected and the section was
passed substantially as from the House. Providing that proper accounting officers are authorized and required in the settlement of all
accounts in all cases of laborers, workingmen
and mechanics employed by or in behalf to the
government of the United States,from the 25th
of June, 1888, to the tilth of May, 188!), to settle and pay the same without" reduction 'of
hours of labor by the eight hour law, when it
shall be made to appear that was the sole cause
of the reduction of wages.
It also makes sufficient appropriation to pay these claims.'
The question was then taken on concurring
in tlic amendment offered
by Mr. Morrill of
Vt., restricting the jurisdiction of the Court of
Claims in suits for the value of captured and
abandoned property, to cases commenced within two years after the suppression of the rebellion and in which it appears that the claimants had never given aid or comfort to the rebellion. Isist—yeas 23, nays 25.
Mr. Stevenson moved an amendment appropriating 8525,872 to pay for expenses in
equipping troops during the war of the rebellion.
Mr. Srwyer offered a substitute
providing for
the payment of
Kentucky for arming and
equipping ;.ml maintaining troops for the service of the United States
during the rebellion,
but providing that no account be taken of
troops exployed after the 1st of May, 1885.
Mr. Stevcnton objected to this as
unjust.
Mr. Morton believed that
Kentucky ought to
be compensated as far as she could make her
claims good, and as he feared the
adoption of
Mr Sawyer s substitute might work
injustice,
moved to lay the substitute and
original amendment on the table.
Bills introduced:
By Mr. Wilson: -To equalize promotion
among officers of the army; providing that the
promotion of commissioned officers be lineal
up to and including the grade of Colonel.
Mr. Ramsey, from the Committee on Post
Offices, reported a bill directing the Postmaster General to increase the present
steamship
mail service to Brazil, to a semi-monthly service for ten years, at a cost to the United
States not exceeding 8480,000 annually.

U

Ways and Means, spoke in supiiort of the

bill.

WASHINGTON.

are

Situation of Affair*.
Paris, April 2f>.—The situation in Spain lias
become vary serious. The government has resolved to
the most vigorous measures to
suppress the insurrection. Nothing is certainly Known of the whereabouts of Don Carlos.
Active measure* to Nuppre** the In*ur«
recti on.
idADRiD, April 20*.—There is a vast increase
in the number of Curlist hands throughout the
kingdom. Fifteen hundred persons are now
engaged in the insurrection. A royal proclamation has l>een issued declaring many
places
in a state of seige. The government refuses to
furnish the press any information relative to
either its or the Carlistst movements. There is
a great demand from the
provinces where the
Carlists are most active for
troops to assist in
unviuglout the disturbers. Serrano with 0,000
troops had gone to Navane. His presence at
the head of this force has checked the
operatioes of the Carlists in that
department. Serrano will be appointed Generalissimo of
tbe
forces operating against the
insurrectionists.'—
Concha will also be given a high command. It
is believed that the future
of Spain now depends on the course of the radicals and if they
co-operate with the partisans of Don Carlos,
the revolution will be successful.
Organization of the Cortes.
Senor Rosas, nominee of
ministerialists, was
elected President to tbe Cortes
by a large majority. Tbe other officers chosen are also supporters of the government Zurilla, Moret and
other leading radicals were
yesterday presented i
to the King.
The circumstances is regarded of j
much importance, in view of the
reports that
the Republicans were in
league with the Carlists in tbe insurrection. It is
officially stated
that the number of insurgents actually in the
field is 8,000.
Trouble in Vlnnilobit.
NcriouM

"ml e^Trt
htd'c^oJw,,.cl?Jfj

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ouo'ftw’ILillS

adopt

on.

teacher of the above exercise. It will no doubt
prove a most beneficial as well as pleasiitg exercise to the members of the Society.

afternoon,

do Orleans 111,1
q nno
.],,u 8,00°
bales, including 2000 fur "peculation
Liverpool, April 20—2.00 p w
dull; Middling uplands 11Jm,
®lljd; sales 8,900 l*les, including
K 2 ,wo f,,r
e*l">rt
and speculation.

Homoeopathic

Lim.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, April 26.1
BomIou Mloclt

i Maine State Sixes
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth

An
lou
132

..

K K.

ConKreilstTALBOT

Real Estate

»ru

r«.tlj®

lickets for sale

Tuesday, April 30th, at 3 p. M., we shall sell
the 2J Btory wooden house No 31 Danfortli street.
Said house contains ten rooms, with large attic
closets, linialied with modern improvements. l»ath
rooms, Sebago water, gsis throughout, heatod with
furnace, large cellar; there is also a large stable on
the lot which contains about 5700 feet, in which is
grapes, small fruits, &c.
Terms easy and made known at sale. A deposit o
$100 required. The house can be examined Thursday
Friday and day of sale.
This is a very pleasant and convenient house and
iu a locatiou ol easy access to the business jxu tiou of

ON

the store of

at

BlSck,

^

valued at

•100,1a to bedisiH>B«d
Homojopatliic Fair in boston
•1.00.
apr25dlw

at

Portland

Dnulbrth Street, at
Auction.

on

Keen

CJ-

aud flxinK“
nfrvJ?®?be,M*®t
of

°

Fair!

Elegant Doll,

can be
X^ITH Its Wardrobe,
4

AUCTION SALES.

Fraternity.

and*

NINTH

*

F. O. BAVLRY Ac

apr22-td

By J.

Bailey

S.

A

CO.,

concert

AND

—

mother (.008 E RECEPTION t

Auctioneers.

IMMENSE

(!«, Auctioneers,

SUCCESS !
CROWDEO

MECHANICS’

the premises, Fifteen Acres
1st,
j>. m.,
of excellent Grass Lanut,
located, in a high
state of cultivation, about 3| mues from the
city beof
the
well
known
Thurlow
part
Farm. This fo
iijflt
a very desirable property for investment,
near
being
the city, and cutting hay enough to pay Taxes and
interest, and must advance as the city does. ap25t<l

finely

HOUSES I

HALL !

SATURDAY EVE.\I\U, April 97th
Tickets 25 rents, to lie had at Stockhridge'H, Hawes
* Cragin’s, and at the door. So
trackage tickets.
All Fraternity tickets arc good for this entertain'
ment.
I)oors open at 7 o’clock; commence at 8.

CO., Auctioneer..

Ac

class
—

22 Exchange St,, next below
Merchants’ Exchange.
shall sell at
auction, at Allen’s Corner,
WE In the Town public
of Deering, on
Wednesday, May
at 3 o’clock
on

By J. S. BAILKY

ENTERTAINMENT.

S’lH.HX

the city.

ap24td*

Assignee’s Sale.

:

THE

Serious Accident.

Scranton, Pa., April 26.—An explosion of a
fire damp occurred at the Pillbrook shaft this
nioruing, resulting in the burning of five miners

who cannot possibly recover.

A large number of Methodist ministers on
their way to the General Conference at Brooklyn, called on the President yesterday.

MUSIC

First appearance this

HARRY

Embracing 22

sell the 2j story house No 9 Winter Street,
sold house contains It rooms, good closets
large attic
gas tliroughouLSebego water, good cellar and cistern
all in
repair. Lot contains 3200 feet.
This is a very conveniently
arunged house, situated
In nue of the best locations and
nelghtiorhoods and
W. H. SOULE, Adm’tr.
BAILEY & CO., Auctioners.
ap26-td

FIRST

Administrator's Sale.
bo sold

GRAND ANNUAL

on

day of May next, at Eleven o’clock

a. m., the good
schooner E. E. Stimpson, of 123 tons or therebouts.
Has an American Register, and class A2 at American
Lloyds. Can be seen aud examined at Railway
Wharf, Cape Elizabeth, at any time previous to sale,
H. J. LIBBY,
Adm’r of the Estate of Johu Goddard.
Portland, April 25, 1872.
td

By J. 8. BAILEV Sc CO.,

MAY

LANCASTER

WEDNESDAY EYE’G, May 1st,
MUSIC

J. W. RAYMOND, Prompter.
Director,—Wm. H. (jtisn.
Aide,—J. E. Farrell, John Cannon, Jno C. Boland,
P. O’Sullivan, Jas H.
Riclly, John Halev, John Rlelly, Bernard Parlev.
1'ickets. One Dollar.
ap20td
Fh>or

Fancy Goods

at Auction.
May 1st, at 10 a. m.and 24 p. nr
ONweWednesday,
shall sell a stock of
Millinery & Fauey Goods,
a lot of Dress Goods,
Shop Boxes, Hat Stands, Show
Cases, &(’. Dealers and Ladies invited to this sale-

PROF. TRIPP'S
GRAND DESCRIPTIVE SERIES,

the stock contains many desirable
goods suited to
Every lot will be closed at auy price.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

the season.
ap27td

France and

The Terrific Counter Revolution of Jmie.
Louis

Lamartine,

CITY HALL,
WEDNESDAY,

_ap;4eod3m

The

So

assert that the money
is waived in the

Goods will be sold uurimr the »la.v

February

statement to-

11. 1W>8.

I87S.

Society,
nniuu,i

successfully presented

In

1867,

Evening

OP

MAY
With

DAY !•

Seventy Performers,

in lotutn suit

purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
description of goods. Consignments not limited.

principle only submitted to
arbitration. Governments active and higher, closing

P.
th*»

On the Afternoon &

li. Iv. HUNT,
Commission Merchant and Anctioneei
O 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
N assortment
of Staple and Fancy Goods.

of consequential
question
damages
Alabama claims and the

1st,

THE MAY FLOWER

!

99 EXCHANGE STREET.

JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
aplltfGEO. W, PARKER.

to

S.

Will renrodnro

Next below Merchants’ Exchange.

Europe to-morrow $1,389,057, of which $300,000 1s

WAY

MWSS

—and—

NO.

FAIR!

of

AUCTIONEERS

Tennessee 6’s, new. 70
Virginia 6’s, new. 55
Missouri 6’s. 95$
North Carolina 6*8, new. 20
South Carolina 6’s, new_'. 37$
New
York, April 26.—Evening—Money easy at
6 @ 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange strong and active at 112$ @ 113. Loans flat to 6 per cent. The
Clearings were $79,000,000. Treasury disbursements

State bonds quiet. The bank
is expected to be favorable.

T.nlay

Festival

AT

Commission Merchants,

securities:

firm.

AND

J. S. BAILEY & CO.,

Money Market.
York, April 26—Morning.—Gold at 112$.—
Money at 6 per cent. Sterling Exchange 109$ rffi
110$. Stocks very strong. State Stocks firm and dull.
The following are the forenoon quotations of South-

Washington despatches

Auction Sales every

r

ap24eodlw*

Day

1DKRAL STREET, BOUTON.

trade.

New York Block and

silver.

May

& BRA DLEY

Also, every Thursday, sale of Boat* nnd Shoe*,
Including Nev/ York City Made Good, for the

New

shipment

ty“Particular» hereafter.

Ory Good*, Woolen., Cl.thing, C’nrpet*,
Fancy Good*, Straw Good. &• Hat*.

tetaH

the Poet Orator.

original

AUCTIONEERS,
Regu:.

the

and the Crown Prince.
The above lectures are the fruit of twenty
years,
the information being derived from
personal knowledge aud
sources, uniting the fascination of
romance wltn the rarest historical
knowledge. They
have been extensively delivered in the
principal
Cities, and are endorsud by the highest authorities In
Europe and* the United States.

Api26-dtd

Hold

War, and

Together with the portraitures of Louis Philippe,
Guizot, Tliiers, Lamartine, Louis Napoleon, Eugenie,
MaxiruiIlian, Carlota, Emperor William, Bismarck,

niture.
Dated at Saccarappa April 21«t, 1872.
N. P. ROBERTS, Administrator.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

No. TO 1

Imperial Throne.

Causes of the Franco-Prnssian
defeat qf Napoleon.

Furniture at Auction.
to a license from the Hon. J. A.
Waterman. Judge of Probate, within and for the
County of Cumberland, I shall sell at public auction
on FRIDAY.
May 3, 1872, at half-i>ast ten o’clock in
the forenoon, at the late residence of Abial A.
Cutter,
in Saccarappa, tbo following personal
property to
wit: 2 horses, 3 cows and calf, 26 hens, double and
1
single harness, and 2-horse wagons and sleds, Mow
ing machine, hay racks and rake, cultivators, barrows, farming tools, and also 16 barrels potatoes, 126
flour barrels, together with the entire household lurTool* and

HOYT, WHEELER

from Birth to the

Campaign,

Administrator's Sale.

Railroads and Steamboats.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk, 450
bbls flour, 1 car salt book shook, 1 do pork, 2 do laths,
28 do lumber, 5 do sugar boxes, 1 do hay. 7 do corn,
1 do horses, 2 do iron, 1 do shingles, 4 ae sundries.
For Lower Proqinces—1400 bbls flour, 3 cars sundries.
For Allan steamers—29 cars grain, 1 do apples.
Steamer Montreal from
Boston,—50 bdls
sheep skins, 11 coils cordage, 50 bags seed, 14 racks
churns, 2) bales domestics, 10 bags nuts, 200 bars
iron, 18 casks nails, 10 bbls vinegar, 10 bags rye, 1
piano forte, 10 cases lead, 14 bdls leather, 10 bales
warp, 12 cases eopper, 65 boxes oranges, 4 horses. For
Canada and up country—5 bdls leather, 500 hides, 23
noxes nuts, oo
uags aye wooa, 4 uois glue, 31 Uo pickles, 100 bdls leather, 117 empty barrels, 75 pkgs to
order.

Najioleou

France during the Second Eupire, embracing the
Crimean
Mexican Expedition, with a
sketch of Maximilian and Carlota, with j*ersonal
reminisences.

apr27td

Receipts by

Thrilling Paris Revolution of February, 1848,
witnessed by the Lecturer.

The
as

Thaxter nroiierty. Said lot is 30 ft. front,
running
bock 1)6 ft. There is a splendid well on the
property.
This lot is situated near Middle St., and the sale
offers a fine opportunity for Investment.
Term*,
&<*,, made known at sale.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer*.

Foreign ImportN.

Europe

SINCE 1848.

Valuable lot of Land at Auction.
Saturday, May 4th, at 3 P. M. we shaUtofler the
ONvaluable
lot of land, on Cross St., known as the

LIVERPOOL. Steamer Corinthian—1 pkg to Hoyt,
Fogg & Breed; 1 do Emery & Waterhouse; 27 do J
E Priudle; 2 do C E Jose '& Co; 5 cases Canadian
Express Co: 279 ykgs A E Stevens & Co; 351 tubes 8
frame bars 7 casks copper 16 iron plates 66 joints 192
bdls stool to Portland Co.

BY

Raymond’, Full Quadrille Band.

HENRY C. PEABODY. Assignee.

Stork,

HALL,

ON

taxes for 1871 aud 1872.
April 25, 1872.

&

Association !

—AT—

THE

.Uillint’iy

THE

Wolfe Tone

Auctioneer*.

of Real Estate.
subscriber will sell at public auction on the
25th day of May, 1872, at 3 o’clock, P M., on the
promise#, the Real Estate included In the Assignment of Luther ,1. Hill, for the benefit o 1
creditors,
made Mar. 25,1872, viz: lot of land measuring about
100 feet by 40 feet, with a dwelling house and Btable
thereon, being No. 19 Alder Street, Portland.
The property will be Bold subject to a
mortgage ol
$1824 and accrued Interest, the right of (haver of (lie
wife of said Hill in the equity of redemption, and
ap25td

BALL,

OF

Assignee’s Sale

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

for

Comlque.

50, 75 and 35 eta.
Commence at 8 o'clock.
ap20-8t

PURSUANT

specie

found

Admission

at public auction, at the Merchant*'
WILL
Exchange, Portland,
Thursday, the second

Johann Straus leaves Vienna shortly for Bos,on, to conduct some of the musical performances of Mr. Gilmore’s
jubilee.

of

Artists, among whom will be

With full Brass Band and Orchestra.

Anctioaeen.

VESSEL at AUCTION

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
*
Gen. Sickles leaves for Madrid to-day.
The New York Herald calls on the President
to remove Secretary Fish, as his (Fish’s) judgment iu the Alabama case has proved unreliable, and his acts will compromise the nation.
At Mauehaster, N. H., yesterday, the order
of Odd Fellows, ulider the auspices of the
Grand Lodge, celebrated the anniversary of the
Order.
In Memphis, Tenn., Bennett Jones,a printer,
was shot and
instantly killed by Dr. Dameron,
for alleged intimacy between the wife of the
latter aud Jones.

$2,416,000. Engagements

Star

The American Star

..

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 27 (1.00 A. M.)l
The barometer will continue rising over the
New England and Middle States, with partially
cloudy but pleasant weather except over the
lower lake region, where light rain will prevail.
Probable clear weather will generally continue
over the Southern States,
cloudy and threatening weather with probably light rains from the
Ohio Valley northwards and west.

ern

BUOODOOOD’S

TDK FREEHAH MINTKKN,
In their beautiful Songs & Sketches
THR GREAT PRDA.XTO,
The wonderful “Man Fly.’
A. J. LEAVITT,
DALY BROTHERS,
DORA EGBERT,
HARRY BLUODGOOB, &c.

good

By J. 8. BAIViEV Sc CO

211.

of

season

Minstrel & Burlesque Combination

Administrator’s Sale ol Real Estate
on Winter St. at Auction.
ON Thursday May 2d at 12J o’cloik P. M„ I shall

F. 0.

HALL.

Saturday 4 Monday, April 27,4

Cigars, Pasteboard Boxes, Office Furniture. Ac
April 25,1872.
ap25td
HENRY C. PEABODY, Assignee.

TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

And situate by Chandler,

dtf

followed by

To be

a

morrow

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.118
United States 5-20’s 1862.115
United States 5-20’s 1864.115
United States 5-20’s 1865, old-. 115
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.114
United States 5-20’s 1867.115
United States 5-20’s If 68.115
United States 10-40’s., coupon.110

be

a

Saccarappa, Me.
Plans and sj>ecificbtions may
the Com pony in

Saccarrappa.'

Saccarappa,

75.
atG62@ 8 •»*»*
1

1

nn.1

30,

June

of

Portland

Magical Repository.
92-MIDDLE STREET-92
ASK FOR

and

The

meridian,

ap‘25 2«*>wtjune4

The Magic

Positively

MCS I C

Wednesday, May
A

A

day

Leap

Wedded, but
miSS DOLLIE
And

Lf

^*^2?

|

ua

»|>274t

a

H

COATS.

&

Hall, Nebasro

MAY 1st,
TICKETS

Lake

1*72.
*1.00.

Untie By Chandler’* Baud, 3 Piece*.

CO.,

An extra will run over the P. A O. R. R.. between
Portland and Steep Palls, leaving P & K. Depot at
0.45 p. m.. stopping at Cumberland Mills, S. Windham, (lands’ and White Rock for the beneftt or

March 27-eodis 4w

Farm For Sale,
•
exchange for a house in the city,
a small pleasant farm of 26 acres,
A .1?^I
ln West Falmouth, 7 1-2 miles from
flU||Bi2_city. Good buildings, good orchard
grafted fruit,

BALL

EASON !

Pavilion

17S Fore Street.

enough for laiuilv use. If not sold
Apply to WM. H. JEBRIS, Real
Apr 35-eodtf

Tickets ready Tuesday Morn-

at 7: commence at 8.

—-or THE-

WOOL

RICH

RIDWELL,

OPENING

$2.00 EACH.

W.

Wife J

THE

Blue, and Fast Colors
GEO.

no

Full Dramatic Co.

usual.

ing. Doors open

Richards byPSammd
BeJ^a?ll,n C*leod
of warranty anted
^iHsa Rlceb>'tth<'irtherefrom
strip three

Tyler and N

AT

Dark,

The cast will include

Tuple, measuring

j

in the
—OB—

fai,l Salem Street, and
half way to the contemplated street nextrunning
soutlid Saleui
about one hundrid
.1
J more or
andI thirty
feet
less, being the same premises

OFFICE

1st.

STARTLING KOVELTY!

Mrs. May Agnes Fleming’s Great Storv. imi.
weeK1y. Dramatized by J. L. Ashton,
entitled*

ss. :

±ia£L?n *}*e

;

II A LL!

WiLawaoN
FOR OXE XIOIIT OXLY.

on

ALL

!

Manaokm.BiDWELtA

on

uplands 23Jc.

Day

MAOICAL REPOSITORY

’aftemoon,

OTth

the Last

Apr 25-dlt

execution ami will be sold at public
auction
Monday, the twenty-seventh day of
May, A. D. 1872, at ten o'clock in the forenoon at the
Office #of 1\ J. Larrabee. No. U9 Middle street, in
Portland, in said county, all the right in eqnity which
Benjamin C. Richards of said Portland has or had
on the Cth day of October, A. D..1871, at
twelve
o’clock and thirty minutes in the
being
the time of the attachment of the same on the
original writ, the following described mortgaged real
estate, to wit:
A certain lot of land with the
buildings thereon
soWhoMter y side of Ba’em street in
said Portland next southerly of the lot sold bv Neal
Dow of said Portland, to Edward

Sbc

Euchre Deck

—OF THE—

4th.18BlKiCha,'U

sales of the
estimated at 8,000 bales; sales of the
week 56,000 bales, of which 8000 were for export and
4.000 for speculation; stock 782,000 bales, of which
311.000 are American; receipts of the week 33,000
bales, of which are 4,000 American. The actual export was 5000 bales; stock afloat 505,000 bales, of
which 202,OIK) are American.
Rceipts of Wheat for three days 75,000 quarters, including 5000 American.
Liverpool, April 26—1. P. M.—Cotton heavy!

L_

on

Constable’s Sale.

TAKEN

Euchre Deck

VScta. to *rs.

TheM*«lc

Collector.

STATE OF MAINE, Cumberland,

Euchre Deck

FROM

__.

Tuesday

Euchre Deck

Conjuring Trick.

u

that sealed

city

Magic

TheM,,«ic

exCl,'P,luH*Meof tha
Savannah, April 26.—Cotton quiet and firm; i
same conveyed
ko
pi
'?0"11"11
Middling uplands 221c.
*° Slme°n H' lliBtfi,l“>
January
I
Charleston, April 26. —Cotton quiet; Middling upDated at Portland April 16th, A. D. 1672.
lands at 22 Jc.
A. H. LIBBY,
Mobile, April 26—Cotton dull; Middliug uplands
Constable of Portland.
apl8-dlaw Tliur
22*c.
New Orleans, April 26.—Cotton quiet; Middling
*

Liverpool, April 26—10.30 A. M—Cotton quiet;
middling uplands 11 @ lljd; do Orleans 11 @ llgd;

!

-OF THE-

in June next, for the supply of subthe first
sistence stores for the marine hospital in this District.
Forms for proposals and a list of the articles to be
furnished can be had on application to this office.
The United States reserves the right to take more
or less of the articles named on the supply list, and
the Surgeon in charge will be at liberty to reject all
articles which, in his judgment, are not of the best
quality and adapted to the use of the Hospital, to
purchase any articles in their stead, aud to charge
the contractor with any excess of cost over the contract prices. The United States reserves the right to
reject any or all bids, and to accept the proiiosals for
the whole or any portion of the articles enumerated
in the list.
I. WASHBURN, Jh..

40@40jc;

the week.

or

IMMENSE SUCCESS

1873.

is

XT.',

London. April 26—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 934 for
9
money and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 186> 904* do
1865, Old, 91*; do 1867, 93}. 10-40s, 89*.
Paris, April 26.—Rentes 57f. 80c.
Paris, April 26. Th<} amount of specie in the
Bank ot France ha* increased
3,000,000 francs during

at 8.

Conjuring Extraordinary

of

proposals
hereby given
will be received at the U. S. Custom House in
NOTICE
of Portland until 12 o’clock
the

Toledo, April 26.—Flour firmer. Wheat active
and advanced. 1 @ 2c; No 1 white Michigau at 1 81;
Amber Michigan at 1 70 @ 1 70J; No 2 red at 1 72J.
Corn firm; 52c for high mixed, and 514@51)c for low
No 2

commence

at

the

Falmouth, \
April 25, 1872. j
I PropoHnlN for flupplyliag the U. H. Marine
Hospital at Portlaud, with Subsistence
Store*, etc., for the fiscal year ending
District

7@7Jc.

45c;

Saturday,

MARY W. PEASE, Guardian of
Thoa. P., & Clias. T. Pease.
1872.
up23-law3wTu

2.000 hogs.
Cincinnati, April 26.—Pork in speculative demand
and higher; sales 11,000 bbls at 13 59 cash. Lard at
8J@8}c. Bulk meats excited and higher; sales at 61
(t,6Jc; now held at a $c higher; dlear sides boxed at

1 at

on

o'clock;

at 7

Bridgtou, April 17,

Oats strong; 34}@35c for No 2. Rye
stronger at 75c. Barley In good demand at 57@574c.
Pork 12 55^12 60. Lard held higher; 8|c bid. Bulk
meats tirrn; 4c for shoulders; 6$c for clear rib sides;
7§c for clear sides. Live hogs steady at 4 10^4 45.
Receipts—4,000 bbls flour, 70,000 bush wheat,121,000
bush corn, 2,000 bush oats, 2,000 barley; 1,000 hogs.
Shipments—4,000 bbls flour, 23,000 bush wheat; 56,000 bush corn, 89,000 bush oats, 6,000 bush barley,

Oats firmer; No
Michigan at 41^42c.

Evening

Pickets—afternoon 25 cents; evening 50 cent*
three for 91*00.
ap22td

Terms made known at time of sale.

4%.

mixed.

premises,

Tea from 6 to 8.

Doors open—afternoon at 2 o'clock; commence at

Bridgton.

Flour extra Spring fairly
Wheat excited; No 2 Spring
rv.»

JAMES HASKELL, Agent
fel5 is tf

25th
at 10 o’clock a.m.. four undivided twenty-first parts of the Homestead of Nathaniel
late
of
Pease,
Bridgton. deceased; said portion being
the share of said estate belonging to Thomas P. ana
Chas. T. Pease, minor children and heirs of said deceased. This Homestead comprises about 18 acres of
cultivated and pasture land, with a house, stable,
barn and out-buildings thereon, situated in said

$u.
Chicago, April 26.—
..*■

3-

a

cotton per steam

....

o

Feb 15. 1872.

Auction, on
day of May next,

New

active

the office

Ouardian's Sale of Real Estate.

Chicago & North Western. 81$

2 at

at

seen

to
license from the Hon. Judge
Probate for Cumberland County, I shall sell
PURSUANT
Public
the

Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 94
Chicago & Rock Island.113$
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.,. 97
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

Domestic Nlnrkct*.
York, April 26—Evening—Cotton steady;
Middling uplands at 23$c. Flour more active ami 5
@ 10a better; sales 13,650 bbls: State 6 45 @ 7 90;
Round hoop Ohio 7 30 @ 9 10; Western 6 45 @9 35:
Southern 8 00 @ 12 25.
Wheat more active and
1 @ 3c better; sales 143,000 bush; No 1 Spring 1 G5
@ 1 66; No 2, 1 60 @ 1 64; Winter Red Western 1 78
@ 1 82; White Michigan 1 89 @ 2 05. Corn lc higher;
sales 93,000 bush; Mixed Western 75@76c afloat. Oats
dull and declining; sales 27,000 bush; Ohio 54@57$c;
Pork firmer: new
Western 52@23c. Beef quiet.
mess 13 87 @ 14 00.
Lard firmer at 8$J3> 9§c. Butter
new
31
32c.
firmer
at 91$c. Rice
heavy;
@
Whiskey
unchanged; Carolina at 9@9$c. Sugar in fair reMuscovado
quest;
8$ @ 8$c: Refining R$ (a) 8$c. Coffee dull: Rio 17$ @ I9$c. Molasses in fair lequest;
New Orleans at 60@ 63c; Porto Rico 38 @ 50c. Naval
61c; Rosin
Stores—Spirits Turpentine dull at 59
firm at 3 75 for strained. Petroleum firm; crude 12$;
refined 22$c. Tallow firmer at 8$ia$g.
Freights to Liverpool firmer; Grain per steam 4d;

“little ones.”
Dinner at 1 o'clock.

on

at

be

Concert.

The ladies of the Sweden borglan Parish will
offer
an assortment of
Fancy Articles and
for sate, with especial prorision for the Refreshment*
want* of tire

Will
received by Westbrook Man
PROPOSALS
stone dam
the
ufacturing Co., for building
lower falls

Michigan Central.115$
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 96$

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.113$
Union Pacific do. 93
Union Pacific laud grants.
81$
Union Pacific income bonds. 86$

Promenade

STONE_ DAM.

Currency 6’s.116
United States 5’s, new'.112
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 75$
Pacific Mail.
73$
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated-9S*I
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sep 93i
Erie. 69$
Erie preferred. 83$
Harlem.129

European Market*.
California Republican Convention.
San Francisco,
Cal.? April 26.—The Republican State Convention ignores the Goat Island
endorses
Grant and has instructed
question,
tne delegates at Philadelphia to vote as a unit
for him. All the leading
pajiers of the State,
denounce the Goat Island scheme.

Oh, He’s Got to Come!

subscriber will sell at public auction on the
30th day of April, 1872, at 3 o’clock P.
M, at store
No. 240 Fore st., Portland, the goods and clfattels assigned by Luther J. Hill, for the beuedt of creditors,
including a horse, harness and wagon, twopungs, one
buffalo robe, Spice and Coffee Mills,
Sliafiiug.Pulleys,
Belting, Coffee Roaster, Platform and Counter Scales,
Grindstone, Barrels, am! Half Barrels, Coffee Boxes.
Blacking, Sage, Nutmegs, Indigo Blueing, Corn
Starch, Cocoa, Saleratus, Coffee, Hops, Roasted Peas,

privil-

tainment

loges, charades, tableaux,

Spain.

middling ll @ Hid;

FOREIOINT.

—

A fine display of carriages w as made yesterday upon Washington street, Biddeford, from
the manufactory of Carne Bros., Portsmouth.
J. H. Hooper is agent for this city.

tional church in Biddeford.

adjourned.

52?

The increase in the consumption of coal in
Saco and Biddeford for the past two years has
been about 1000 tons.per year.

The

reconsider the

The House resumed the consideration of the
resolutieu in reference as to Dr. Howard.
Mr. Banks of Mass., said that Dr. Howard
had one misfortune.
That of being an Americau*
f* be had been an Irishman or German
or African, or even
House
a corporation, the
would have risen
tv protect him, but he was
only ah American, and what right had an
American from an American
government? It
would seem from the
arguments against the
resolutious, that he lunl been touched by the
Spanish government. These facts could never
have occurred with reference to an
Englishmen,
frenchman or Germans. The responsibility
for the enormities
practiced in Cuba on Cubans,
on Chinese and
Japanese lay upon the Uuited
States. The United States were
responsible
for the massacre of hundreds and thousands
by
cruel and relentless volunteers in Cuba within
the last live years. The United States were
responsible for the execution of eight boys,
who were executed on a
charge of having violated the grave of Castanon.
Cuba was of
such importance to the Uuited States that we
had proclaimed to the wrorld that no
foreign
nation should lay hands on it or assume to
control its
government, and the consequence was
that what w as done
there, was done with the
permission of the United States. Great Britain
would have interfered
against those wrongs if
that the United States
WSFkbetween Great*acfc
stood
Britain and Cuba. How
long was that state of things to continue? That
was a question for another
time, but in regard
Tobonto, Canada, April 2il.
to this question of
protection of an American from Fort Garry state that a party of Dispatches
six French
citizen, who had been thus foully robbed not
half breeds went up Red River armed to
preonlv in the contravention of the laws of God
vent the Canadians rafting down
timber, they
and man, but in violation of everv comoaet l»phave cut by special permit from|the Dominion
iweeu uie two countries.
This man ought at
officials here. The Canadians sent to Wiuneleast to have a kind word from au American
peg aud got revolvers and bo'h parties vow they
House of Representatives.
will light sooner than be tliawted. The half
The House then proceeded to vote.
breeds say that the timber was cut on lands
Mr. Banks withdrew his amendment offered
they bad taken up under the half breed
last evening.
grant. There is imminent danger of a collision
The amendment offered by Mr.
Bingham last on the opening of navigation.
evening, was agreed to—118 to 19.
Rnnsor of a Disaster.
Mr. Scofield of Pa., called attention to the
London, April 3S.—Rumors of a terrible
inoousistenoy of the original resolution which |
disaster near lit. Vesuvius are current in this
affirmed the American citizenship of Dr. Howine reports are tnat ot a number of
u'.iy.
ard and the portion just added in Mr. Bingpersons whose curiosity have led them too near the
ham’s motion which cast a doubt upon the
volcano, sixty were killed and wounded l»y a
matter.
sliowef of lava.
The Speaker said there could be a
separate
The Terrific Eruption of Ml. Vesuvius.
vote on the preamble, in which Howard’s citizenship was positively asserted.
Rome, April 26.—At the sitting of the
The resolution apart from the preamble was
Cnamber of Deputies this evening. Prime Minadopted, yeas 143 nays 43 .The preamble was ister Sauza read a dispatch dated Naples this
then amended by making it read:
P. M., saying:
Whereas, It is alleged that Howard has
“The eruptions of Vesuvius are increasing
been after a year’s imprisonment,etc
and becoming more serious.
Two hundred
Messrs. Frye, Hale of Maine, aud Peters votpersons have been burned by the lava.
The
ed against the resolution,
flames burst from the earth under the feet of
Mr. Daw as of Mass., made an effort to go inthe iuhabitauts. Torre Del Greco is iu danger
to Commitee of the Whole on the tariff bill.
of destruction and the people are flying from
Mr. Dickey of Penn., as a question of
the town.
ege, offered a concurrent resolution for final adNaples, April 26.—Evening.—A fresh crater
on
the
26th
of
journment
May.
opened in Vesuvius to-day. Ashes and lava
Mr. Cox remarked was a protection
dodge.
threaten the villages on the mountain side and
Mr. Dodge appealed to the House not to
the inhabitants are removing their household
adopt the resolution aud remarked the Commit- goods. Thousands are
encamped in the fields.
tee on Ways and Means had been liavingconfer
Ministers have been summoned to make proeuces witli Seuators in regard the condition of
vision for the houseless people.
public business and believed that if the House
The scene is grand and terrible beyond dewere to meet every day and set till 5 o’clock the
The fiames at times shoot
scription.
to a
public business would he carried ilirougli in great height, aud masses of rock are up
ejected,
time to adjourn on the 29th of May but he
with earthquake shocks, which are
distinctly
thought it would be unwise to fix the timejnow. felt in this city.
Mr. Campbell of Ohio, said that so far as lie
was conccened and
those for whom he spoke
METEOROLOGICAL.
they were opposed to any adjounment until the
questions of tariff were considered and acted SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST

The Biddeford Y. M. C. A.—Will hold the usua
prayer meetings at »i a. in. and 6 p. m.
St. Mary’s Church, Catholic—Usual services bi
rather Brady.
Pavilion Congregational Church—Services
by th<
pastor, Mr. A. d. Rogers.
Methodist Chnreh—By the pastor,Rev. Mr. Ladd.
Christ

moved to

HOUSE.
The resolution relative to Dr. Howard was
taken up.
Mr. Banks of
Mass., favored it, saying that
the Spanish governments had no recora that
Howard s father ever took the oath of
allegi-

follows:

St.

Bankrupt Stock
Pocket Books at prices that will astonish you.

ing.

BIDDEFORD.

®t; ^rebnghuysen

vote by which Mr. Morrill’s amendment respecting the jurisdiction of the Court of Claims
was rejected.
The Senate went into an executive sessiou

and soou

to-mcrrow’ at tin

XLIId CONGRESS--SECOND SESSION

.O.

Cogia Hassan,
Middle, and 6 Temple

129

IlcIigiouN Servicea.
The usual services will beheld
several churches in Biddeford and

our

Bankrupt Stock of Splendid Combs.
Combs for 5c, worth
Combs for 10c,
.H.

SACC > 1

*

Mb. Editor: Dio Lewis is correct about the
corset business.
But he does not come down
on it half
severely enough; for if rum has killed its thousands, eorsets have killed their tens
of thousands.
A Woman.

body, though we

Animals.

Friday.—The case of Harwood et. ux. vs. Grand
Trunk Railway Co. occupied the entire
day. Colonel
Bradbury opened for the defence Just before the noon
and
several
witnesses
were
recess,
examined. The
case

Marshal, T. P. Beal.
C. P., F. T. Littlefield; H. P., A. E. Chase; S. W..
S. R. Gribben; J. W., C. H. French; Scribe, W. K
Neal; Treasurer, W. E. Norris.
Grand Officers of Grand Lodge.
D. W. Babb, Saecarappa, Grand Master; G. A.
Callahan, Lewiston, D. G. M.: E. P. Parcher, Biddeford, G. W.; O. B. Whitten, Portland, G. S.; S. K.
Dyer, Portland, G. T.; J. E. Hazeltine, Portland,
Grand Representative.
Grand Encampment Officers.
Phineas Batchelder, Bangor, G. P.; Jerome Garland Biddeford. G. H. P.; C. H.
Rich, Portland, G.
S. W.; N. G. Cummings, Portland, G. S.; Charles

Congress

on

vaston yesterday.
Shepard is charged with
frauds in bankrutcy in in Galvaston, and five
weeks ago suddenly[left|that city. Some of Pinkerton's Chicago detective force were put on
his track, who followed him step by step from

au.l F. G. H. P.,
N. H. The fol-

Hociety for the Pnveatim of Crwelty

United States Circuit Court.

_MATTERS.

Arrested.—Horace Shepard, who has been
under arrest iu this city awaiting a requision
from the Governor of Texas was taken to Gal-

is the order of procession:
Platoon of
Police—Capt. Black.
Portland Band.
Chief Marshal Charles H. Rich.
Aids.
The different Marshals officiated as aids.
Macldgonne Encampment, No. 1, 70 men.
Marshal F. McCulloch.
Horr; H. P., G. W. Loveitt; S. W.. Orp;«
lando Lldrklge; J. W., J. M. Brown; Scribe, N. G.
Cummings; Treasurer, S. K.Dver.
Eastern Star Encampment, No. 2, 80 men.

Religious Notice*.
CUT*Hereafter notices of this character must be
stated to three lines, (thirty words.)

evening, at Arcana Hall, in,Williams's, new
block, the next building west of the Seconc

hearty receptiou

Portsmouth,

lowing

Carpet Renovating.
Key Found.
Bankrupt Stock—Cogia llassan.
Clothing, &c.—Orin Hawkes & Co.

«

was

Brownfield and Saecarappa
A. F. Craig from

BIDDEFORD AND

laborers in this glorious work.
There will also be a Grand Rally at City Hal
next Monday
evening.
Among the speaker!
expected are Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain
President of Bowdoin College, Hon. T. H.Hubbard of Biddeford, and Dr. Haley, President oi
the Biddeford Reform Club, and other speaker!
from abroad. A large number of the Biddeford
reformers will be present.
Let them have a

afternoon was a very showy affair,
and embrac'd in its ranks about three hundred
The two Enof the brethren of all degrees.
campments made their head-quarters at Cougress Hall, and at 3 1-2 o’clock the ranks were
formed under the marshalsliip of Bro C. H.
Rich, with the Portland Band at the head.
Moving down Exchange street the subordinate
lodges and visiting brethren were received in
proper order and the battalion took up its line
of march over the prescribed route.
Visiting
brothers were present from Boston, Biddeford,

Letter from I)r. Morse.

no

Portland

Odd

yesterday

Card—W. Frank Bacon.
New Goods—W. C. Beckett.
Millinery—Mrs. Cushman.
A Volume of
Reading—The Globe.
Dress Fabrics—Covell & Co.
Schooner for Philadelphia.
Bonds—Wm E. Wood.
For Sale—Daniel Jones.
MISCELLANMOUS NOTICES.
Air Treatment—Dr. Mace.

will be
at 12 M.

Fellowship has been known iu
less than thirty years, it dates its vig-

Although

Temperance Meetings.—The Tempcranci
Reform Club will hold a meeting next Sundai

Parish chnrch

celebrated yesterday pretty generMuch interest was
ally through the country.
manifested bv the members in this city in the
proper observance of the day, and the parade

Superphosphate—Conaut & Band.
Laces, &c—M. & A. P. Darling.

church, there

ANNIVEK-

SARY.

versary

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
For Sale-No. lo Carlton
street..
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Music Hall—Bid well & Wilkinson.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Diamonds—Guild &. Delano.
For Sale—House.
Card—Robs & Sturdivant.
Business Chances—Taylor & Co.

the

1

FIFTY-THIRD

existence in the United States back tor
more than half a century.
Its fifty-third anni-

AUCTION COLUMN.
Ko*l Estate—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Land—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Mlllinarv—F. O. Bailey & Co.

on

THE

orous

AilH>rliacnieitM To-Dny.

aud7Jp.

CELEBRATION OF

Fellowship.

70 trees; wood
will be let.
Estate Agent.

“SaffSkr.
!

April 25, 1872.

p"

pleas

ChanceT

A Rare Business
of the best locations for the
retail Grocery and
Provision Bustness in
Portland is offered for
aaiti, on account of the failing health of the present
proprietor. Stock In store $1500. Apply to
" M. H. JEKKIS, Beil Estate A Loan
Agent.
ail25*lw

ONE

“Poor old gentleman! ’twas Kitty did the
mischiet, for in one of her angry fits she threw

POETRY.

the flat-iron across the table, and it hit him
in the temple. He’s anxious to marry her
off, and I hear Gilbert’s to be the happy

Neighbor Kelly.
I'm In lovtj with Neighbor Nolly,
ten,
»
Though 1 know ulio only
While I am
of ,U«D*
married-***
tlio
Anil
I’ve a wife who weighs all with
beaux;
I’ve three daughters,
noble whiskers,
i've a son with
Who at me turns up his nose.

man.”
That individual turned pale. He remembered Mr. Day's eagerness in forwarding his

eight-ami-forty,

1“®do“{;1^i

Though Squaretoes and a Buffer,
Yet I've suushine in iny heart.
Still, I'm fond of cakes and marbles—
Can appreciate a tart.
1 can love my Neighbor Nelly
Just as though 1 were a boy,
And could hand her plums aud apples
From my depths oi corduroy.

suit, and the' wish he had expressed that his
take place at an
daughter's marriage should
love for Kitty was as
early date. Though his
shallow nature was capable of
strong as his

a

Is

adore my
I invite her in to tea,
And I let her nurse the baby,

Her delightful ways to see.
Sncli a darling bud of woman!
Yet, remote from any teens—
1 have learnt from Neighbor Nelly
What the girl’s Doll-instinct means.
her with the baby,
(He adores her more than I,)
How she choruses his crowing,
How she hushes ev’rv cry!
How she loves to nit his
With her light forefinger,
How she boasts, as one iu triumph,
When she’s got him off to sleep!

0 to

see

dimples,
deep;

We must part, my Neighbor Nelly,
For the summers quickly flee.
And thy middle-aged admirer
Must! too soon, supplanted be.

rejoicing—completing

their

bewilderment,by the shy looks and smiles,
and blushes, that really meant nothing, but
were very effective, nevertheless.

But in an unlucky hour for Kitty, she said
“Yes” to a dark, melancholy youngm-m, who
had been her shadow for months. She wasn’t
in earnest, but did it for the “fun of the
thing,” and because she wanted to know how
It resulted seriousit felt to be “engaged.”
ly, however, for, in spite of express commands
to the contrary, the accepted suitor went directly to her father and told him all about it.
Mr. Day looked at his daughter mischievously that night, as she sat behind the tea-urn
with such a comical assumption of dignity.
“So I’m to lose my little housekeeper before
long, am I ?” questioned he, significantly.
“Why, papa, what do you mean?” and
Kitty blushed scarlet.
“Mr. Gilbert called on me to-day. lie is
an excellent young man, and the son of one
of my oldest friends. I heartily approve your
choice, my dear.”
“He promised to keep the engagement a
secret,” said Kitty in a vexed tone.
“So he told me, but concluded afterward
to break his promise rather than act dishonestly. For it wouldn’t have been quite fair
to liave concealed the engagement from me.”
“I don’t know why, I’m sure. It’s only a
bit of my tun, anyway. I never meant to

marry him.”
Mr. Day looked at her sternly.
“I'm not jesting,” she added pettishly.—
“He threw himself into such a passion that
was
1
fairly frightened into saying “yes,” and
sorry enough I've been for it since.”
“Are you in earnest, Kiity?”
“Yes, I am,” and the blue eyes flashed de-

fiantly.

no

such thing!

way, and mind

own

your

shrieked, and there

“Is it possible that a daughter of mine has
little feeling and principle ?”
“Now, papa, what is the use of lecturing.
You know me of old.
I’m in trouble and
want you to help me out of it.”
“But you’ve given your word, Kitty, and
must abide by it.”
Didn’t he break his ?”
“Yes, and w;is justified in doing so. But
you are not. Still, I’ll give you a choice of
two evils, if you think marrying young Gilbert one.
Few girls would.
Either keep
your promise and make the best of circumor
break
it
and
stances,
pass the winter in the
For I’m
country" with your Aunt Dorothy.
not going to have you play fast and loose with
men’shearts after this fashion.”
Kitty looked up in her fathei’sface disbelievingly, but determination was written
there; and, filled with sudden dismay, she
began to plead for a reprieve of the sentence.
Kut. Mr. l)av wouldn’t, liston. “You ran utnc
in the city and participate in its gayeties on
one condition only, and that I’ve mentioned,” said he.
“Was ever anything so provoking?” muttered Kitty, after her father had gone down
town. Aunt Dorothy lives in a forlorn-looking old place, and it’s a perfect wilderness
around her, and papa knows that she is the
crossest old maid in existence. But I’ll be
even with him yet.”
The next morning Kitty announced her
intention of remaining in the city.
“But,
papa, if Mr. Gilbert himself should grow tired
of the engagement, after knowing me better,
you’ll not punish me for that, will you?” and
her eyes trembled mischievously.
“Certainly not, child. What a question to

aek.”

Kitty had a motive in it. A plan had
suggested itself to her mind for outwitting
But

both father and lover. But she didn’t mean
to hurry, and began to pave the
way for its
success cautiously. As good luck would have
it, who should call on her that morning but
Cousin Joe, the firm ally and abettor of all
her childish mischief, and as ready to help

her now as then.
“Oh! Joe, such trouble
hands with

a

I’m in,” and she
pretty little gesture
as

“What you, Kitty ?

Is yonr canary bird
fractious, or is it something about a new
dress or bonnet that don’t equal your expectations ?”
Kitty looked at him so reproachfully that
he was sobered in a minute.
“Tell me all about it,” whispered he.
“I’m engaged,” and if she’d been announcing her own funeral, she couldn’t have done
in
it
a more solemn voice.
Joe Hushed up to the roots of his hair, and
clasped and unclasped his hands in a nervous
sort of way, but didn’t say anything.
Kitty
watched him maliciously. “Its to that young
Gilbert. He’s a splendid fellow, and has
great dark eyes and the dearest little mustache.
You know him, don’t you?”
“No—yes—a little,” stammered Joe, to the
“But what’s the
delight of his listener.
trouble about? Won’tyour father consent ?”
and he looked so utterly wretched that Kitty
with a taint twinge of remorse, hastened to
tell him the true state of the case.
He
brightened up wonderfully. “Then yon don’t
love the man after all?” he asked.
“Well, I don’t know,” she answered, meditatively. “I never looked into the matter
much.
I suppose he’s as good as any one,
but I’m not in a marrying mood at present.”
Joe’s countenance fell again. Will you tell
me just what you want? said he a little

sternly.

“Now don’t be cross, Joe; you’re the only
friend I’ve got in the world,” and Kitty rais-

ed her soft eyes imploringly.
He was mollified at once.
“Why not
break with Gilbert and accept the alternative?” suggested he. “’Twon’t be so
very
dull at Aunt Dorothy’s. I’ve a
college friend
in the neighborhood, and can visit you occa-

room

Poor Joe! The idea of having her all to
himself was delightful, and he waited for her
answer with subdued eagerness.
“Is that the only plan that has occurred to

you?”

answered Kitty sarcastically; “you
haven’t much ingenuity if you can’t devise
some other
way of getting me out of this
dilemma. I’ve no intention of becoming an
animated fossil.
Now listen to what I nropose ?”
Then Kitty disclosed her
plot, and Joe listened approvingly, and the two
wnen

To Let.
story house, with stable attached; also for
sale, 1 pr. Ox wheels six inch rim with hay rack,
1 hay rigging suitable for one horse. Apply to John
H. Reed, Woodford’s Corner.
apl8*lwthtf

To

Let!

Commercial st., recently oc& Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modem conveniences. Apply to
No. 149

Store 92

Middle street-,
THE
Fogg and Breed. Apply to
MATTOCKS &

undersigned haviug taken the agency for the
of the above named Paint, manufactured by the

sale

AMERICAN COPPER PAINT CO.

haviug tested it fully the past year on our own
vessels, feel justified in recommending it fully to all
who may wish to protect their vesselsfrom Barnacles,
Glass and Worms.
We Guarantee it Equal and
consider it Superior to any in the market, and solicit
and

orders from all who may wish a substitute for Metal,
and invite the most rigid test in comi>arieon with any
other Marine Paints.

Ageals in Boston,
C. E. FOLSOM A CO.,

WHOLESALE PAINT DEALERS,
. Me lO INDIA IT.

107 State Street.

UBED AND RECOM-

House to Let.
Apply

VERY

to

aplltf

To Let!
of house No. 19
Parris st., convenient for
small family.
aplltf

r CHANCE FOR AGENTS
Do you want an agency, local or traveling,
with an opjtortunlty to make $5 to $20 a day

PART

To Let,

West Gorham House,
occupied for the last
seven years by Jedediah
Urattam, Esq. All, or
part of the Fumitutn ol the house can be bought at a
great bargain, as the same will be sold at Public Auction soon if not disposed off, as the proprietor wishes
to change his business.

THE

Possession given immediately,

aplltf

Island

S. R.

1GR1

selling

7|»trand White Wire Clothes
Lines? They last forever; sample free. Send
our new

for circular. Address at onfe Hudson
Wire Works, cor Water st., and Maiden
N. Y., or 346 W Randoph st., Chicago.

A Pare Cbiaeee Tea.
The Best Tea > Imported.
War-

ranted to suit all tastes. Put up
in our “trademark”
half pound
and pound packages only, 36 and
60 Pound Boxes.
For sale at wholesale only by

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
from main land, containing about 40

the Great Atlantib and Pacific
Tea Co., P. O. Box 5506. New
apl3t4w

of

land

__

is

excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand maxe it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms

ity.

HOUSEKEEPERS!
GET

moderate.
For particulars apply to

THE BEST.

previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
brick block of tour, on the corner ot
Neil aud Piue su\ will be rented on lavorabta ttyus.
There are first class liousea in every respect, confining 13 rooms, baviug all modtrn improvements,
and SeI>»go water. Apply to JOHN T.
HULL, 48
Union St.
sepIG

trout
th rd
oc28tf

place.”

second

on

floor with board.

To

Also
49 Frank-

Let,

began

_

specimen of her temper?’*
thought he, escaping into the street as soon

9 1-2 Per Cent,

And have you told her this ?” thundered

listener, white with rage? For Mr. Day
really had a violent temper, and didn’t need
to fain its possession, like Kitty.
Dear me! the father is worse than the
daughter,” thought the young man. Aloud
he answered, “Oh, no; I came to you first.”
(The fact was he didn’t dare face Kitty with
any such proposition.”)
Well, sir, all I have to say is that you’re a
mean, contemptible villain, and if you don’t
get out of my office this minute, I’ll kick you
down stairs,” and before the words were fairly
out of Mr. Day’s mouth he started to make
his threat good.
Young Gilbert made a hasty retreat, convinced that not only Kitty, but Mr. Day, also,
were partially insane.
Kitty listened demurely to *er father’s version of the affair, and the anathemas he
hurled against her recreant lover.
Once,
though, during that narration, she shook so
with laughter that he looked at her suspiciously. But she put on at once such an air
his

W. P.

Logansport, Crawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of In-

THE NOVELTY
Has the

tural

For the present we are ofioring these Bonds at 95
and accrued interusi in currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets ami
maiis, furnished by us on personal or written api»lication.

New Jail and House of Correction
Notice to Builders and Contractors.

MELODEONS SEALED

PROPOSALS will be reeeived by the undersigned at the Office of Clerk of Courts, in Alfred, uutfl 12 o’clock noon of Tuesday, the 7th day of
May next, for providing material, building and completing the New Jail and House of Correction at Alfred, York County, Me., according to plans and specifications

SALES-

ROOM,

144 1-SS
N6E

which may be sen at the Office of the Clerk
of Courts, where any further information may be obtained until the day above named for the opening of

ST.

bids.
Proposals will likewise be received for the matesial

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
1809.

contained in the old Jail, if suitable to be used in the
construction of the new.
The Architect will be at the office of the Clerk of
Courts at Alfred, on Wednesday the 24th Inst, to give
any information desired in regard to plans and spec-

VnMtrumenta War-

All

ifications.

ranted.
Price lists sent

Will sell

to be paid for in
ments*

to themselves the right to
undersigned
reject any and all proposals received under ibis noif
in
their
the
interest of the County
tice,
judgment
The

by mail.

Install-

ALFRED HULL.
ALBERT W. HUSSEY,

DIMON ROBERTS,
County Commissioners for York County.

Jalso have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

McPhail

apl5d t my7

Pianos,

s

The leading instrument manufactured

in

conversation between

her cousin and another gentleman.
Kitty
was the theme of the discourse.
“She’s a dear little girl, but a regular virago,” said Joe.
“Everybody’s afraid of her
when she gets into one of her tantrums. She
just raves and gets on jn a way that’s perfect?
There’s a taint of insanity in
the blood
you know; her aunt and grand-

""jghtful.

Agents, Quick !£=£*

the United

rush for

States.

Vnm

_w47

Coal

WE

LVINP,

WILL SELL

STEADIER,

BROKEN,
EGG.

STOVE and CHESTNUT COAL
By the cargo at the Yery lowest marke* price, delivered on board at place ol shipment, and will procure vessels t"> transport the same when desired.
BOSS A STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st
Jy25dtf

NOTJC

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR

V AVtttl n 1

EENEWEE.
the best article

REHTORE
TO

ITS

It will

ever

ORIGINAL

COLOR.

garatus.

and does not

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR
SENT FUEK

d

J

DOW,j

BY MAIL.

K>orsifeLbIy?l.Cd0ru^hua’
feblH eod&eow

N'H’

eow w

w8

hisheXubandLld'”'tOW",
perhaps, how
neuralgia,”

terrfldv ^^“af-

continued

Joe.

G/iLaaI

will be reChamber, Augusta, until May 1.
1872, for the erection and completion of the Normal
School building at Castine, including heating apPlans and specifications may be seen at
astine until April 23d, and subsequently at the Secretary’s Office in Augusta. Two plans have been
furnished and bids are invited upon each. The ordinary furniture has been pledged by Castine. Work
to be completed before December 1, 1872.
E. G. HARLOW,)
C. M. POWERS.
Committee.
FRED. N.
wl5
apll-d&w tmayl

prevent the Hair from falling out.

smooth and glossy,
oBair
stain
the skin as others.

Wheels

Pr°Prietors-

TEW
THE

Anthoine,
Coupling or
Latch,
help, and will
become detached if one car tins over or falls, and can
be detached while the train is at full s]>eed. It is
about as cheap as the old coupling, and on about the
by
of Biddeford.
IIHERE
Self-Acting Car
that will latch itself without

same

A

ford,

of Portland.

both ends

cun

nfflord to

buy

Wringer

a

until she

examined the NOVELTY.
Try it and satisfy yourself that it is the best.

GAS

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS under other
name?. l.«t resembling ours In shape and color of wrapper
intended to deceive.
the itisixti si x polish ix BILK, for stove dealers’
t,sp. nt twelve •■••nts per pound—twenty-live and fifty
pouml boxes. “Cheaper than any other Bulk Polish for
nothing."
THE UISlMi si x LIMBER PENCIL.—X »
Sharpening
Cheat) and Durable—supercedes ot In-r articles for purpose.
THE KIM!NO HI N lit.At k LEAD l.t KKH ATOK. For axles,
bearing? and machinery. Lasts six time.1* us long as oil
alone. 25 lb. and CD lb. boxes, 15 cents
per lb. Try It.

applied for through

W. H.

Clif-

ap24dlm

kinsman,
las

wS

FIELD A CO., 34 IV.... u.
is prepared tn
furnUb Porter
Lager Beer in halves and quarter barrels’
also In qua'ts, pints, and J pints bottles ta quant 1
ties of one dozen and upw ards. Sent by Kzi ess r
O.D.
ap28dlm

SC.Boilon,
and PfatTs

Pipe,

Rubber Hose, Ac.

MORSE BROS., Prop’rs., Canton, Mass.

jan27d&w-12w

FIXTURES,

Gas and Water
J.

Exchange

Street.

apljdlm

GARDENING !
subscriber Is

city,

all who may

I

can

give

satisfiu tiou to

THOMAS KANE.
up20*lw

a

PAYSON TUCKER. Anent.
353 Commercial Street, Portland.

EASTERN AND

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. Hallock, who lias
had greater success in the treatment of diseases which
are described in this work thau
perhaps ever fell to

the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs in both
sexes.
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„
Boston, Mass.
N. B.—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted
ally or bv mail.
mch2fid3m

person-

STANDARD AMERICAN

SPRING

Everything pertaining to Billiards at lowest prices.
Illustrated Catalogues sent by mail.
H. W. COl LENDER, NEW YORK.
Successor to Phelan & Collender,
738 Broadway.
apl3t4w
Inza.

“I had Catarrh 50 years; am 72 years old and HuaWt
Inza cored me. Mrs. M. A. Esquirol,’' 167 4th St..
N. Y.
“I had Catarrh, and was totally deaf from it 15
years. I have now no Catarrh, and have my hearing,
the result of using a One Dollar Packet of Dr.
Hyatt*s
Inza. Miss Malvina Piercy,” 183 Division St., N. Y.
A
truthful statement that Catabrh, In many
hundreds of cases, some existing over fortv years, has
been permanently cured by the use of a One Dollar
Packet of Dr. HVATT'S INZA, a vegetable, mild
and soothing
Send *1.00 for Medicine and
advice to Dr. E. F. Hyatt, (depot of the celebrated
Hyatt’s Life Balsam), 246 Grand St., N. Y. Bv mail
free. Test sample on receipt 20 eta.
apl0t4w

W’msbnrg,

&

Oh,

mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surfaceornumors that should
be expelled from the blood. Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
and
whose substance they disease and destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are cone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St.
Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Bones, Si<le, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhaa arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease. JJropsi/, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.

OLD

ROOT

AND

SALT

an

PURIFIER.
Sc Summer Medicine
offered to the public.

They

ALE, ALE, AMT
WILLIAM J. SMITH,

TORPID LIVER and
BOWELS, Cleanse the
THE

Blood of all Impurities, and
Life and Vigor to
the whole system,
f 'They will RESTORE A
LOST APPETITE, RE-

give new

LIEVE HEADACHE,COSINDIGESTIVENESS,

TION, DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUS DEBILITY, and all
complaints arising from an
IMPURE

STATE of the
the deranged
condition of the Stomach,
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
Read Prof. Hayes’ report
to Col. Brodliead, State
Commissioner of Massachu-

BLOOD,

or

setts.
No. 20 State St., Boston.
tJosiAH A. Brodhead, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
Dr. Goodhue's Root and Herb Bitters, from Flint &
Goldthwait, Salem, Mass., has been analyzed with
the following results: “This is an offlcinal Medicinal
containing extracts of Roots and Herbs.
It is free from injurious substances, ami may be used
as directed by persons requiring a medicine of this
kind. Very Respectfully,
S. DANA HAYES, State Assayer, Mass.”
FLINT <& GOLDTHWAIT, Props., Salem, Mass.

preparation,

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.
SOLD

BY

Leave

B*

OORPO*-

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.
BOSTON ELASTIC FABRIC CO.
ORee,

No.

95 Der.oahire Street.

Robber Belliug,

Rubber Hose,
Robber Backlog, Ac.
Rollwoy Bella for Cotton Mills,
Eodleaa Bella, of any
act length guaranteed.

required dimensions. ExPerfectly Spliced.
HTThese Belts are all prepared under McBURNPATENT STRETCHING
PROCESS.and Will
KY;s
be found
to
in the
superior

any
CHAS.

market.

McBURNEY

Prest.
ap 12.13m

RANDOLPH M. CLARK, Treas.

10,000 Choice Plants

for Sale.

public
my
Green House,
I OFFER
Spring street. Also Flowers for floral decorations, all times of tbe year, at reasonable price,
jy Job
Gardenln^pro^irijr attended to.
to the

at

new

a

119

Spring Street.

Portland Saving^ Bank.
made in this Bank, on or before Friday, May 3d, will commence intereat on tbe
first of the month,
FRANK NOYES, Treas.

DEPOSITS

apis t my3

Portlaud,

7.40

fiT

R.

freight

trains with passenger

Curl'disorders

k| Ry
B

cl
^
BJWlV

Fryeburg

for

hw the delicate aud rermhlig
LOr- ^-^fragraacc of retiulne Fartoa

early

the next

MfA 'fcw'^C^OoIogoc

tlonaan. Sold
ond

__________

way,

N.Y.

! !

Tbs

power.

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than
any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all partiea in want of Steam Boilers to give ub

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange St9.
or

on

immeuse demand for his latest and best.
GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher.
mch4f4w
3 School St., Boston.

MIWFV

Rapidly

Stencil and Key
Check Outfits. Catalogaes, sample
and full particulars free. S. M. S[>encer, BrattleboMade

Printing OfHce.

Ex

night

trains.

WHY

Ilenovate those you have with

JOUVEN’M I NO DO ROt’M KID CLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with
scarcely unvJ
trouble. Bo careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by P nggiats and Dealers In Fancy Goods
*’
Price 25 cents per bo*tle.
F. 0. WELLS &
CO.,
_JUSFultonStreet,New York.

For

Sale.

TjVKUIT ana Confectionery

Store for sale at

Pr°I'rlCt"‘i1^,'«We,t-

a

bar-

Insuireat

M“«'«<’ ™/>Wly with Stencil and Key Chock

Catalogue*, sample* and fall
M. S. Spenrer, Biattlebora, Vt, partfeu
aplSf4

tf

ALLANJJNE!
TUB

C'nnndinn and United States .Units.

Passengers booked to Loudon
derry anti Liverpool.
Return Tieketn

’granted at Reduced Rates.
The

Steamship

NARMATIAN, Capl. Wylie,
Will leave this j>ort for Liverj>ool

on

Maturduy, April !|}th.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train
previous day from*Montreal.
To be followed

on

the

of

4th of May by the Stearn-

the

inip

NORTH AMERICAN, Capt.
«lbr,
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to .-icconuuodaiionsj.... .970 to 990
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight nr Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and
outward, and
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India

ortland, Dec. 5-tf

lor
to

Street,

Washiqj^T

Norfolk and Baltimore and
D. C. Steamship Llne.^"'^

Steamship* of this Lino sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston
Seml-W eeklv, 2.30 p. m r„r NOR►FOLKnnd BALTIMORE.
1
;— SteAuishtps:—
n illiam Lawrence.”
“William Cram”
..

“tieorae

Appold

William Kennedy.'
“McClellan,"
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Waahingtoi.
bv
*
oy
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwardetl frouiW/oU- to Petersburg and
lUchmand, by river or rail; and l>y the fa
Venn
a11
Tennessee,
iHima and Georgia and over the
Seaboard and Boa
*“ke K. B. to afl points In Worth and South
Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio B. It. to Washington and
(daces 11 eel.
Through rates given to Sooth and West.
Fine Passenger aecommocations.
Fare including Berth anil Meals to Norfolk
'4\n so
hrne 48 hours; to Baltimore 815, time 65
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours
For further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON, A cent

<’ol,,U* ,in Firpfsii,

Ato'.

hoursT

Maine

Central »

Sg^_

Steamship

Co

NKW

ABBAKSEVINT.

Steamers Dirigo ami Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
►
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
and THL’KSDAV »l
„~.u
u
SV
< F. M.,
ami
I,AV.
leaveMONDAY
Pier 38 E. H„ New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at s P M
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted
up with line
lecommodatkuu for I«ssengers, making this the most
Jonvenlent and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room 85. Meals extra.
t» and from Montreal,
Quebec.
Jyr»a,"le'1
Halifax, St.
Jonn, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
ire requested to send their
freight to the Ste*m«*as
••“ d»v. they leave
?atFor Freight,M”
or £
Passage apply to
Galt’s Wharf. Portland
AMLS' I*r *' E' R N6W Tork

Hdifoi*

Portland^

y/t".4,P;

MayD-dH

For

Halifax, ^ova Scotia.
WEEKLY LINK.
fovonte Steamship CAR
*?“ will
LOITA
leave Galt’s Wharl
SATURDAY
P. M. for Halifax direel

every
>at 4
S’ova

tlasguw and Pictou.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf. Hall&x
»ry Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabiu patuage with State Room.
«7 tw,
»>'Ply to

Ana0mfoWLarr/nofrmatl',n

L.B1LIJNOS

JOHN PORTEOUS.

Agent.

NTERSATIONA£STEAMSHrPCO.U
^

Kw.tp.rt, Calais

8t,

Dlgby

Windsor nnd Halifax.

SPRING

ARRAN GEMKNT

ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and i>erfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

TWO TRIPS PI H WEEK !

HUDSON RIVER Oil WORKS,

E.

lor

in

use

MONDAY, March
‘•“Steamer New England.
Field, and the Steamer
New Brunswick,
Capt S.

S5.
Ca|it.

And cannot be eqnailed for

Parity, Brilliancy,

aud

*>r

Ecoaooay.

Furnished iii cans, cases, and prime bbls. by
BARTLETT A CO.,

|

Eastimrt

AmJd^'s"*

STSkt

and St John.
W‘“ !"“V" S'-

*’

r

John “<* R«tport

on

the-

Connecting at Eastport with steamer QUEFV
!t. Andrews and Calais, ami
with
a> a,
c. tall-vnv fur W<amln.t.«'L- »n.i il..u_

NDirnJn

518 Iudia Hired, Bsstou,

Ag’ta

far New

Englaad.

J.J. CHKNERi
Ageat far Partlaud.

feb26

4w

HrimWamlftaLlu ami witL’t^ E*&% a"iL'l”
A' R
“"'I

v;Ltr,s^'

medicine f »r nervous trouble*
all other ailments,) it*
DODD’S NERVINE, and Invlgorater.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.
The most

(the

popular

source or

inch 13

U
r

M
3
L

lie
a* Teasel*

Paper [ Try Yt f!

A$('n<

Line.

Jro,a Jr"“I
Wharf, Boaeon,
1 me Street

ai :i past.
Whirl, Phlladel

Imnraace one-hall tha tale

01

nan

m* West hy the Pena. K. K. sail So lit
"Xconnecting lilies IO: warded ireeol commission
passage, ten dollars.
hoi Freight or Passage apply to
WHITNEY A eAEPMS, tg.nls,
l»23-1 y

cheapest and
Every num"riir,nal engravings "of new
nuL-bin'
floIn,l0,15
machinery, novel inventions. Bridges Engineering I
works, Architecture, improved Farm implement*, ami
every new diacovery In Chemistry. A vear’s numIkts contains 832
pages aud several hundred eugrarThousands of volumes are
preserved for eludand

receipts are well
worth ten times the
subscriptions price. Terms, $3
a year by mall.
Specimens sent free. May be had oi
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtolned on the best terms. Models oi
new inventions and sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are published in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for Pamphlet, 110
pages, containing laws"and full of directions for obtaining Patents.
Address for Paper, or concerning Patent®, MI NN
& On. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Branch o«ce, cor. F. and
7th Sts. Washinpton, D. C.
apr5t4w
w,.™..

90

Lew Whorl, Homo

^

rs-

euasITowe

Sewing MadUm*
AND

practical

_

A

h»
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The

then^o**^

Steamship

A“'rl”* *» the
paiier publtohed.
* "8 J'1 w,^lj

reference.

tsj_23th

»»«*'« WMJ*

PUlLAUB.LrxiA

hJtmnJf

ing

of

Lflavu Moh port
ot«? Wedn0»d<iY<i8atun tor

u»e throughout the if. S.
A
six Inch, is used by the Governin«nt In the Patent Qflke,
Washington, D. C. Its «(mplicity or construction and the
iK>wer it transmits renders It
the best water wiieei ever invented.
Pamphlet tree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

r

intenuedlatertatim^'
ou <l!>V8

11 o
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H E A LTH

The Best
SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Glovea every time von yo out?

145 Commercial *t.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

I

O I Id !

___

lars true.

HARRIS, ATWOOD 86 CO.,

Portland, April IS, 1872.

8hpl3tf

ECLECTI C

j

ARRANGEMENT.

all

with

mchl6t4w

Gea’I

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is giveu. and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor eveiy $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26,1871.
oc26islw-ostf

&.“•

Boats at Portland, and with Hk
Boston & Maine and Ea*torn Railroad*,
arriving lu
Portland in season for passengers to take the
afternoon train (or Boston.
Through tickets sold at the office* of the Boston 86
Maine and Eastern Railroad*, and on board
Boston
Boots, h rclght and passengers taken as low as bv
any other rovte. lui|uirc of

cure an

TRAINS.

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.

Portland
Wed next ay. at 8 o’clock 1

health.
The world-wide reputation of the author, and the
large sale of all his previous works, cannot fail to se-

Is intended

^rpmj^ontrea*»

N, Alex ram him,

Wahlot»ro, touching at Boothbav and Round'
Every Saturday at 7 A. M.. for Daiuariscoti*
touching at Boothbay and UodaNkn’* Mills
Returning, will leave WaldoEoro every Thursday
at a A. M., and Daiuarlscotta
every Monday .at 9 i
“t interme<llate
landings, connecting
^i’iv*vC
with the *5
Boston
t’ r
Pond.

Fla the

Railway

U

H O

on

j:??£j??S?f™|Traiiia

t
in want of Plain
Fancy Job Printing
will find it to their advantage to call
THOSE
Wm.M
at the

1

‘40.
CHARLES
„ste»meiQ H TO

4aHnSMBhafeXT*j*
foot of India St..
i).BfallMMaiil»W luirf,

WICKES’

On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
r—-n
will run as follows:
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
7
Parte, and intermediate stations.
Mall train ^topping at all
stations) for Island
Poud, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and Intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
Q<*©1>©©» Gorham and Bangor, at

call.

|

Trip April

1 fH '—A.
,ry,

only

ether peint in the

on

Physical l.if. Of

Still outsells any book in the market. It is
thoroughly established as the
reputable work on the delicate subjects of which its treats.
Nearly Heady ! A new book from the pen of DIO
LEWIS, America’s most popular lecturer and writer

_

Job

•

IFORNIA,

Cars

side of

WOMAN

S; TUBNER- Superintendent.
decl6-tc
15,1871._

-FOB-

jySleeplng

"Bright

ineh4t4w

AOKSITS

urdays, returning alternate days,
Ontre Waterboro1 for
Limerick, Parsonsfleld,

WINTER

0le

Richmond, 5 years a City Mlsslonery. A work worth
having and not a Sensation book. 200 Engravings
Agents sell 40 a day. K. B. TREAT. Pub. 805 Broad-

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bounv Eagle
^
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Water-boro1 for
Limerick, Newfleld, Pars uiHiield and Oserpee,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

OF

paperlhe

departiueuts, religious

4 14-1? IVfor

Limington, daily.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

compartment.

First
!

Uamariscotta !

'.■SI.—.-*■

iliTljil 1 tvNew York,” a Library of Information iiertalniug to Us institutions and Objects of
Interest. See ttiat tile book you get is by Bev. J. F

connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Convray Railroad ior
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M.. via Bostou &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, and No.

ALTERATION

16 page

our new

On and after Monday, December,
18,
galSHlWl, passenger trains leave Portland
»Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., ami 1.30 P. M.,
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for
Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also

Trunk

ami

w aiuonoro

s an

and secular. Rev. A. B. Earle write, for It.
Sf.OOa
year; a *2.00 premium to each lubeeiiber. For
Agents’ terms, address James H. Earle, Boston.
Mssb.
inchl6t4w

WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
sept25dtf
Bangor, Me.

Daily Press
change Street, Portland.

b. UrnrtUU "w-*

for
WANTED.—Agents
Contributor. Thirteen

Baggage

THE

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
For further i*artlcular» inquire of Ross & Stur.Urant 178 Commercial St., or Cyrus
Sturdivant, General Aaent.
Portland, March 17th, 1872.
ajd7

to

Dt*ler.i«PEHFLllEIiY\^'-'—_

OR EAT WEST.

above is an engraving of a Steam Boiler containing 1200 feet of heating surfh.ce, built upon a
new principle, namely,that of
stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thcuce again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the iurnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing
temper&tures of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

Lincoln^.

SEMI-WKEKLY LINK

Winter Arrangement.

Grand

Rveuings,
o'clock,
tommeoclng Monday, 22nd Inst., for Bangor (or
as the Ice will
permit.) touching at Rmiklan.l
Belfast, S,Aspi,rt 8?,„,V
:;amden,
Point, Bueksport, W interport and Hampden
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
ednewlay and Friday Mornings at 6 o’clock touchng at the above named landings, arriving at Portrur

morning.

PORTLAND k ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

dafly

Water, aad Is

J^^ladiapea»abl©

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office,” or
“best routes’* advertised by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance.
checked through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Me.

Marks,

fl
j

!

WEEK.

C. Kilhv, will leave
5?9,NI>-,SSJ.t.
•‘“i'oad Wharf, foot of Sute at.
and
AfiMonday,
Wednesday
Friday
at 10

Jaa<fltf_33

Lovell, dally.

Or any

dcl8

j
&m

sm

feb26t-4w

Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
«L HAMILTON. Superintendent.
Portlaud, November 8, 1871.
noStf

OAI

a

*

Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton, daily.

The 8.45 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives In
Portland in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers by the 1 F. if. from North
CoSway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Bos-

ton

'he proprietor of Dr. Sage's ■
i'utarrh Remedy lor a ca.->eoffil
"Cold in Head," ('atariA or B
Ozena, which he can not cure,
Sold by Druggists at 50 eta,
j

/ rMCwi1

am

Falls and Porter

Liver and Stomach, Headache, I>vseverywhere at 25 cents.
iur4t3m

of
Sold

pupwu, &c.

car

movi.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
East Baldwin for Sebago and
Bridgton, dally.
VLA 3.J6 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham. Casco

At
At

°ur

*150 jier mouth cleared with certaiuty. Send for
terms at once to D. I.
Guernsey, Concord, N. H.
mphlfitlir
to

3.15

by purchasing ticket*

Bowling Alley.*

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.

sell

Hewing HHk, Linra Thread, &
TOPictures.
Every family will buy them. *75

At

aplplw

at

l«tf

OGDENSBURG

No. Conway will be
attached.

OFFICE OF

GUERNSEY,

Bowling Alley

300 Agents 'Wanted Now

General Superintendent.

$5.00 SAVED

j

new

feb26-3m__Portland, Me.

ro, Vt.

to $200 PER MONTH. Success sure,
fit
100 Agents now Wanted
1st. New and Beautiful Map of U. S. & World two
maps In one, size of each 40x60 inches. Best ever published for agents. What people have
long needed
2d. New Map of Now England, colored In townships
states and counties, for 1872.
large scale
No good
agent can fail of clearing $5 to $15 per day on these two
Maps and our Rapid Selling Pictures. Apply for
terms at onoe to D. D.
Pub Concord
N. H. or Box 3827, Boston.

parties a

a

Leave N. Couway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from

MILLS,

The subscriber has just opened to
public and pri-

TABLETS present the Acid In combination with other efficient remedies, in
THK.SK
popular
form, for the Cure

°H ;Ild*fter Monday, Nov. 13th, and
pfn!!fs?sa|untll further notice, trains will run as
f-*_"_^-3folloW8:
r. m.
r“—a. m.

PORTLAND, ME.
w!6
ap!7d eod &w6m

mr24dt<

TABLETS,

F.r rough., Cnlds and M.arwaru.

Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monsou and Mooseliead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. in. Connecting with
the Night Express from Portland.
Through> Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,

Portland, Dec.

Late of the Gardiner Hotcl.the Maine Hotel at Damariscotta, and Columbian House, Bath,
or A good LlTery8table Is connected with the

Forest City

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

Ft

The Steamer CITY OF KH II-

i<Z$L A
>4f)jae-fW->.
A

York

mar25t4w

O

TRIPS PER

CABBYIKO

t'aatioa.
Don’t be deceived by worthless imitation*. Get
Wells’s
only
Cahbolic Tablets. Price 25 eta per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St.. N. V..
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

PORTLAND &

G

THREE

chances,

and to Halifax for

I. I N K !

Y

cf 25 cents.
ceipt
H. M.

Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. m.
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston.
Fare to Portland $5.00: to
Boston $6.50.

J. M. LUNT,
Feb. 14, 1872.

B

FISK.

WHITE & CO., Publishers, 104 Broadway,
City. Also, parties liaving business
or wanting agents, please send us
your circulars or address.
mch25d4wt
A. MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
nk
I tJ Combination Tumid. Button Hole Cutter, and other articles. Saco Novelty Co., Saco. .Me.

*

—TO—

ALL

Leave

Augusta,

INSIDE

Wanted.

New

^U'

Portland, April 1*,'1872.

parties wanting to get into business, send for
the CANVASSING AGENTS’ MANUAL. Published monthly, containing the address ol business
firms throughout the country,
wanting agents, with
a description of their business.
Sent by mail on re-

train from Bostou.

$8.00;

particulars Inquire of Boss & Sturdltant, Ii9 Commercial street, or
l'YRI'9 HTCBDIYAST,

OF

of all THROAT and LUNG Di»HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
I HllOAT arc immediately relieved and statements
are constantly being sent to the
proprietor of relic!
in cases of Throat difficulties of
years’ standing.

for

andinjp.
For further

Child Again !

Night Express (from St. John), leaves
p. m.. Watervile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Bruns11:45, Bath 6 p. m.. (remaining at Brunswick
11:45). Arrives at Portlaud at 1 a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed
through. Fare $5.00. A good line of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.

ANDREWS,

House._

Damariscotta,

wick
until

St.John,

will leave Machlaiiport
every Tuesday
norning, at S o’clock, touching at the above named

magnates. All about JOSIE MANSFIELD the siren
and EDWARD H. STOKES, the
assassin, octavo of over 500 pages, profusely Illustrated.
Agents
Wanted. Send $1 for outfit, ami secure territory at
once.
Circulars free. UNION PUBLISHING
CO., :
Philadelphia, Chicago or Cincinnati.
uieh25t4w

Train* Doc at Portland.
Mo. 1. Leavos Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath 6:45,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
Mo. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a.
m., Dexter 8:1A
Skowhegan 9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45,
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00. Readfield 11:40, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
Mo. ». Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath 5, Brunswick 6:25, Lewiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at
Portland 6:45 p. m.

and

Returning

TAMMANY FRAUDS.

Mo. 18. Leaves Portland at 8:06 p. m., Ibr Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This

tjuahj

(until further notice) Railroad Wharf Port-

*

terms

Biographies of Vanderbilt. Drew, Gould .*uid other It R.

Mo. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath
7:10 and August^ 8:15 p. m.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

AT*-

a

N

APT. DEKRrNG,

every Friday evening, at ten o’elock, for Kocl.! D"t,
tnd Castke. Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, So. Weat Harlior
Mt. Desert,) Mlllbridge,
! it* the ice will otrrnii. doneaport and Machlaai~.it

Brilliant Pen Pictures of the
SIGHTS AND SENSATIONS qf NEW YORK.

Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
i>. m., connecting with train on E. A N. A.
Railway,
for Oldtown and Mattawamkeug.

J. W. PERKINS Ac CO.,

FAIRFIELD HOUSE,

Apl 27.

favorite Steamer

W I 8 X O

(

.Jersey

JAMES

Mo. lO. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville
8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
9:00, (there connecting with Knox A Lincoln Railroad for Damarlscotta, Rockland, Ac.) Arrives at
Augusta 10:30 a. m.
Mo. 9. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, Readlield 3:59, Kendall’s Mills
5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with

from

They invigorate the
STOMACH, STIMULATE

STREET, BOSTON.
Is prepared to supply to families and
others, the best
American. English, and Scotch A lew. nnt nn in nn*rt
ana pint Dottles, packed in
quantities Of one dozen
and upwards, and sent by Express, C. O. D. Also
American Ale in quarter and half barrels. apl5-lm

BY RANDALL

are
care

Sat

Return Tickets on ihvoratde
enbark at Cunar.1 Wharf,

LIFE

ifax.

Seeds.

LINDALL

INDALL’8

ever

prepared with
the best
Roots, Herbs, Barks and

great

RHEUM,

And other diseases of the Skin, has consigned to us a
of his Compound and Ointment. The charquantity
acter of the manufacturer, and the abundant evidence
furnished during the last twenty-live years, of the
and efficacy of the remedy, gives us confidence
safety
in oflerfug it for the rtlief of sufferers.
A fresh supply Just received and for sale Wholesale
and Retail In this city by H. H. Hay, W. F
Phillip., M. W. Perkins and by H. Wsodaide, 141 Congress st., and by respectable Druggists
everywhere. For cash by the dozen a very liberal discounrto the trade. Price *1, with full directions
For further particulars see the article.
_mcli6d2m_WM. B. TRUFANT, Bath, Me.

Trains,^

daily.

BITTERS

Spring

excel-

RAILROAD.

and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar

THE GREAT BLOOD

The beat

Diseases of the Skin.
WM. B. TRUFANT, the discoverer ol
lent remedy for the cure of

HERB

ai.hioa

i*_

Raymond

PEOPLE’S MEDICINE.
DOCTOR GOODHUE’S

ABYSSINIA,

Would I Were

at Bangor 7:30 a. m.
Connecting with E. A N. A.
Railway train tor Honlton, Calais, St. John and Hal-

DR. J. c. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
THE

20

K

URINARY ORGANS.

Pasesuger trains leave Portland for Bangor, Mo.
8, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00. Arrives

PREPARED BY

dec9d*&wevery3dwly

Apl.

Sat.

The

It
strengthening and nouriHhing. Like nutritious food taken into the stomach. It assimilates ami
diffuses itself through the circulation, giving vigor
and health.
It regulates the bowels, quiets the
nerves, acts dircctly on the secretive organs, and, by its itowerful
Tonic and restoring effects, produces
healthy and
vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, Now York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular.
mch25
4w
1

Wo. 7.

medicine that cures
a real public
blessing.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of u
series or complaints,which
are always afflicting ami
too often fatal. It puriti es
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,

Much Lis.

TRIP PER WEEK.

‘

SCESSES, and will remove all ipbstrv ctioas of the
LI VER. SPLEEN, INTES
TINES, UTERINE d

Trains From Portland.

m.

)NE

U a perfect remedy for all diseases of the BLOOD,
ORGANIC WEAKNESS. GLANDlrLOTS TUMORS. DROPS Y, SCROFULA, INTERNAL AB-

Hailroad.

train connects with 3 p.

TO

Spring A riling*-men(.

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.46 P.M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
ap22tf
Supt. P. S. A P. R. R.

Knox and Ltneoln railroad for

,

Long and successfully used in it* native country, a* a
Powerful Tonic, and Potent Purifier ot the Blood, It
is found even to exceed the anticipations founded on
its great reputation. According to the medical and
scientific periodicals of London and Paris, it
jtossesaea
the Most PowBBTDL Toxic jtrojteidles known to
Matebia Medica.

{Express.
itltuns Monday, Wednesday and Friday only.
E3r*The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine

the

llloLYMPU^Tues

JURUBEBA!

express train.

CENTRAL

'rw, Mav
Mav

siglis the weary anil exhausted one, os the languor
and lassitude of spring corars ujsm him. Come and
receive vigor and strength from the wonderful South
Americau Toxic

tAccommodation train.
§ Mall train.

MAINE

I,UB

Desert and

Jn2dly

Bangor 7

A
is

remedy.

te

aj*22dtf

Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M„ 110.40 A.
M„ 12.38 P.M., 15.30 P.M., lit 8.00 PM,*10.10 P. M

Central

BII.M5IJN, Agra*
I.VSIDK

It.

7
18

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York,
CXT 14RKN C Y
Passengers booked to all parts of tbe United States.
Drafts issued on Great ii lttain and Ireland for El
and upwards. For Freigl.t and Cabin
passage apply
at the Company’s Office, 80 Siite Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
•fAMEM ALEXANDER, Ageul.

5.20 P. M.

ear

May

Passengers

for

sleeping

rates.
mobSOtf

w

rill leave

Passenger

•Pullman

h
Hur.

Passage Money .llnelud lug Eire from Bo«t< iu to N York,
Cabin, $80, $ 100, $130gold—according to acfiiiunnsla8mf.ria*e’,®3S Currency. Tickets to Paris, $13

traius leave Portland dalPortsmouth and Boston, (Sunexcepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.15 A.
M., §9.10 A. M., 13.30 P. M., 13.45 P.
M., 1 tt6.00P. M.
Leave Boston for Portland at 17.30 A. M„ 18.30 A.
M., U2.15P. M., 13.00P. M., 1H6.00P. M. *8.00P.M.
liiddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning
* at

OF THE

FOB PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

plain

w

CALABRIA,

ARRANGEMENT.

F-t’!sis3!!3l1Jr'

Tues.

PALM?KA

2.

Steamers appointed to sail
TBOa SEW YORK.
CHINA, Wed. April 17. RUSSIA W«wl

Commencing Monday, April 99d, 1B»9.
T.

Slav

Gold, additional.

PORTLAND, SACO,

d

M.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, sain:
iys at 7 P. M. Fare #1.150. Freight taiten at

Currency

Rockland. Ac.); Augusta4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,

Anthony's

BILLIARD TABLES

\II, NTEA.RERM

Cabiu, #H0 & $1 00 Gold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, «H0

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Ayers Sarsparilla,

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

A.X 7 O’CLOCK I>.

B.tsLral*lU*H:,‘gerf "mbark at tbe Canard Wharf; East

Bouton.

Dr. Jourdain’s C.u<*uItiiiK Office,
#1 Hancock Street, Imm, Han.
junl-tctlyr

Chambers Street, New York.
apl3f4w

Mr.

SAMARIA,

A. M.

Skowhegan 5:50,

HAS

102

to do

need his services.

Bay, *6.15,

tMondays, Wednesdays find Fridays.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Bailey Washing & Wringing Machine Co.

aplOdlm
prepared
Gardening in all
its branches; haring had man, years experience
THE
is confident he
In this

iu such cases, and

cure

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
jnat published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

Sold

everywhere,

on

A®]*.’

]>erfect

PROPRIETOR

baa

MAXUFACTl'REM OF

For Beauty of Polish, Saving Labor, Cleanliness,Durability A Cheapness, Unequaled.

a

DR. HUGHES particularly Invites all Ladies, who
neod a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue In regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action Is specific and
''ertain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will flndi t invaluable in all cases of obsttuction8 after all other remedies have been tried In
vain. It Is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
nl 1865d&w No. 172 Cumberland
Street, Portlard,

desira-

more

John N.

a

principle.
Patent has been

warrant

WEAKNESS.

full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.

PRACTICAL HOUSEKEEPER

NO

Doc. 23-dtf

*^m

|

can

DAILY, (St'NDAYS EXCEPTED)

LI X f:

Calling at Queenstuwn, Cork

TRIPOLI. Thurs.

-Accommodation.
tFast Express.

Dr. R. J. JOURDAIN,

These with other advantages make It
ble than any other.

°E°*

TO RAILROADS!
has been invented

on

NOVELTY
Rolls separate freely at elthei end.
NOVELTY
Has the Patent Curved Clamp.
NOVELTY
Is the easiest working WringerNOVELTY
Is the Strongest Wringer.
NOVELTY
Is tho most durable Wringer.

—

and endorsed “Sealed Proposals,”
SEALED
ceived at the Council

HAIR

YOUTHFUL

THE

E.

I)ii iUiwio*
MVJUVV*
UUllUlll^ •
PROPOSALS, directed to the Governor

AW*

known to

GRAY

THE

DIGESTION;

«mHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
X have leased their l>ocks and other propery in
Cape Elizatieth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company will not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their
account,
unless authorized or approved by tho President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President. P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28tli, 1871
jn30tf

HALL’S

Is

THE

DIO LEWIS* last and greatest work

or, My Jolly Friend’* Secret.
It is by odds the most taking and salable book In the
field. 1 It is on a vitally important subject. 2 It is
by America’s most i>opular writer on health. 3 It is,
for the price, the largest and handsomest book ever
sold by subscription. Agents, the ]>eople are eager
for such a book, and will urge you to bring it to them.
Write for terms,
free. Geo Maclean, Publisher,
3 School »t., Boston, Mass.
ap2t4w

»

by the Car^o

on

OUR

dc20 eod&wtf

2m

in^ne asylum.”

saw?edcf°rebodinKs

‘‘Yon
last
with
heard him tell,
flicted with

it)

Remember 141 1-2 Exchange St.

Porter, Ale & Lager Beer.
<u£>
shuddering. These
=ror,G«vnf,bei:tUstened8cene that had
him
puzzled
lWhie and an^dLa
** <'>a»

reserve

requires the same.
Alfred, April 13, 1872.

gerous.”

a

York County, at Alfred, Me.

In

—AND—

&

Flang Cog

Catarrh & Deafness Cored by Hyatt’s

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY
wl2
mclil9d& w3m

l 7™°’d

dently (?) overheard

Schuyler,

No. 12 Pine 8t„ New York.

ORGANS

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the nrinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will boof a thin, milkiBh hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

of the Rolls.

and mineral section of the State which It trav-

erses.

Jones &

men

THE

THEY BEAR S PER CENT. GOLD
INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND
ARE COUPON AND REGISTERED,
The ssue is limited to $16,300 j>er mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
Tills road, 92 miles long, aflbrds the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo,- Detroit, Fori Wayne,
LojmiiBPort, ami intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
also, lor the large surplus products of the rich agricul-

HASTINGS,

MANUFACTORY

Patent

diana.

have thought her soft
could
flash so, or the lines on her face eyes
sharpen in
such a curious way? She
really looked dan-

Had he seen Kitty laugh and
clap her
hands as she vanished from the scene
he’d
have been more puzzled than ever.
The next time they met she
greeted him
with such a charming smile, and looked so
naive and unconscious that this little episode
would have passed from his memory if it
hadn’t been for one circumstance. He acci-

the Investment.

on

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
RONDS OF THE

of wretchedness, that he ascribed it to w'ounded pride. It was not till two years afterward
that he learned the truth, and Kitty was
married to Joe, who, I forgot to say, was not
her own cousin, though she called him so, but
a sort of distant relation.
Mr. Day received
his revelation good-humoredly (Joe had always been his special favorite), and was ready
enough to laugh with the rest over the way
in which he been outwitted.

s
again sank to zero.
But if he’d been sensible he’d known that her
embarrassment was the result of
surprise
rather than emotion. She was very arch and
that
until
after
Joe
morning
winning
left (the

a

Security,
BONDS,

heads were
young Gilbert

little witch knew he was on nettles all the
time), then she changed her tactics and grew
cold and distant.
“So you had to tell papa
after all,” she sneered, “men can’t keap a secret.”
Her lover tried to
explain but she would’nt
listen, and gave him such a rating as would
have done credit to the
shrillest and noisiest
of viragoes.

Undoubted

passes but we are consulted by one >r
with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though'they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice In perfect health.

I

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

DIRECT Bit 071 BOSTON
OLYMPUS, Tues. Apl 23.1HECLA Tues Mav
SIBERIA.-Tutw., April 30 KEDAlt Sat
Vfav

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Hay market Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

ranted.

SEMINAL

ai»-

Steamers appointed tc sail

NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South aud the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York ami the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased
and baggage checked.
]^“Freight trains between Portland and Boston

complexion.

day

Altou

TO THE LADIES.

floor.

’Twould be worse for him if
ft
aug23
he had. I’d shoot him in a minute;” and !
To be Let,
Joe tried to look belligerent, but failed wofully.
Mr. Day was surprised the next momiugby I rflHE whole or part ot the block ot Brick Store* or
l
Portland Pier.
The young
a call irom Kitty’s late suitor.
! Apply at the Merchants National Bank.
man seemed ill at ease, and stammered a good
ivlStl
deal in making his errand known.
Furnished Room to Let,
I understand, sir, that insanity is hereditI fH or without board.
Also Ladv Boarders
awkwardly,
ary in your family,” he
\\
▼ v
wanted. Apply cornel Cmter and Free st. No
“and—and”—he paused and tried to collect
»
jnn3()tf
his ideas—’that Kitty’s aunt and grandmother
died in a lunatic asylum.”
“All a mistake,” responded Mr. Day,
pompously. “There never was a case of
PAYING 60 PER CENT.
insanity, either among my own kindred, or
that of my late wife.”
more: income
“But your daughter, sir, has a peculiar
disposition, and I find it isn’t suited to mine THAN GOVERNMENT
at all.
We should be miserable together. I
desire, therefore, to withdraw from the enAND

gagement.”

IN SEASON.

Rochester,

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

Let

room

1879.

Manchester ami Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Juuetiou, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*. 9.10* A. M., 3.30f, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union. 9.1o* A. M. 3.30t, 3.45* P. M

Arrangement of

to let, containing 7 rooms, Sebago
TENEMENT
water. For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

An

For

■

by

s >ld
now

one room on

Arrangement, April *1,

Train, leare P. S. Sc P. K. K. StaPortland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30t, 3.45*, 6.00t (express) P.M.
Returning *7.30, fH.30 A. M., *12.15,
*3.00, fi.OOt (express) P. M

making

SECOND STAGE OF

l>v

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.
;

■

forwarued immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St.. Portland.
8^* Send a Stamp lor Circular.

jan 12-d&wtf
first- lass Houses to Let.

way,”

Spring

Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

To

n

,,

CLEMENT.

new Dwelling House,
Barn, Sheds, and Fish
House, all in jieriect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fish-

CTJTsr A HI)

*

_____

Many ThoniandiCaii Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure wara

1-0 Exchange Street.

40

to the Caotain

CITY,

Having sominodlous Cabin and State Room accommodations, will mn alternately, leaving

Fare down and back 2.1 cent*. children half mice
Portland, April 1, 1872.
apl

BOSTON Sc MAINE RAILROAD.

know

erable with ruimxl constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best sypldland management of these
ographers, that the
should
the
whole time of those who
plaints
engross
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner,
caving neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one
of treatment, in most cases
an indiscriminate use of that
and dangerantiquated
ous weapon, the Mercury.

young

|dyln({

can be accommodated
on board.

REST

1

md 3.45 P. M.

Reliable information cheerfully furnished at
all times.
I»4t
wl5
ap6d&w

middle-Aged Ilea,

THEA-NECTAR

Let.

to

River

Lane,

api3t4w

AN miles

PLEASANT

Office,

MONTREAL

____

handed out for gonoral use should have
their efficacy established by well-teste,!
experience In
the hands of a regularly-educated
physician, whose
for all the duties he must
preparatorythestudies fit him
fulul; yet
couutry is floodetl with poor nostrums
aud cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always
injurious.
Tlie unfortunate should be particular in selecting
bis physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made mis-

ANTIDOTE

express,

SJ^ Private parties

SUPERIOR SEA-UOIXi
STEAMERS

-it— .THE

4

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf dailv fur
Peaks’ Island at 8.45 A. M.. and 3.15 P. M
Returning vill leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A. M.

W. ». LITTLE A CO.

cess

Caution to the Public.
hvery intelligent and thinking person must
that remedies

Mteauabait1lompuuy.
MTEA.71KR

’■"by

—

oi

would call the attention oi the
afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned
reputation!
t*llin8 sufficient assurance of his skill
and suc-

Hardly

FOR BOSTON.

Peak’* ■•lau«l

fcfffgfffrtfSjjaml

£.UBf, contracted,
standing or recently
entirely removing
thi dregB of disease from the
system, and making
8 a
aud
perfect
permanent cure.

more

For Peaks’ Island.

THK

Traveler* for
CALIFORNIA
the Weal, South and Northinay obtain through Ticket*
the beat aud moat reliable
route from Portlaud or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the loweat rate*, at the old
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

How

convenient house of 10 rooms.
BRUNELL & CO., 150 Exchange st.

PROCURE TICKETS

Passenger Ticket Agency!

terrible vice of self-abuse,
l*mt* to that particular branch
he feels warranted In Guar“ all Gases, Whether of
long

profession,

ami

mch27

lin st.

ellilre

STEAMERS.

OLD

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
not
Do
vpdt for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

STORE

f\0 r

]<

STEAMERS.

Rooms,

No. 179 Cumberland
Street,
V/UHERE he can he consulted privately, ami with
v T
the utmost confidence
by the afflicted at all
from 8 A.M. to 9 P. M.
ho,u™ daily, and
tcsaea those who are
-niLjeZ a*,
sullerlug under the
affliction
of private diseases. whether
arising from
ooniiectlon or the
t*1" “O”0®!

RAILROADS.

AT

Medical

SEEK FOR SOME

For Rent.

IFiu the

FOUND AT Ills

Hare Confidence.
All who have committed au excess of
any kind,
whether It be the solitary vice of
youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

occupied by Hoyt,
FOX,

88 Middle street.

The

Private

BE

system

FOLGKR & WILLARD GINN,

J. B.

No. 157 Commercial st., corner of Union
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and Grain, and heavy Grocery Trade.
Double counting room in 2d story. For terms apEdward fox.
ply to

erman.

CAN

generally
study

apBd4w

now

mar28dtf

Yourself.

“But he didn’t treat me in this

PAINT !

The

For Rent.

What a modest demand!”
There was a
smile on her
lip, but her eyes fell beneath his.
“Do you Think so?” and, taking tha mischievous little face between his hands, he
scanned it closely.
What he saw there was
evidently satisfactory, for he kissed it over
and over, and Kitty, though she resisted a
little at first, finally submitted with a very
grace.
good
“
’Tis well to be off with the old love before
you are on with the new,” whispered he, slyly.
“Gilbert’s done for, and I’ve stepped into his

she.
pouted
“
i hope not.

COPPER

Me.

»K. J. B. HUGIIEK

lie

A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
146 Commercial treet.

janlCtf

man’s groan was heard distinctly.
‘Oh! Kitty, how could you ?” said her cousin,
reproachfully. “You’ve cut my cheek terribly; see how the blood runs!”
Gilbert didn’t wait to hear any more, but
fled from the house, resolved that he would’nt
marry such a vixen, though she had the face
and form of a Hebe.
The front door had no sooner closed on
him, than the actors in the above drama went
oil' into spasms of merriment.
Kitty stood
revealed in the gas-light with dress uninjured;
there was not a cut to be seen on Joe’s face:
the child was nowhere visible.
“OhI oh! t’was so funny!” gasped Kitty:
“
that whine would have deceived anybody,
I half started myself,
’twas so natural.
thinking ’twas really a child’s voice instead of
deserve
a reward of merit for
You
yours.
such splendid acting.”
“
Give me one, then, and let me choose it
myself, whispered Joe.
“Well, what will you have?” and she
looked up archly.

£ave
ed
Wm.thatJoe hopes

‘week

2

Store,
BRICK
cupied by Messrs. Purington

a

called an hour later. He entered
unannouncand Kitty
such a start and blush at

n£

ap2t4w

AMERICAN

a

sionally.”

‘■■k. ttbi8

Four (4) Kingsley Steam Hammers, in good order.
For further information address
CASCO NATIONAL BANK,
April 17-dlm
Portland, Me.

ONE

Portland,

building

FOR SALE !

that

something

high.

Room

a 100 horse
engine, main
elevator, is piped for gas, water and
never-failing supply of pure water, is well located, being less than 1-8 mile from
wharves or Railroad depots, both east and vest;
fronts three streets, and is .well arranged for manufacture of car-springs and axles, cotton or woolen
goods or for a machine shop, louudry or paper mill.

Get out of the
business!” she

was

Forge

story high.

feet,

There is in the
lines of shutting,
steam, anti has a

bottle whizzing through the
and crashing up against the wall. Then

sounded like

3 1-2 stories

BUILDING 160x40

feet,
MAIN
Wing 70x40 feet, 3 1-2 stories high;
1
120x32

MEDICAL.

KENNEDY’S HEIHIjOCK OINTMENT.
The proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians ami chemist*
succeeded in utilizing the mcdiciu&l
properties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach, Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Diseases of au inflammatory nature.
W. W. WHIPPE,

__

so

clasped her
of appeal.

to'let.

prettiest dress I had, and it’s
spoilt completely; and all through your carelessness, you little imp! Oh! if I’d only a
cowhide! ’twould domegood to give you such
a whipping as you deserve.”
“Kitty, let that child alone,” said a new
voice; and Gilbert recognized it as her cous-

in’s.
“I shall do

and Mechanics.

ir.t-t la.s (modern) Brick Boildiog,
For term of year*—Rent low.

A l

’Twas the

Such a little witch as she was, this Katy
Day, of whom I write. She couldn’t help
flirting if she tried, and it wasn’t her fault, of
course, if men were taken in by the round,
childish face, and great innocent blue eyes.
For they were, scores of them, and Kitty
her way

a

on:

Kitty’s Stratagem.

on

Manufacturers

you hear? I’ll make you if you don’t.”
The sobs were hushed up, and Kitty went

Yet—as jealous as a mother,
A suspicious, cauker’d churl—
1 look vainly for the setting
To be worthy such a pearl.

went

STOKE

developments.
They came speedily. A week later he callon Kitty—just at dusk—and was ushered
by mistake (?) into the library. The door
between that and the dining-room stood
slightly ajar a woman’s shrill voice reached
him from thence. Was it Kitty’s? Yes, he
recognized it; he had heard it once before,
pitched in the same high key.
“Don’t tell me you didn’t mean to,” sha
screeched, more like a mad woman than anything else. “You did, you did, you wTetched
little imp!” Then there was the sound of a
heavy blow and the shriek of a child.
“O! don’t, don’t, Miss Kitty?” wailed a
pitiful voice. “’Twas so dark I couldn’t see
when you run up against me, and then I
stumbled and fell and the pitcher got broken,
and I tried to keep the milk off your pretty
dress, but couldn’t.”
“You stumbled and fell,” mimicked Kit%.
“Well, I’ll teach you not to another time.
Take that, and that, and that,” giving the
child blow after blow that resounded through
the room. “Stop your sniveling, too. Do

ueighbnr Nelly 1

ST.

ap‘2S»l\v

Sfore to Let.
on Exchange st.,
recently occupied as an
Saloon.
Oyster
Apply to Symosds & Libby,
91 Middle st.
0|>25-lw

further

prohibited to girls.

1

PLEASANT
Terms reasonable.

ed

She is tall, and growing taller;
She is vigorous of limb;
(You should see her play at cricket
With her lit tie brother Jim!)
She has eyes as blue as damsons ;
She has miunds of auburn curls;
She regrets the game of leap-frog

MISCELLANEOUS.

To Let.
front room 'JIJ HIKE

vixenish wife would be unendurable. But wasn’t it possible that her cousin
was mistaken, or had colored the picture
a
little too highly ? He resolved to wait for
feeling,

*

TO LE'l.

BUTTERI'JE’S

I allerui* of
—’

ijarnienis*

PLTTMERB & WILttEB
—__173 Middle8t.. DpSuire.
.^lnislRE Ortiiigi‘n.

100“°*“ prime Mesalna Drang*,,
anlMlw
apisdlw

for

sale h-

SM1TH * PHiLBROOK,
No. ,2 Mark„ SUf

